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Farm, Garden, and Household. 
< (>M>r< TEI> r.Y PUTNAM SIMONTON. 
Our iriends who may have communications, ob- 
servations, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest, 
pertaining to this department, are requested to column- ; 
nioate the same to Dr. Putnam Simonton, Searsport, who 
w ill prepare the same lor publication, it of sufficient im- j 
ortance. 
the rrnnisr. 
Of all fruit, we know of none which, for the 
cost, will pay a family so well to cultivate as 
this old friend. It. is a native of the north of j 
K'.trope; hence its hardiness. Corinth, Greece, 
i’l'odui es a small grape nr raisin which, in the 
dried state, are sold by our grocers under the 
name of currants—being a corruption of the 
word Corinth. Our berry, much resembling 
this, takes its name, currant. 
Nothing is easier of, and more benetltted by, 
dtivatiot); but as generally left to struggle 
along, it amounts to but little. 
it has two modes of cultivation—the tree or 
•-ingle stalk form, and the bush of many stalks; 
and from good trials with both, we think the 
1 vantages about equal. 
The single stalk is made by cutting out all 
.lie eyes or buds which go below ground ; for 
■ is these underground buds which make al1 
'lie ‘‘.suckers* or sprouts that come up. So 
take a strong last year's sprout, cut out all the 
buds from the lower end for six inches, and 
s'iek that end three or four inches into the 
ground, and can never grow into anything 
but a single stalk bush The advantages of 
this form are, there being no suckers to ex- 
haust the nourishment, It will bear more and 
better fruit, and aifording cleaner cultivation, 
'hug able to hoe around it as around a stake; 
while, in the bush form, grass and weeds defy 
all labor. II in the full llusli of its fruit, any 
desire 1" see a greater show than a horse-race 
or ai. elephant, they will lind it In the garden 
>i our neighbor, Mr. T. 1. Beals, Searsport,— 
i" the shape of a single stalk currant bush, —' 
the 'bilk four inches in diameter; the top cov- 
■ring a surface of 80 square feet, aad produc- 
ing Ti quarts yearly of luscious berries. This 
mm has one disadvantage, the currant being 
'li.mt lived, dying In about ten years, their fre- 
laeut renewal must be provided for, though 
bis Is very little, trouble, as above shown. 
file bush form, the one almost universally 
ultlvatrd, renews itself too much, and so is 
nearly wnrthli ss through lark of pruning. The 
m -I productive 'talks are those three or four 
years old. Hence the proper pruning is this : 
in the fall, or, if then neglected, as early in the 
spring as possible,—cut out all the old looking 
wood, leaving to each hill three or four strong, 
healthy looking stalks, older than last year’s 
growth; for this does not bear till the third 
year,—and from last year’s shoots, or suckers, 
tit out all the small, feeble ones, leaving Hires 
or four of the largest and best to each hill; in 
,his way always giving only young and good 
bearers, ami providing a sufficient number of 
new ones to take their places. When the bear- 
ing stniks are tali and spindling, cut off three 
or four inches of the tops, to throw the sap 
into the lower branches where the largest and 
best fruit grows. 
Whichever method is adopted, good clean 
cultivation s necessary : t he ground well stirred 
wed early In the spring; a fair supply of old 
•urn-dressing,-r in still'soli chip manure Ss ex- 
cellent,—although the warm soap-suds, old; 
brine o, will do good service. As the cur- 
vin', loves cool and moist conditions, mulching 
•! ground under the bushes with sawdust, 
heap hay or straw, adds greatly to the quan- 
tity uud quality of the fruit. 
1 here is a great choice in the i-iudx. Most.; 
people raise only the old fashioned little reds; 
but this bears about the same relation to the ! 
letter kinds as the wild cherry of the woods 
iocs to the luscious garden ones. There arc I 
many fancy and so dearer sorts, but the lied ! 
and White Dutch varieties are good enough— 
the latter especially are twice as sweet as the 
red, nearly as large and as good as small 
grapes; hardy and great bearers. If you can- 
not get them hereabouts, send to .1. T. Wells. 
Hawley St., Boston, Mass,, who will send 
von the lied Dutch, 11 cts. each, §1.2a a doz- 
en White Dutch l.t els! each: Sl.no a dozen. 
Hull a dozen bushes would supply a whole 
neighborhood in a few years, so rapidly do they 
multiply. Mr. Beals' large bush above spoken 
of, Is the Red Dutch, aud is the best kind for 
jellies and wine-making; hut for table use, and 
tor eating purposes, give us the White Dutch. 
noTiis. 
To prevent evil is better than to cure it; and 
imw i- just the time to prevent the great evils 
which that savage little pest- -tiie clothes moth 
-inflicts upon carpets, clothes, furs. X.c. Tiie 
moth, or winged insect, appears in May, laying 
in those articles its eggs, which in June hatch 
into the larva, or caterpillar state,—in which 
state, and not. in tiie fly form, it commits the 
ravages. Tiie secret then is to get ahead of 
t he moths tty preventing their access to the ar- 
ticles in season to prevent depositing their 
eggs therein. For furs and all articles that can 
he boxed up this is perfectly easy. Our meth- 
od is this, and for thirty years we have not seen 
a moth, nor any oi his works : As early in Apr. 
as possible, well clean the articles—-say furs— 
tty beating with a whip-slick and well shaking 
i:i tiie wind. Into a clean, tight dry goods box, 
put a few red cedar chips, or small cedar boughs 
when the chips are not to lie had, and a few 
small pieces of gum camphor; put also a little 
camphor and cedar into tiie sleigh robe, or 
whatever the tiling is, which fold up solid and 
put into the box, putting over it, as under it, 
a layer of cedar and camphor; and so on, pack- 
ing ail the furs interspersed with those articles ; 
nail on a tight cover, and wherever a crack or 
the slightest hole can lie found, paste on a list 
of paper; put tiie box Into a cool, dry, dark 
place, and don’t touch or worry about it till 
cold weather again calls for the tilings. Pre- 
pared with care in this way, for tiie smallest 
and poorest piece of scrip wc will warrant a 
tit 1000 worth of furs or cloths to come out in 
the fall in perfect conditon, and much more 
pleasantly odoriferous than a dandy. 
For carpets in use, the camphor and cedar 
put freely around the edges, and other exposed 
places, we have found a perfect protection, but. 
would not include them in the warrant. 
Moths are often very destructive to the cloth 
lining, of carriages, a high authority—Dr. 
Harris, on Injurious Insects, says : “The cloth 
lining oi carriages can lie secured forever from 
the attacks of moths by being washed or spong- 
ed on both sides with a solution of the cor- 
rosive sublimate of mercury in alcohol, made 
just strong enough not to leave a white stain 
oil a black feather.” 
To Obscure Window Taxes. If one ounce! 
of powdered gum tragaeanth, in the white of 
six eggs, well beaten, be applied to a window, 
It will prevent the rays of the sun from pene- 
trating. 
Bread Tcddinc. Take two large slices of 
bread, crumb it into two quarts of milk; let 
it stand until soaked so that it may be jambed 
up line; adil three eggs; one large coit'ee-oup 
of sugar; a small lump of butter- one nut- 
meg; bake one hour. 
see that the TOOLS AWE IX OH- 
DEB. 
In a few weeks active operations will have 
been commenced. The cart may need repair- 
ing, the ploughs and harrows new points and 
new teeth. Now is the time to have them put 
in thorough condition, as well as all other tools 
that will tie needed. Overhaul them at once 
and see that they are ready for use. “Time is 
money,” and every farmer should be prepared 
to make the best possible use of it when spring 
opens, which cannot be done if the tools are 
not repaired before they are wanted. 
There are many other things which wil* no- 
cur to the thoughtful farmer, that need look- 
ing after now. Plans for the coming season 
should be determined upon, and suitable help 
secured to carry them out. Seeds should be 
prepared, and in fact there are innumerable 
things that may be attended to now, which 
would materially relieve the pressure incident 
to the spring’s work. 
To Imitate Rosewood. Take half a pound 
of red sanders and the same weight of log- 
wood and boil them in one gallon of water for 
one hour, then strain the liquid through a cloth 
and add half an ounce of aiuni, in powder and 
stir until dissolved. This stain is now to be 
applied hot to the wood, with a sponge, and it 
makes the reddish tinge of rosewood. When 
dry, the dark stain for the blackish streaks is 
made with a liquid obtained by boiling one 
pound of logwood for an hour in the same 
quantity of water as the above, and using it in 
the same manner. The dark stain can be made 
jet-black by adding a quarter of an ounce of 
copperas to the pure logwood stain. [Jour. 
Chemistry. 
Ink rom Er.DF.ii. V.'e learn from Witt- 
stein’s Mntiljahre&schtift that an excellent per- 
manent black ink may be made from the com- 
mon elder. The bruised berries are placed in 
an part; u vessel and kept in a warm place for 
three days, and then pressed out and filtered. 
The filtered juice is of such an intense color 
that it takes 200 parts of water to reduce it to 
tiie shade of dark red wine. Add to 12 1-2 parts 
of this filtered juice, one ounce ot sulphate of 
iron and the same quantity of pyroligenous 
acid, and an ink is prepared which, when first 
used, lias the color of violet, but when dry is 
indigo blue black. This ink is superior in some 
respects to that prepared with galls. It does 
not become thick so soon; it flows easier from 
the pen without gumming; and in writing, the 
letters do not run into one another. [.Tour, 
Chemistry. 
Mode of Dividinc; Glass. The following 
plan, to break a bottle or jar across its circum- 
ference, so as to form a battery cup, or vessel 
for other purposes, may be of some service to 
your readers. I have performed the operation 
successfully many times. Place the bottle in 
a vessel of water, to the height where it is de- 
signed to break it; also, fill the bottle to the 
same level. Now pour coal-oil, inside and out, 
oil the water; cut a ring of paper, fitting the 
bottle. Saturate with alcohol or benziue, so 
that it touches the oil. Pour, also, some inside 
the bottle. Set on tire; the cold water pre- 
vents the glass from heating below its surface, 
while the expansion caused by the heat will 
break the vessel on the water line. j_.I. T. Reet; 
Scientific American. 
Facts in Fruit Cui.tutk. Dr. Trimble, of 
New .lersey, a successful fruit culturist, gives 
the following as tbe result of bis experience 
in destroying the pests of the orchard : 1. That 
the most successful way to conquer the cureu- 
lio is to gather the fruit as it falls, and feed It 
to stock or destroy it, as it is by this fallen fruit 
that the eurculio propagates its species, 2. 
That the fruit of the apple tree may be protect- 
ed from the apple-tree moths by wrapping 
around each tree two or three times a rope 
made of straw. The moths will harbor in this 
rope, and can then be destroyed, d. That the 
only way to kill the peach-tree borer is to cut 
it out with a knife, not only once in a season, 
but to follow it up every two weeks until ex- 
terminated. After tbe first going over of an 
orchard, this will be little or no trouble, as 
each tree can be attended to. 
What Slacked Lime Will Do. A thrifty 
farmer, who “believes in making old tilings 
last In these times,’’ says “There Is one tiling 
that nearly everybody knows, and hardly any- 
body attends to—that is, to sprinkle lime on 
their roofs once a year, either in fall or spring. 
If flie shingles are covered ever so thick with 
moss, the lime soon clears it oil’ leaving the 
roof clean and white, and good for a dozen 
years longer. It ought to be put on very thick, 
and a rainy day is best for the work. Strong 
wood ashes will answer almost as well, to keep I 
old roots in repair, hut tliey will not look as 
nice. To make new shingles last three or four 
times the usual period, they need only to be 
soaked a few days in a tank half-full of thick 
lime water, which must be stirred tip well be- 
fore the shiugles are put in.” 
A Groat Cuban Expedition Fitting Out. 
Nr:u uh lan's, April s. (Now York Herald 
special. An expedition is now fitting out in 
this city which will lie of Iho most formidable 
character, and which the Government, if it de- 
sires to maintain its popularity and retain the 
a flections oi the people, had better not inter- 
fen- witn any further than merely to make a 
show of good faith toward the Spanish Gov- 
ernment. The progress of the expedition may 
be retarded by oilicial interference, but it can- 
not be stopped. There are men at the head of 
it and men at the beck of it who never say fail, 
and those who are in the secret look forward 
to certain success and beneficial results. 
“Cuba must be free”is the watchword of the 
expeditionists, and they will not stop until the 
command becomes a fact. That such men as 
Francis P. Blair and Gen. Steedman arc deep 
in the movement is no secret here, and is com- 
mon talk. That the steamship Cupa, one of 
the fastest vessels that ever crossed the Gulf 
of Mexico, has been secured for the initiatory 
service is equally well known. The Cuba is 
now probably in Baltimore, she having left Havana on the 1st inst. for that port. She is 
comparatively a new vessel, and is well and 
strongly built. She is over one thousand tons 
burthen, and is fully able to carry 1200 to 1500 
men to any part oi the coast of the Island in 
whose honor she is named. Those who are 
contributing time and money to the enterprise 
say that they have no fear of Government in- 
terference, as they had arranged matters to 
their satisfaction on that score before they 
commenced the job. A few days will develop 
the details, and the public can then talk over 
the matter, while the Cuba, with a formidable 
armament and well found In men, Is steaming 
for the struggling patriots. 
We were tolil a story a few days since 
which we do not remember to have seen in 
print, and which we thing is fair. Deacon 
B., of Ohio, a very pious man, was noted 
for his long prayers, especially in the family. 
One morning the deacon and his wife were 
alone, and as was usual custom after break- 
fast a prayer was offered. There being an 
unusual amount of work that day, the 
Deacon’s prayer was short. He seized his 
hat and milk pail and started for the barn. 
His wife being very deaf, did not notice his 
abseuce, but supposed him to be still engag- 
ed in prayer. On his return from milking 
he was surprised to sec her still kneeling. 
He stepped up to her and shouted “Amen," 
when she immediately arose and went about 
her work as though nothing had happened. 
A Louisville paper has some answers to 
correspondents. Here is a sample : “Jenny 
—Ministers are not more addicted to dis- 
sipation then men of other professions. A 
few of the Kalloch and Wheeler stripe take 
gin toddies and liberties with females—but 
the great majority of them are as good as 
lawyers and doctors. If you want a true 
Christian, marry an editor.” 
Archie’3 Promise. 
“You will uot forget me, Archie, when 
you arc among those beautiful ladies, will 
you:1” said the pretty girl, who stood with 
her plump arm on the garden gate, aud her 
eyes uplifted to tlie tall young gentleman 
on the other side. 
“Forget you, darling ! Why should 1 ? 
Haven't I spent my whole lifetime among 
these city ladies of whom you speak? Ah, 
Letty, you do not know me !” 
She looked up and held her lips for a 
kiss. 
“Forgive me, Archie. But if you should 
forget me it would kill me : 1 could not live 
without you.” 
Aud thus they parted. 
They had met but a few months before. 
He, a handsome and polished gentleman ; 
she, a simple, beautiful county maiden. 
They loved. He, with tiie passion of a man 
whose heart was world-hardened and care- 
less—-she, with all a woman’s trust aud 
strength. 
“I will never forget you, my own Letty !” 
The words rang a sweet music in her ear, 
and kept back the loneliness which threat- 
ened to overwhelm her. He went forth with 
them upon his lips, and remembered them 
until the busy metropolis, and its thousand 
cares and joys, came to shut them from his 
memory. 
The first letter he sent her was long and 
full of pathos and love. The second short- 
er, and yet teuder aud loving. The third, 
still shorter and business-like. The fourth, 
well, there never was a fourth. All this 
while sweet Letty Gray worked on as busy 
as a bee and waited with patience for the 
letters which were to-be her life. -She read 
them as they came, and treasured them up 
in the little mahogany box, together with 
his picture which he had given her ; and 
night after night, in the solitude of the little 
room, she sat aud read the them over and 
over again, and kissed them through her 
tears. 
All, Archie Eardley, you little know the 
wealth of love which lay stored within that 
pure sinless heart for you Had you but 
known, methinks you would have turned 
back from the bustling life, aud gathered 
her in your : rrr,s aud kept her there for 
ever. 
Bill lie knew not. Life had been rough 
and beset with difficulties ; aud disappoint- 
ment had made him cold and selfish. Per- 
haps iu early life he had loved as she now 
loved, aud had been grievously disheart- 
ened. If not, it was something that had 
blighted his best .feelings and made him 
false. 
tolia waited ijntil her heart grew sick, hut 
no sign or word from him and r,t last she 
took the mahogany box aud its cherished 
contents, aud hid them away, burying her 
love with it. 
* * £ 
A tired, world-weary man was Archie 
Eardley eight years later, when again his 
foot pressed his native soil, aud his heart 
more hard and selfish than when lie left his 
little Lelty Gray that Summer morning at 
the cottage gate. 
lie had wandered through Europe uutil 
its scenes of interest grew dull and mean- 
ingless, aud his heart yearned for his native 
laud. Aud jet what was there to greet him? 
Nothing. Neither home, father, mother, 
sister, brother, wife, or love. 
Something brought back the old collage, 
the fair-haired girl, who waved her hand 
to him from the gate aud blessed him as lie 
went. It might have been far different had 
lie heeded aud cared for her. 
“It might have been!” 
The beautiful lines of Whittier’s poem 
came up to memory : 
“01 nil s;ul words ill tongue or pea. 
The saddest are these: It might have been.” 
Yes. There might have been a wife aud 
home for him. But, alas ! it was too late 
aud there was nothing left but the bitter 
knowledge of his own folly. 
He was weary, and he turned his face 
toward the city, aud found at least a wel- 
come from some distant relatives. 
“You will go^o-night to Mrs. Berkley’s 
reception, won’t you, Archie?” asked his 
pretty cousin, Mrs. Watson. “It will he a 
grand affair, and all the first people will he 
there. I have many celebrities to show you. You must see Mrs. Vavasour. She is the 
belle of our circle this Winter.” 
“Is she handsome?” 
“Superb ! Beautiful i Everybody is crazy 
about her. I doubt much, coz, if even iu 
your wide travels you ever met a woman 
more lovely.” 
“I have seen many fair women.” 
“You will pronounce her queen of all. 
Mr. Wylde, who but lately returned from a 
Continental tour, saj-s he never beheld a 
women so beautiful. Promise me that you 
will go and see her.” 
“1 will go to the reception, for I want to 
meet my old friends.” 
lie had been iu crowds until he hated 
them ; hut the elegant saloons, their heavy 
perfume-ladened air, the brilliant dresses, 
the sparkle of jewels, and above all, the 
many dear familiar faces, charmed him for 
the time, and he remained contented aud at 
ease. 
It was late ; and heated with danciug, he 
drew his partner, who was an old friend, to 
a divan near the window, and sat chatting 
with her of the bygone days, when sudden- 
ly there was a low murmur near him. 
A voice said : “See, here comes Mrs. 
Vavasour ! What perfect a beauty !” 
“Mr. Eardley,” whispered his compan- 
ion. “Look, there is Mrs. Vavasour!” 
He looked in the direction indicated, and 
his heart beat wildly at the sight. 
It was a woman, with a face of marble 
whiteness, save where a faint tinge of pink 
crept in aud dyed it with a roseate glow ; 
and a pair of large liquid blue eyes, fringed 
by curling lashea, of wondrous length and 
beauty. Her rippling hair swept back in 
golden waves from the broad brow, and was 
half confined by a tiara of diamonds. The 
month, tender, proud, aud womanly, was 
wreathed in smiles, aud thus revealed the 
pure, white teeth within. Her dress—a rich 
blue velvet—was made low to display the 
exquisite shoulders ; aud the white, beauti- 
fully rounded arms were bare to the should- 
er. 
A mist floated before his eyes ; and, in- 
stead of this glorious woman and the bril- 
liant ball-room, there came a little vine-em- 
bowered cottage, alow white fence, a wicket 
gate, aud a trusting girl waving him a sad 
good-bye. Again, he was leaning over her, 
j saying, “I will uevef forget you, ray own 
I Letty !” 
Ah, how poorly he had kept that promise 1 
; IIow many a weary day of forgetfulness 
had passed ! But with this queenly woman 
came back the old love aud Letty Gray, 
lie knew her, notwithstanding the change. 
“Who was she?” asked his companion. 
“1 know not. 1 believe she is a distant 
(relative of Mrs. Berkley’s, aud I thiug the 
rich Mr. Vavasour met her here. There are 
| stories of the marriage being one of con- 
venience. It is hard telling, for they ap- 
pear happy.” 
; She swept past him with her proud hus- 
band ; aud her jewels flashed so close to 
Archie’s eyes, that he turned his head, aud 
with it hid the sorrow in his face. 
He could not silence the cry which came 
tip froiq his heart; aud it was upon his lips 
(tor days afterward : 
“Letty lost, beautiful Letty.’’ 
The Volunteer Counsel. 
John Taylor was liQgused, when a youth 
of twenty-one, to practise at the bar. I^e 
was poor, but well educated, and possessed 
extraordinary genius. 
Ou the math of April, 1610, the court- 
house in Clarksville, Texas, was crowded to 
overflowing. An exciting case was about 
to he tried. Cleo. Hopkins a wealthy plan- 
ter, had offered a grcss insult to Mary Elli- 
son, the young and beautiful wife of his 
overseer. The husband threatened to chas- 
tise him for the outrage, when Hopkins 
went to Ellison’s house and shot him in his 
door. The murderer was arrested and bail-! 
ed to answer the charge. This occurrence 
produced great excitement, and Hopkins, 
in order to turn the tide of popular indig- 
nation, had circulated reports against the 
character of Mrs. Etllisou, and she had ait-! 
ed him for slander. Both suits were pend-j 
iug, for murderamd slander. 
The interest became deeper when it was j 
kuown that Ashley and Pike, of Arkansas, j 
and S. S. Prentiss, of New Orleans, by 
enormous fees, had been retained to de- 
fend Ilopkitts. In the murder case, Hopkins 
was acquitted. The Texas lawyers were 
overwhelmed by their opponents. It was a 
light of dwarfs ag&iqst giants. The slan- 
der suit was set down for the 9th of April, 
and the throng of spectators grew in num- 
ber as well as excitement. Public opinion 
was setting in for Hopkins. Ilis money had 
procured witnesses who served his advo- 
cates. When the ease was called, Mary 
Ellison was left without an attorney : all 
had withdrawn. 
“Have you no counsel?” inquired .judge 
Mills, looking kindly at the plaintiff. 
“Islo, sir, they have all deserted ivte, and ] 
am too poor to employ others,"’ replied the 
beautiful Mary, bursting into tears. 
“In such a case, will not some chival- 
rous member of the profession volunteer ?” 
said the judge, glancing around the har. 
The thirty lawyers were silent. 
“I will, your honor,” said a voice from 
the thickest part of the crowd outside the 
bar. 
At the sound of that voice many started, 
it was so unearthly, sweet and mournful. 
But the first sensation was changed into 
laughter, when a tall, gaunt, and spectral 
figure elbowed his way through the crowd, 
and placed himself within the har. Ilis 
clothes looked so shabby that the court hes- 
itated to let the ease proceed under his man- 
agement. 
“lias your name bean entered on the 
rolls of the har of the State ?” demanded the 
judge. 
“It is immaterial,’’answered the stranger, 
liis thin, bloodless lip curling up with a 
sneer. “Here is a liceuse from the highest 
tribunal in America 1” and he handed the 
judge a broad parchment. The trial went 
on. 
lie suffered the witnesses to tell their 
own story, and he allowed the defence to 
lead on. Ashley spoke first, followed by 
Pike and Prentiss. The latter brought the 
house down with cheers in which the jury 
joined. 
It is now the stranger’s turn. He rises 
j before the bur, not behind it, and so near the 
wondering jury that he might touch the 
foreman with his long, bony linger. He 
proceeded to tear to pieces the arguments 
of Ashley, which melted away at his touch 
like frost before the sun. Every one look- 
ed surprised. Anon he came to the dazzling 
wit of the poet lawyer, Pike. Then the 
curl of his lip grew sharper, and his smooth 
face began to kindle up, and his eyes to open 
dim and dreamy no longer, but vivid as 
lightning and red as fire-globes. Ilis whole 
soul was in his eyes ; his full heart pouring 
out of them. And without an allusion to 
Prentiss, he turned short around on the 
perjured witnesses of Hopkins, tore their 
testimony into shreds, and hurled in their 
faces such terrible invectives that they trem- 
bled in their seats, and two of them fled 
from the court-house. The exeiemeut of 
the crowd was becoming uncontrollable. 
Their united life and soul seemed to hang 
upon the burning tongue of the stranger 
who was overwhelming them with the pow- 
er of his terrible indignation. He held the 
whole audience spell-bound. But his great- 
est triumph was to come. 
His eyes began to glance at the assassin 
Hopkins, and his lean taper fingers assum- 
ed the same direction. He hemmed the 
wretch with a wall of strong evidence and 
iupregnable argument, cuttingoff all hope of 
escape. He dug beneath the murderer’s 
feet ditches of dilemma, and held the slan- 
derer lip to the scorn and contempt of the 
court. He girt him about with a circle of 
fire, and then stripped himself to the work 
of massacre. 
Oh, then it was both glorious and dread- 
ful to behold the orator! His actions be- 
came as impetuous as the motion of the oak 
in a hurricane. His voice became a trum- 
pet filled with wild whirlwinds, deafening 
the ear with the crashes of power, yet in- 
termingled all the while with a sweat under 
tone of the softest cadence. His forehead 
glowed like a heated furnace, his counte- 
nance was haggard, like that of a maniac, 
and ever and anon he flung his long bony 
arms on high as if graspiug after thunder- 
bolts to hurl at his miserable victim. 
He drew a picture of murder in such ap- 
palling colors that in comparison hell itself 
might be considered beautiful. He paint- 
ed the slanderer so black that the sun seem- 
ed dark at noonday, when shining on such 
an accursed monster; and fixing both por- 
traits on the shrinking Hopkins, fastened 
them there forever. The agitation of the 
audience amounted almost to madness. 
All at once the speaker descended from 
the perilous height. His voice wailed out 
for the murdered dead and living—the beau- tilul Mary, more beautiful every moment 
as her tears flowed faster—till men wept and sobbed like children. 
He closed by a strange exhortation to the 
jury, and through them to the bystanders. 
He advised the panel, after they should 
briug iu a verdict, not to offer violence to 
the defendant, however riolily he deserved 
it; in other words, “not to lynch the villain, 
but leave his punishment with God.” 
This was the most artful of all, and best 
calculated to insure vengeance. 
The jury returned a verdict of fifty thou- 
sand dollars; and the night afterwards, 
Hopkius was taken out of hod and beaten 
almost tq death. 
As the court adjourned, the stranger 
said : “John Taylor will preach here this 
evening at early candle-light.” 
He did preach, and the house was crowd- 
ed. I have listened to Clay, Webster aud 
Calhoun, to Dwight, Bascom find Beecher, 
hut never heard anything in the form of 
sublime words even remotely approxima- 
ting to the eloquence of John Taylor—mas- 
sive as a mountain, and wildly rushing as a 
cataract of fire, 
A Congressman Hunted Down. 
! Washington Correspondence Clucinunti Commercial.] 
I was at work iu my room yesterday, 
when a tall specimen of upright humanity 
stalked in, 
“Are you D- B-?” it asked. 
Since entering upon my vocation of cor- 
respondent—I mean a truthful, independent 
correspondent- I regard that question with 
suspicion. I quietly reached out, and in 
a careless, graceful manner put my right 
hand on a paper weight of a few pounds, 
made of “black diamond homogeneous cast 
steel, bent cold,” for the use of the learned 
Committee on Commerce, and regarded my visitor closely. 
He was a man of about fifty-six, with 
bald head, curious sharp Ijttlq eyes, and un- 
decided ucse, and chin that retreated into 
a paper collar. His clothes were of what 
we call store goods in the Far West, and 
had evidently exhausted the genius of a vil- 
lage tailor. His legs were slender and 
shaky, uot from age, but from a habit of 
never straightening them at the knee. I 
said to myself, this is not a fightist. lie 
shuffles though life. He has shuffled iulo 
office. So I released ray hold on the paper 
weight, and boldly responded : 
“That is my name, sir.” 
1 am Air.-, member of Congress 
from-. I have read your letters. Mr. 
-, the editor of our paper, told me to 
look you up.” 
“I am glad to know you, sir. Take a 
seat. What can I do for you?” 
“I want some passes,” he said earnestly, 
seating himself. 
“What sort of passes?” 
“Railroad,” 
“I fear I cannot help you iu that way, 
Mr.——. I had a pass for myself and fam- 
ily from the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 
hut because, iu return for the compliment, 
I said the President had a locomotive iu In’s 
belly, T am cut off. But why do you want 
passes? Are you preparing to run away?” 
“I wish I could,” he answered sadly. “I 
wish I could. No, that is not it. I am run 
down by office seekers from my district. 
They pile in on me at my boarding house. 
I have been sleeping every night on my 
bedroom floor. They follow me about, 
and chase me down. They have smoked 
all my cigars and drank up all my whiskey, 
and now they are getting out of money and 
want to borrow. I heard where to find you ; 
I made an excuse to go iuto an alley, and I 
ran away. A police officer thought I was 
a thief, and ran after me. I told him I was 
a member of Congress, running from the 
office-seekeis. He said that was rough, and 
let me go. There is one—a woman—worse 
than all the rest. She wants the best post office I have. What in the infernal jinks 
does Grant mean by setting such an exam- 
ple? All the females iu my district are 
writing to me, and t ,vo hundred will be 
here, somehow, if we don’t repeal this fool- 
lisli law and fill the offices. This woman 
torments my life out; and yet, if I give 
her the office, I won’t dare go home. She 
follows me up like Satan. I can’t sleep, I 
can’t put on a clean shirt, she hops iu on 
me so unexpected. Now, if I had a railroad 
pass.” 
uHow would that help you?” 
“I believe, if I could say to her, I cau’t 
give you au office, but here is a railroad 
pass, she’d take it and go. But, Lord love 
you, I want a hundred. They’re getting 
out of money, I tell you, and if I only had ’em. Now, can you help me? You news- 
paper men always have lots of passes. 
The editor in our town hasn’t paid railroad 
fare for more’n twenty years.” 
I had to assure my poor f riend that I 
really could not help him. I suggested to 
him to get a sign painted, “Small pox in 
this house,” and put it up over his door. 
“Pooh,” he cried, “do you suppose they’d 
care for that? Every bloody one of ’em 
would get vaccinated, and work iu on me. 
Cholera would not keep 'em off. 1 wisli I’d 
been sunk in eternal thunder before I con- 
sented to come to Congress. Consented ! 
I worked like a mule for it. It cost me 
all of 6800—more fool I. What can I do ! 
My neighbors and constituents wanted a 
national dog law, for the better protection 
of sheep, and to raise the price of wool. 
Why it would take a fellow two years to 
learn the rules, and I don’t think I could do 
a hooter. But cuss these office-seekers.” 
“You are safe on the floor, however.” 
“Devil a bit. They get around the doors 
and send iu their names. They ruu up in 
the gallery, to see if I’m there, and then 
down they come. I hid in the barber shops 
every day for a week before they found me 
out and then Littlebaug, who wants to be 
minister to Europe, wrote home to the pa- 
pers and said I had been made standing 
committee on hair.” 
How long my friend would have contin- 
ued his lamentations I cannot say, but he 
was interrupted by an arrival of sixteen of 
his friends, and left very dejected. D, P. 
“ I say, Sam, if I tells you a lie, why is 
dat like my olo arm chair?” “I doesn’t 
see de resemblance, Pete.” Wall, look 
yere ; cos it’s de seat dat I use. 
Life Among the Cannibals. 
From the Now York Time., :id. 
A remarkable man recantly arrived in tlic City of New York, loaded with irons and charged with the crane ot mutiny. His name is Wni. H. Starr. He 
was born in Rochester. New York, about fifty years aao. He was sent to school in his early 
years, but not liking books, lie ran away when nine years of age, and making his wav across the State to Mvstic, on the Sound, managed to hoard a vessel, then just about to sail for Havre, France, and so was carried awav across the Atlantic On 
reaching Havre, he again ran away, because lie teared the Captain would restore him to his friends 
on returning to the United Slates. He got a berth 
on board a stcamei plying on the Seine between Rouen and Havre. Here he was ill treated, ana finally left and went ashore. He then shipped on a Swedish ship, and made a cruise in the Baltic 
bea. Thence lie went on hoard a Russian brig: thence on a trait vessel to the Mediterranean, He returned on a vessel to America, and finally ar- rived at isew York, whence he .shipped to Ilono- 11 G? Vven* on a whaling voyage to the sea of Okhotsk; thence to Kodiak and New Zea- land, and finally to the Marquesas Lslands This was thirty years ago. On arriving at the Marquesas, he found living there, among the na- tives, a sailor with whom ho had been formerlv 
acquainted, aud who p-rsuaded him also to come 
and live a free hte among the savages. He agreed to do so, and took up his abode among them. He has continued to live with Cbem until within the last two years, and has acquired a most intimate know!edge ot the languages of this remarkable va- 
riety of mankind, their manners and customs, and all the strange passions aud superstitions that form the moving springs of their wild life 
The natives quickly discovered the value of 
ms knowledge, and gave him a prominent posi- 
tion in their community. Oitahu, where he dwelt, 
is a small island of the Marquesas group, eontaiu- 
ftbout two thousand inhabitants. These are 
divided into three kingdoms or clans, occupying dine re lit districts, but always preserving strictly amicable relations with one another, and consider- 
mg themselves as one family. The kings or chiefs ot these clans are. independent of each other, but unite their forces in any war against the natives of 
the surrounding islands, Starr was adopted by one of the kings as his sou, and was always accorded 
princely honors. He always ate with the princi- pal chiefs, aud had fourteen youths appointed to act as his servants. The Marquesas valued him on 
accouut of the services he was ah c to render them 
m negotiating sales of fruit, figs, poultry, &c to the various ships which came t > the Hands, He 
procured for them munv axes, eniscls, knives, and other implements, Iron, in tact, has now become 
indispensable to the natives, since they have lost the faculty of shaping and even using the stone hatchets and knives which were formerly their 
only tools, 
CANNIBALISM, 
The Marqnesuus are tall, finely tin-mod men. of 
a dark, copper color, agile, and very courageous. The women are slender, and much shorter than the 
men. They are inveterate cauuibals, and this not from necessity, but because they prefer human tlesli 
tj any other kind of food, 'flic bread-fruit grows 
in immense quantities in all the islands, without 
trouble of cultivation, and the natives can gather what they please. Tiiere are also great quant ities of bananas, pme apples, boova, taro, and other 
tropical vegetables, which grow wild, These is- 
lands are frequented by wild pigeons in prodigious 
numbers, and there are pi-nty of wild gears and wild pigs. The seas abound with fish, which the 
natives catch by stupefying them with a narcotic 
drug and then hoisting them rapidly into their ca- 
noes. Tliis drug is called avasa, and is prepared 
by the natives from a small plant growing in differ- 
ent parts ot the islands. Nature, indeed, has been 
lavish in her gifts to these beautiiul regions. And. 
therefore it is not want, but actual relish for man's 
flesh, that tempts them to these dismal feasts. It 
appears that they have a human banquet about 
once a week. The victims are the prisoners taken 
in the numerous forays which the islander ■ make 
upon one another These unfortunates are slain, 
their bodies are stuffed with sweet-scented herbs, 
and then roasted upon hot stones. Tu»v are cov- 
ered over with more ot these leaves and hot stones, 
apparently, from the description, much utter the 
plan of cooking clams at a clam-bake, and finally, when cooked, are eater, at the public feast. Starr 
says that be did all he could to persuade the people 
to forego these horrid practices; but though they 
are willing enough to obey him in other tilings, they decline to follow his advice in this On one 
occasion, he says, they had prepared for a feast of 
man’s flesh, and as lie had a great horror of the 
whole affair, he went off’ to the mountains t > hunt. 
While he was on the mountains a schooner arrived 
in the bay. It was the Sea Witch, commanded by 
Capt. Chapman, who had formerly been American 
Vice Consul at Raiotca, The Capita’ll came ashore 
to see Starr and trade with him for fruits, & •. lie 
ascended from the rocky shore, and walking thro’ the little town, came straight to the public square when the cannibal feast was at its height. A native, 
knowing the purpose for which lie had landed, 
came forward and taking him by tire arm. pointed 
out Starr’s hut, and tried.to make him unde .-rand 
that he should wait there while they sent a boy af- ter the absent white chief. The ('aptain, however, 
seeing the nature of the direful festivities then in 
progress, began to he much alaruma. He doubted 
what these singular gesticulations could mean; be- 
ing a fat, healthy man, a li irrid suspicion began to 
tiugle beneath the roots of his hair; he released 
himself from the grasp of the natives at a bound, 
and rusnmg off’ at the top of his speed, never stop ped until he reached his boat, wnieh he caused the 
men to force with pretty rapid strokes through the 
water until thev came alongside the schooner. Starr 
afterward met the Captain in Raiotea, and he told 
him that he had never been so much frightened in 
tlie course of his life. 
RELIGION, 
As to religion, the lUarquesaus appear to he Spir- 
itualists of the most advanced kind. They do not, 
it is true, believe in a Supreme Spirit; rior have 
they any notionsof religious worship,but for them 
all nature is the domain of spirits. They say. 
spirits are all around us, only we cannot see 
them.” Could the Dodwortb Hall spiritualists be 
more explicit? They have remarkably clever me- 
diums, too—” Taboomen,” as thev are called, wiio, 
as is sometimes the casein New York, arrive to 
great wealth and dignity in the exercise of their 
profession, If a Chief dies, it is considered com- 
plimentary to ask his spirit to communicate a little 
news legarding the unseen world. Accordingly 
the medium is called, and an interesting scene of 
mingled incantation and spiritual entreaty (oilo.vs; 
the medium gets fearfully exeiied, and finally de- 
livers his ghostly intelligence amid the solemn 
wonder ot his auditors. 
THE DEAD. 
They do not eat their dead friends, but hang 
litem up in the sacred enclosure, until the body is 
thoroughly dried. The skull is carefully preserved 
as an heirloom in the family. The rest of the re- 
mains are left to take their chance. It is a mark of 
quality to possess a great number of skulls; and 
when the islanders attack the town of another tribe 
their most eager desire is to rifle the houses of ah 
the skulls they contain. These are borne off in 
triumph and added to their own private eoilection 
of erani. 
CLOTHING, ETC. 
ThP9e people wear very little clothing. What 
thev have is made of a material called tapa. It is 
manufactured from the hark of a tree, heuten or 
pounded with stones to anv required thickness. 
Some of it is made as thin as the tinest muslin. 
Very trequ ntly they wear a simple drapery of 
leaves. Their lints are b lilt with a few upright 
posts, arid are then thatched with leaves. Tne 
floors are covered with mats, in the weaving, or 
plaiting, of which they display admirable skill. 
Some of the mats are plaited with a thousand 
strands. The strands are made cf different de- 
grees of firmness or coarseness, according to the 
quality of the material required. Their utensils 
are mostly large sea shells and coeoanuts. Of 
course they have no cooking implements of metal. 
The only other manufacture they essay is the hol- 
lowing out of logs to form canoes and the carving 
of paddles. 
POLYGAMY. 
Polgamy is extensively practiced among the Marquesans. Starr had fourteen regular wives 
upon Oitahu, besides several assistant wives oil 
the adjacent islands. Ii one chief wishes to com- 
mend himself favorably to another, he makes him 
a present of his daughter, or even one of his own 
wives. As has already been stated, the girls are 
mostly married at a very early age. The marriage 
of a girl of eight years is very common, and a 
much younger child is frequently piesented to the 
person of whom she is at a future period to become 
the wife. Sometimes the chiefs give awav their 
wives, while yet virgins, to others. 
STARR’S RETURN HOME. 
Among this singular race of people Starr tarried, 
and made laws, and dispensed justice for nearly 
thirty years. He made frequent voyages among 
the Marquesas, Society, Friendly and Navigator 
Islands, and was intimate with most of their chiefs. 
Two years ago his longing to revisit his native land 
became so intense that be shipped in the only craft 
he could find, a German brig for Hamburg, reach- 
ed there a year ago last Christmas, went thence to 
Liverpool, lost all his money, sailed for San Fran- 
cisco to fill his pockets and escape the unendurable 
cold, and in July last shipped for New York as a 
common sailor on hoard the Volunteer. The Cap- 
tain was a mean and tyrannical officer, and when 
the Volunteer landed at Mazatlan to take in her 
cargo of logwood he drove the mate ashore, took 
In ahundred days’ provisions of the ni09t miserable 
character, and started on a six month’s voyage. 
His three principal officers were mere striplings, 
ignorant of navigation. The boatswain in particu- 
Jar was a highly sdpercilious youth, and one day l!?!L H,a-Ptim ordefed Starr to do some little duty that this boatswain had shirked. He did not un- derstand at first, and the order was angrily repeat- ed, when he instantly obeyed. Look out, Starr ” whispered one ot his mates, the Captain will be uloul of you directly.” He'd better be afoul of 
some of these gentlemen that are too proud to do their duty,” responded Starr. For this independ- ent re mar a the Captain ordered him in irons 
which Starr vehemently resisted, but being ulti- mately overpowered, was forced to submit. He 
was cm fined in a wretched hole, not more thin 
three feet high, and seems to have been very erucl- ly treated. On the arrival of the Volunteer in the 
P°rt °i New York, he was taken before the United 
s ates Commissioner on a charge of mutiny, bat 
rejeased on $500 bail. He immediately went to S*8r?' bnnih and Rowan, attordeys, jfo. 4 New nS"8'? reet’ aud stat«l his ( use. These gen- rnS’„ a,great deal of euriositv, took the lef<al counsel for the defence, and are prepared to contest the case very thorough- 
■|, .U {),™l.i:‘ble’ however, that the whole affair (V I be settled without trial, and that Stair will be at liberty to return at an early dav to his Marque- san friends, and spend the remainder of his davs 
as King of the Cannibal Isiands. 
The Mansard, or French Hoof. 
This kind of roof is no w so fashionable, 
and also so seusible that we are glad to 
find its history. 
People who have had recent occasion to 
visit the leading cities of the country will 
have noticed the extent to which the style 
of roof called the Mansard roof is gaining 
ground. Now buildings are very general 
ly supplied with this roof, and the roof ol 
old buildings are being demolished to be 
replaced by it. I11 Portland, Maine, the 
burnt district swept by the great lire has 
been rebuilt by line structures so uniformly 
crowned by the Mansard roof that the place 
lias very jnueh the look ol a Fieueli city ; 
with this exception, that the roof as used 
in this country lacks the balustrade used 
generally in these roofs by liie French. 
The robf, variously known by the titles, 
Crib roof, Fret eh roof, and Mansard roof, 
was the invention of a celebrated French 
architect of the name of Francois Mansard, 
who was horu in Paris in ln98. It is re- 
lated of him that his idiosyncracy was such 
that in practice, aiming at the most abso- 
lute perfection, lie was constantly altering 
his most elaborate and masterly designs, 
aud often actually tearing down what was 
already so well done as to be almost un- 
surpassable. This peculiarity prevented 
him from being entrusted with the super- 
vision of the erection of buildings upon bis 
own designs. It is related that Anne of 
Austria took from bis hands the erection 
of Abbey of Val de Grace alter it bad 
reached the first story, lest he should alter 
his superb designs for that structure, and 
pull down what had already gone up. 
I lie Mansard roof has undergone many 
modifications siucc its invention in the six- 
teenth century, The original form as first 
introduced was generally one story, but oc- 
casionally of two more stories in height. 
In the latter case the upper stories in it 
were constantly lower iu proportion, as 
cendiug towards the peak of the roof : and 
the windows were small dormers, not much 
better than loop-boles, meant for a glim- 
mering light in, aud the ventilation of, 
stowage chambers, or mere loft. The 
'lower story iu the roof, that is the first 
story above the main body of tlie structure, 
was always equal to aud quite as desirable 
as either of tho.se immediately beneath it. 
I'he form and construction of these old 
Fennell roofs are always such as to sarnie 
a plumb or perpendicular wall within the 
rooms, with a very trilling loss of space, 
the inclination from a vertical line, in the 
entire altitude of a store, being scarcely 
more than the thickness of the walls. 
This ancient style of the Mansard has 
been improved and modified to the point 
of combining great architectural beauty, 
externally, with economy of space and 
neatness of finish internally. Departing 
from the original idea of an additional 
range of rooms with horizontal ceiling and 
walls iPaplomb this root is now frequently 
carried up in the same material as forms 
the walls, with highly finished balustrades, 
ike. The smaller windows are oval and 
sometimes round, with exterior loop-holes 
tor ornament. The chimney stacks, car- 
ried up to a considerable height, are usu- 
ally a marked feature of the Parisian mod- 
ern Mansard roof. Slate is commonly em- 
ployed for the covering, with tin tor all 
gutters aud weathering. Balustrades, as 
elsewhere mentioned, are seldom omitted 
iu these roofs by the French. This, one 
of the most salient and indispensable char- 
acteristics, is entirely overlooked in most 
of the Mansards iu this country. It has 
been introduced on some of the Mansard 
roofs in this city in its less elaborate forms 
with good effect, [Washington Star. 
A Daring Feat. An occurrence took 
place in Augusta, April 10, of a somewhat 
remarkable character. 
A young man by the name of Charles 
Marston advertised that lie would sail over 
the Augusta dam between the hours ut two 
aud three o’clock, this P. M. 
As the river owing to the recent rains, 
aud has of late been very high, the propos- 
ed feat created quite an excitement. At 
the appointed time a large concourse of 
people had assembled on both hanks of the 
river, to witness the daring exploit. Mar- 
sion soon after started from the main dam, 
iu a small wherry, steering with a com- 
mon paddle, the current soon took the boat 
aud he was propelled through the water 
with considerable speed, until he arrived 
at the edge of the dam when he shot over 
with fearful velocity. 
As the boat went over, Marston flung 
himself nearly on his face, clinging to the 
sides, aud in that position both man and 
boat disappeared iu the boiling surge be- 
low, hut almost instantly reappeared, aud 
rode safely out iu the stream ainid cheers 
of the crowd. A collection had been taken 
up, and the venturesome young raftsman, 
having made a bet of some on the suc- 
cess of his exploit, felt himself amply re- 
warded. Marston is a young man of about 
twenty years of age, and very small. The 
bight of the Fall is some HO feet. [Port 
land Advertiser. 
[jjp’ A recent writer says it is surprising 
how infectious tears are at a wedding. 
First of all, the bride cries because she is 
o-oin" to be married : and then of course 
O O 
the bridesmaids cry, perhaps because they 
are not; and the fond mamma cries because 
she’ll lose her d-d-darling; and then the 
fond papa cries because he thinks it proper ; 
and then all the ladies, as a rule, will never 
miss a chance of crying ; and then, perhaps, 
the groomsmen will cry, to keep the ladies 
company, and all this baud of Niobes seem 
rather to enjoy this Niagara of eye water. 
All except the bridegoom, we have never 
seen him cry. No, nor even whimper. 
fc^Female relatives of Grant, the Dents, 
and Simpsons, are in demand in the mat- 
rimonial markets in the west. Advertise- 
ments from young men appear in the papers 
soliciting correspondence with a view to 
marriage with young ladies connected with 
these illustrious families. One of them put 
in ; “No objections to au aunt if not too 
aged.” 
Seward’s Little Bell. 
it is said of Mr. Seward, lately Secreta- 
ry of State, that, while in conversation, 
during the earlier half of the Lincoln ad- 
ministration, with a British diplomatist and 
visitor, he made a boast of the extent of 
his official power, claiming that it was 
greater than that of Queen Victoria, or of 
any functionary of either England or 
France. To illustrate the truth of his 
claim, he pointed to a bell within reach of 
his hand and remarked : “I can touch that 
little hell four times and have any four per- 
son- 1 please arrested within fifteen min- 
utes in any four different parts of the conn- 
in', and sent on their way to Federal pris- 
ons." Mr. Seward evidently sought to as- 
;onish the English diplomatist, and no 
doubt, did astouisli him. Yet our Secreta- 
ry was making no idle boast. He did not 
\ aunt greater power than he possessed. 
All that he said lie could do he did habitu- 
ally. The country vividly remembers, and 
-urely it can uever forget, the events of 
those times. The era was one of terror. 
No Democrat could go to his bed at night 
with any confidence that he would not be a 
prisoner before morning. Many, all un- 
conscious of crime or otfenee, slept in out- 
houses, and others in the woods. I heir 
first anxious inquiry each day was, who of 
their neighbors had been seized during the 
preceding night. No explanation was 
deigned to the victims as to the causes of 
their arrest. They were not permitted to 
kiiow the character of the charges agaiust 
them. They were not even told in what 
direction they were to he taken or what bas- 
tlies they were to occupy. Their guards, 
if questioned, were as dumb as so many 
Turkish eunuchs. Thus, in the full flush 
ot radical sway, was inaugurated the tyr- 
mny, previously unknown and uuconceived 
among American citizens, which has result- 
ed in what we now behold. 
1 housands ot persons who tecl shocked 
in thinking of Mr. Seward and Ins “little 
hell,” perhaps neglect to inquire or to eou- 
-ider whether the monstrous and startling 
jiower, which he boasted of and exercised, 
has ever been disowned or disused since. 
It is used as oppressively and as constantly 
i:; several portions of the Union as it ever 
was. In Texas, in Arkansas, in Mississip- 
pi. in Georgia, Ac., men are arrested and 
thrown into prison hy little military tyrants 
without even the formality of the tinkling 
ot a little bell at Washington. Seventeen 
itizeus of the town of Jefferson, Texas, 
are to-day in prison, to be tried by a mili- 
tary court, all arrested without warrant, all 
uninformed what are the charges they have 
to meet, who are the witnesses against them 
or when their trial is expected to take place, 
and all denied the benefit of counsel or of 
intercourse with the outside world, even 
with their own families. Men in Georgia] 
have been sent within tlie last year by mil- 
itary courts to the Dry Tortugas, who were 
jei/ed at dead of night hy white and black 
men in uniforms, and kept in ignorance of 
the accusations against them till dragged 
before the martial tribunal “organized to 
convict.” Mr. Seward, a comparative nov- 
ice, may have thought he ought to be at 
the trouble of touching a “little hell” for 
the arrest of every mau or body of men 
that he wished arrested, but the present 
authorities have got over all such obsolete 
ideas as that. What was new aud startliug 
v hen first practiced by him is “old-fogyism” 
now. A general order to satraps aud oth- 
er- does all that Radicalism needs. 
Whilst the war lasted, the national ne- 
cessities, the terrible dangers of our coun- 
try, struggling for her very existence with 
the mighty armies of the South, were urged 
as an excuse for the exercise of unconsti- 
tutional and tyrauical powers by the admin- 
istration. The rights of citizens, it was 
argued, must in many cases he sacrificed to 
(lie public good. Such considerations, 
though they were uot wholly without influ- 
ence, did not for a moment satisfy the scru- 
ples or allay the detestations and alarms of 
those reflecting members of the community, 
who appreciated the great truth that our 
Constitution was made for war ns well as 
for pence, that the liberties of the citizens 
were as sacred in war as iu peace, aud that 
powers, usurped in war. no matter upon 
what pretense, would probably continue to 
be exercised when war should cease. What- 
ever influence such considerations may have 
exerted then, they can exert none now. 
We have peace now or what should he 
peace and is called peace. We have had 
pence for years. It has been more than 
four years since the last Confederate army 
laid down its arms and acknowledged alle- 
giance to the Federal Government. Yet 
the bloody tyranny, practiced with excuses 
in the worst times of the war, is practiced 
now without excuse, and every voice lifted 
against it is denounced by Radicalism as 
the voice of a traitor, aud he who utters it 
is threatened with a traitor’s doom. [Jour- 
nal. 
A Perilous Adventure. 
: Ai «;l'sta, April 1. About a week ago a 
i young raftsman of this city by the name of 
Charles Marston created quite an excitement 
liy sailing over the Augusta dam. Yesterday 
he performed the feat again with the same suc- 
cess. The large number of people that were 
assembled on the banks of the river, the 
wharves and even the mill tops, testified to the 
interest which the performance ofthis feat ex- 
cited. 
To-day another exhibition of this kind took 
place. Major Frank Davis a well known citizen 
of Augusta, and a man of considerable proper- 
ty. having made a bet of one hundred dollars 
that he would perform the same feat himself, 
the crowd, for the third time, gat acred in the 
vicinity of the dam. 
Considerable speculation was indulged in by 
outsiders as to whether the Major possessed 
the required amount of nerve and courage for 
attempting the feat, the majority of them in- 
clining to the opinion that he would back down. 
This afternoon however he was promptly on 
hand and took his seat in the boat at about 
three o'clock, accompanied by Marston whom 
he had hired to go with him. 
The third attempt was not as successful as 
the two preceding ones had been. The boat 
passed safely over the falls, but whether from 
being over loaded, or from mismanagement or 
some other reason, the instant it touched the 
foaming eddy below, it was capsized and both 
men were struggling in the water. The boat 
rose bottom side up, and the men succeeded in 
getting hold of it, but the strong under tow 
began slowly but surely to draw them under 
the falls where certain death awaited them. To 
add to tlie horror of the scene a boat that had 
been stationed a short distance below the falls 
attempted to go to their assistance, but after 
approaching within a few rods they were unable 
to make any more headway against the surface 
current in spite of the most desperate exertions. 
The horrified spectators on the banks were 
momentarily expecting to see them either 
drawn under the falls or washed from their 
hold by the fierce motion of the water. Mars- 
ton however had retained a hold on his paddle 
from the first, and he now succeeded in climb- 
ing on to the boat and arresting the motions 
towards the falls, and at last, after great exer- 
tion he managed to reach the other boat when 
both men were taken ashore more dead than 
alive. 
A White House Fracas. 
§«>natorRoflian<lthp President liave liijfli 
and profane w ords. 
Washington (12) correspondence of the N. V. Herald. 
Senator Ross, of Kansas, one of the gal- 
lant seven who voted against impeachment,' 
bearded the Presidential lion in his den this 
morning. The report is that Ross went to 
the White House to look after certain ap- 
pointments for his far-off State. He had 
nominations incompatible with the slate he 
(Ross) had made out for himself. Ross, 
like other Senators, is human, and has a 
soul not above yearning for the loaves and 
fishes. His soul felt sad at what lie had 
learned concerning the designs of President 
Grant, and, to give his soul comfort, he 
wended his way to the White House. He 
was admitted at the same time as old Zacli 
Chandler, but had the first chance to speak 
his little piece to the President. 
“1 come, Mr. President, to talk with you 
about the appointments for my state, hav- 
ing heard that you intend to make certain 
nominations that may not harmonize with 
my desires, if you deem it worth while to 
consult them in the least.” 
To which Grant laconically iu interroga- 
tively responded, “Well, sir.” 
This Presidential response was not iu the 
true manner to be relished by the Kansas 
Senator. “Am I to understand that I am 
rightly informed as to your stated intentions 
to disregard my preferences iu the matter 
of appointments, Mr. President?” inquired 
the Senator. 
‘•That is a question hardly susceptible ot 
an answer, sir. To what appointments do 
you allude? Inform me and then I can re- 
ply,” rejoined Grant. 
Senator Ross liked the second answer as 
little as the first, but having come for eu- 
lightment he was determined not to go 
away in a fog. The Senator, therefore, 
with suppressed rage, explained the appoint- 
ments to which lie had reference. 
“Frankly, sir,” said Grant, “I iutend not 
to make those appointments.” 
“What, sir! Yon scorn to accommodate 
me iu the least,” exclaimed Ross, boiling 
over with rage. 
“Sir, I believe 1 have given you my an- 
swer,” firmly but sternly replied Grant. 
“This is not treating me fairly, Mr. 
President, nor as one gentleman should an- 
other,” uttered Senator Ross. 
“I have no intention to be dictated to, sir,” 
said Grant, sharply. 
“Xor have I to be insulted, even by you, 
sir, were you twenty times the President,” 
exclaimed Ross, with his ire stirred op to 
white heat. 
“I must decline to be annoyed auy fur- 
ther on the subject,” mattered Grant be-; 
tween his teeth, “and desire that the inter- 
view should terminate.” 
You and your desires may go to hell !” 
roared out Ross. 
“Leave the room, sir ! Leave the room, or 
I shall force you out!” thundered Grant. 
Ross took his departure accordingly, iu a 
terrible rage, quitting the White House like 
one rushing from a plague, and hurried to 
the Capitol. President Grant threw him- 
self into a chair the moment the door clos- j 
ed and wiped his brow with his pocket-; 
handkerchief, evidently very much agitated. 
Old Zaeli Chandler approached and was; 
thus addressed by the President 
“Excuse me for a few moments, Sena- [ 
tor. After that interview I must take a 
little time to cool oft.” Such is the account 
which I have learned and which 1 give j 
substantially as it came to me. I do not \ 
vouch for its truth, but have good grounds! 
to believe it is not very different from the 
actual occurrence. 
Storms, Freshet, &c. 
Sr. Louis, April 20. 
The damage by the hail storm yesterday is 
variously estimated at $20,000 to $100,000. 
The latter is probably the most correct. The 
Jemolition of glass alone is quite fearful. No 
serious casualties are reported. 
A Dubuque dispatch says a tornado passed j 
aver the upper portion of that city last even- 
ing, destroying a large amount of property, ! 
carrying away houses, taking off roofs, ic. A 
number of persons were injured. It was the 
most destructive storm that has ever visited j 
this section. 
Chicago, April 20. 
The Illinois State Asylum for the Blind, at 
Jacksonville, was burned this morning. No 
lives lost. The furniture, &c., was saved. Loss 
to the State about $30,000. No insurance. 
The late heavy rains washed away au em- 
bankment on the Toledo, Wabash and Western 
Railroad, between Springfield auu Decatur. 
The mail train west this morning was thrown 
down the embankment. No information has 
been received whether any one was hurt. 
Concord, N. II., April 20. 
The streams in Northern New Hampshire are 
very high. The upper dam on the Masconia 
at Lebanon Centre was carried away. Loss 
estimated at $2000; other damage was also 
done in that vicinity. 
At Ilarland, Vt., on the Vermont Central 
Railroad, last night, a culvert was washed 
away, and soon after au express train ran in- 
to the opening. The engineer, Conductor and 
fireman received serious injuries, the iireman, 
it is feared, will uot recover. Several pas- 
sengers were also injured. 
Montreal, April 20. 
Notwithstanding the ice in tile river remain- 
ed unmoved, the water decreased considerably 
until noon to-day, when it again commenced 
rising, causing apprehensions of a worse flood, i 
The ice has broken up in Lake St. Peter, and 
will hasten the dislodgment here. Griliintown 
lies under two or three feet of water. 
The Glennifer, from Glasgow, the first ship 
this season, arrived opposite Farther Point 
this afternoon. A steamship is expected Satur- 
day. 
There is still considerable floating ice in the 
riyer. 
Nashville, Tenu., April 20. 
The storm last night did great damage to the 
houses, fences, forests, &c., south and south- 
east of this city. Roofs of houses were taken 
off, walls blown down and fences and trees 
prostrated. The storm extended as far as 
Chattanooga. 
Waterloo, Can., April 19. 
Nearly all the dams on the sources of Grand 
River are giving out. To-day those at St. 
Jacob, Breston, Waterloo, Bridgeport and 
Hollln were swept away, and others are ex- 
pected to go to-night. Two bridges one house, 
side-walk and fences in this place have yielded to the flood. A man named Henderson at IIol- 
liu, while endeavoring to save his dam was 
carried away by the flood and drowned. Large quantities of provisions stored in the cellars 
are destroyed. The damage to property in 
this section is very great. 
Reform League in Boston. 
Boston, April 19. 
A meeting will be held in Chickerlng Hall to- 
morrow evening to initiate a Reform League, 
having in view— 
First—To secure a moderate and eflective 
tariff, which may be collected at the least cost 
and interference with the Industrial pursuits of 
the country. 
Second—To oppose all special legislation, in- 
tended to foster private or class interest. 
Third—To secure some anunal payment of 
the principal of the national debt, and the re- 
moval of some of the more onerous taxes. 
Fourth—To promote treaties of reciprocity 
with all the North American States. 
Fifth To promote reform in the civil service 
J and the appointment of government officers 
j on the sole ground of fitness and ability. 
! Sixth To secure the return to a specie I standard of value as soon as possible. 
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Bond Taxation. 
The quiet town of Montville has the 
credit of having created the most consider- 
able excitement ‘hat has stirred our State 
since the inauguration of the bewildered 
Ulysses. In declining to vote money to 
pay the interest on its war debt, and in the 
reasons it gave for that aetiou. it has touch- 
ed the bondholders on the raw. A spasm 
and shiver runs through the radical ranks 
from lvittery to Quoddy. 
'•What!” they cry, “ are people begin- 
iug to act and tulk like that? If they 
are, what are WE coming to?” 
And so the radical press all over the 
State falls to berating Montville. The Prog. 
Age publishes a semi editorial article over 
the signature of a star,—a bright particular 
star—that scintillates on skinniug the peo- 
ple, and intimates that, like eels, they ought 
to get used to it, aud not mind the opera- 
tion. And then the star, which is not of 
the first magnitude, twinkles feebly over the 
old weak talk about the government neces- 
sities, its promises, the Supreme Court, &c., 
Ac. And then the star is sileut, leaving 
the reader to con over the nursery rhyme-— 
Twinkle, twinkle, little stnr— 
How I wonder who j ou tire 
The Baugor Whig likewise smells the 
smoke, and cries out that somebody is set- 
ting the radical house on fire. Pondering 
over the result that may come out of this 
agitation, the Whig proclaims that '■ It is 
not a question for discussion.” People of 
Montville ! do you hear that? That paper, 
even the Baugor Whig, says you may not 
talk over your grievances ! If von heed 
this command, you will shut your mouths, 
leave your town house, take up the shovel 
iiud the hoe, aud go to work to pay your 
own tax aud that of you bondholding neigh- 
bor. The Whig says you’ve no nronr to 
talk about (lie matter 1 
But you say you have—we say you have 
—and everybody, not hound body and soul 
to the bondholder’s car, says you have. 
The Constitution gives you the right peace- 
able to assemble and petition for the redress 
of grievances—and if those grievances are 
not removed, God gives vou the right to 
try other means. 
At least you can agitate—agitato. Per- 
haps you will he sued for the interest due. 
Let it he done. It will draw public atten- 
tion to your complaints. There was never 
a greater injustice inflicted on a people than 
this exempting the property of a class of 
men from the public burdens. Congress 
has the right to tax these bonds, if the State 
or town lias not—aud it should be done. 
That will open the way for all taxation. 
The proper way to get public attention 
upon this matter is to keep talking about it. 
That is why the bond-taxer’s organs cry out 
that it should not he discussed. 
But we say—talk about it—think about 
it—consult about it—act upou it. And in 
time we shall see this monstrous injustice 
righted. 
The Bangor Whig is poking its nose into 
the affairs of the Democracy of Maine, and 
advising the course to be pursued in making 
a nomination for Governor. It says— 
We have claimed for the eastern Democracy 
the honor of the nomination this year, and no 
doubt they will be gratified with a favorable 
response. If they are, why shouldn’t Mr. Boyn- 
ton have it? He is about their ablest man, and 
he is the Deraoeratest Roman of them all. 
The idea of an honor coming to tire De- 
mocracy of any section through a sugges- 
tion from the Whig ! About the same time 
a dunghill fowl’s egg will be set under a 
goose and hatch a bird of paradise ! Mr. 
Boynton is a high-minded and well qualifi- 
ed gentleman, who never was and never 
will be a time-server, who would make a 
good candidate and an excellent Governor. 
So would scores of other gentlemen in the 
party. But which of them shall be put be- 
fore the people by the Convention is a ques- 
tion concerning which Democrats will take 
counsel of each other rather than of the 
Bangor Whig. The radicals will have 
enough to do after the nominatiou, to ex- 
cuse them from any trouble now. 
The Whig further remarks— 
While others in that party have had political 
night sweats and have become generally de- 
bilitated through fears of the ‘-trooly loll” 
masses, and have almost surrendered to tfie 
Republican onslaught, he has never paled nor 
flinched. 
An impression has prevailed that the 
most debilitated political night Sweat ex- 
tant is attached to that paper, and alter- 
nates in its columns with that other symp- 
tom of exhaustion, a profuse diarrhea. Med- 
ically speaking, the diagnosis of the Whig 
j is not encouraging. 
| Gen. Herscy, of Bangor, Hon. E. Knowlton, 
of Montvllle, Hon. N. G. Hichborn, of Stock- 
ton, Hon. Nelson Dingley of Lewiston, and 
Gov. Chambelain, are the radical canidates for 
the Gubernatorial nomination this year. The 
temperance men will probably make a separate 
nomination, and put Hon. Anson P. Morrill in 
the field. The prospects for a lively canvass 
are dally growing stronger. Let It come. 
The Two Joshuas. 
Just uow the rauks of the Republicans in this 
State arc greatly exercised to understand which 
of the Joshuas claiming their obedience is real- 
ly the Lord’s annointed. They dwell both by 
the pleasant banks of the swift-flowing Kenne- 
bec, even the stream that drains the famous 
Mooschead Lake,—the river that runs through 
Spragueville, where crazy-headed Kenuebeck- 
ers slide over the dam in punts, aud get so per- 
vaded by the subject that they say aud think 
nothing but dam for weeks together. Just be- 
low the damdwelleth Governor Joshua,—calm, 
serene, cheerful, and confident iu his leader- 
ship. Above towards the source of that sa- 
cred stream, and Xys to Ticonic, is the abiding 
place of Sir Joshua—fierce, impetuous, and in 
his own opinion, resistless. 
Nothing is likely to so sorely perplex the an- 
uointed in their coming contest with the unre- 
generate as that of chosinr betweeu these 
prophets and leaders. As the fight bids fair to 
call for a pretty long day’s work, which of them 
can control the sun and moon ? and what kind 
of heavenly bodies will they recoguize? The 
metrical tragedy tells us that 
•‘Thu moon that rose last night, 
Round as my shield, had not yet tilled her horn,'’ tie. 
Now Sir Joshua tells 11s that this is all wrong 
—that the moon had no right to till a horn, or 
take a horn, or have anything to do with a horn. 
It makes a dissipated planet of her, aud dissi- 
pation he can’t and won t abide. If he should 
have occasion to bid the moon stand still in the 
valley, to help out the light, she wou id be like- 
ly to go reeling about under the influence of 
her horns, and be of no service. Gov. Joshua, 
on the contrary, thiuks a horn or two won't do 
any harm, and that it isn't worth while to send a 
State Constable with a search warrant after the 
planet. He honestly believes that an infrequent 
horn of moderate size condaces to health—aud 
that the beaming face of the jolly old moon, and 
the longevity of the man therein fully prove it. 
In short he believes in things as the Lord made 
them, aud meaus that, if tie Ticonic man in- 
sists on attempting to improve the works of 
the Creator, there will really be, as the song 
says— 
1'empost in yon horned moon, 
And lightning in yoi cloud." 
Sir Joshua objects to having the assistance 
of the sun. too. It has got spots, and he be- 
lieves in spotless things, like his own party. 
The light and heat of the sui, too, are stimu- 
lating,—and he utterly rejects stimulants. 
Even navigators, when at sea, get out a glass 
and take the sun. That luminary has also been 
detected in violating the Ma ne law, by assist- 
ing at vinous fermentation. Conspiring with 
the atmosphere, it has promoted intemperance 
by making wines, cider and small beer. And 
as a clincher on these offending bodies he sum- 
mons in one Tennyson, an Englishman, who 
testifies that on one occasion, at sea— 
‘•Far ran the naked moon across 
The heaving ocean’s houseless Held.” 
Would a planet of modesty ami propriety have 
done that? Again as to the sun, the same wit- 
ness says— 
“How oft we saw th; sun retire, 
And burn the threshold of the night — 
Fall from iiis ocean lane ut lire. 
And sleep beneath his pillared light.” 
Isan’t that just like a drunken man reeling 
off tc lied ? 
To which, all and singular, Gov. .Joshua 
pleads the general issue, as aforesaid. 
How shall the perplexity ol the saints lie al- 
layed ? 
The Kennebec Journal,whose editor recently 
left Knox County for a more profitable locality, 
draws wonderful inferences because the Messrs. 
Noyes, of the Patriot, have also left and gone 
to Saco, where they expect to do better. It 
asserts that the Democracy of the County do 
not support ministers or newspapers, hut do 
support grogshops, and adds. “We presume 
there is not a republican grogshop in Knox 
County.” There is no doubt of the Journal’s 
presumption—in fact there Is little else in the 
article alluded to. The facts regarding the 
Patriot are that the publishers agreed to issue 
for one year a Democratic newspaper, and car- 
ried out the contract. Then they stopped it, 
because they could do better elsewhere. 
Suppose it should be argued that the Repub- 
lican party of Knox is going to seed because it 
permitted the editor of the Free Press to be 
transplanted to another locality?—and that, 
because he couldn't flourish there, irreligion 
and intemperance prevail in that party? There 
Is nothing very wonderful in cither occurrence 
—hut the ostrich of the Journal, with his head 
in the Kennebec sand, seems unconscious of 
the exposure he is making of his rear. 
Cuban affairs are daily getting more and 
more complicated. Spain is straining every 
nerve to save the island from which she de- 
rives so large a revenue. Ships and troops 
are continually arriving, while the most 
rigorous measures are taken against those 
suspected of favoring the rebellion. As 
the rebels have proclaimed the abolition of 
slavery, the situation naturally excites the 
uegro population to sympathy with the rev- 
olutionists. At the lauding of a recent ar- 
rival of Spanish troops at Havana, some 
negroes who shouted lor the revolutionary 
loader, were killed on the spot. 
On the other hand, reports reach us of 
the landing of expeditions from the United 
States, with aid and comfort for the rebels, 
and it is claimed that Spanish troops are de- 
serting to them. 
The appointment of Rev. John L. Stevens 
as consul at Birmingham, is one fit to be made. 
That place is the great manufacturing city of 
England, and John has been “on the make” so 
long that he will appreciate the position. The 
new consul at Cork is Rev. .T. B. Gould of the 
Bangor Methodist church—whose principal 
duty will be to supply Grant's great consump- 
tion of corks. Ilis badge of office will probably 
be a corkscrew. Elder Peck is not yet provid- 
ed for. “Let us pray !” 
The attitude of the United States may he 
judged from the following despatch— 
New York, April 17. The Herald’s Wash- 
ington special says it is confidently declared 
that the President has directed a peremptory 
demand to be made upon the Spanish authori- 
ties in Cuba for the immediate release of the 
brig Mary Lowell and surrender of the two 
passengers taken from the Lizzie Major. It is 
said that Secretary Pish has already telegraph- 
ed instructions to our representative in Cuba, 
to make this demand without delay, and a re- 
fusal to comply promptly will be followed bv 
hostile demonstrations from our squadron cruis- 
ing in that vicinity. 
The Portland Press, in a political article, 
ventures tlie assertion that “on inoral questions 
there is no middle ground.” As the radicals 
treat those questions there is frequently no 
ground at all. And when there is, it proves to 
be like the ground of those countries in which 
earthquakes prevail—terribly shaky, and occa- 
sionally opening to let a saint through. The 
long procession of reformers who have disap- 
pear In these cracks, even in Maine, is fearful to 
contemplate. ne “four elders” are nearer to 
forty now. 
Public Meeting at U cion. 
The citizens of Union held a railroad meeting at 
Union Common Apr. 13th 1869. Meeting was call- 
ed to order by N. Clark; G. W. Morse was chosen 
Chairman; A. L. Bartlett Secretary. Voted, that 
this meeting be open for discussion. Though the 
traveiiug was bad a great crowd assembled. Com- 
mittees and citizens were present from “Warren* 
Appleton, Scarsmont and other adjoining towns. 
Great enthusiasm prevailed. 
Aide arguments were presented by gentlemen 
from the several towns, and the meeting was unan- 
imous, that in consideration of the easy and natu- 
ral advantages for a railroad, the abundance of wa- 
ter capable of supplying all mills and factories 
which might bo erected, the great quantity aDd 
first quality of lime rock and slate cn the route, the 
great agricultural resources, the encouragement ol 
home industry, and for many other reasons well 
defined, that a railroad ought to pass and was des- 
tined to pass from Warren to Belfast through the 
beautiful yalley ol St. Georges river. 
Voted, that a general mass meeting he held at 
Union Common, consisting of the several towns, 
on the first Saturday of May, at 10 o’clock 1’. M. to 
further discuss the merits of a railroad. 
A report is iu circulation that at the recent 
Convention of the Good Templars, iu this State, 
strong expression was given to the feeling that 
the Bepubltcau party was not sound on the 
prohibition questou, and the formation of a 
new party is called for. It does not require 
any great penetration to see that. The tem- 
perance organizations are used as side-shows 
to the radical managerie, with great success. 
Hard drinkers themselves, the radical leaders 
iu private scotf at the endeavors of a few hon- 
est aud earnest men tostop the traffic in liquors, 
and assure the thirsty camp-followers that 
cakes and ale shall abtmu !. Of the uniou ol 
republicanism and ramrodism there has been 
nothing begotten but hypocrisy and fraud. The 
larger part of the liquor sold in the state is by 
town agencies, that arc inn wide open to all 
comers, aud about election time attract crowds 
to the radical ticket, by dispensing rum free. 
With ail other rum shops closed, the drinker is 
given the alternative o f voting as the town rum 
shop dictates or of going dry. The whole sys- 
tem is rotten to the core, and ought to be cut 
up, root aud branch. No wonder the Templars 
are disgusted. 
P. II. N., iu the Ellsworth American, puts 
the case very forcibly in favor of a railroad 
through that county. lie says— 
I have au idea—as every live man has—that 
may perhaps be worth a moments thought. 
The idea is—a road with a terminus at Bucks- 
port—as a winter port scarcely excelled in the 
State—certainly equal to any on the River or 
Bay, almost never closed, and then only for a 
few days and when every other port is closed. 
Theu arises the question of direction and 
where the other terminus shall be. Perhaps the 
interest of Bucksport alone would suggest Mil- 
ford or some point iu its vicinity. 
This, however, would not be a Hancock Coun- 
ty Road, it would only bo a road in and out of 
it, whereas a County Road should connect the 
ports and theu couuect with the ou .side R. 
Road world,—now the question is of the possi- 
bility of sack a road-, and can it lie built? My 
plan is from this always available port (• miinu.-- 
start olf in a north easterly direction, rim- 
ing through Dedham, Amherst, Aurora and any 
other towns in a nearly direct line—about for- 
ty miles, to tap the European and N. American 
Road. 
Theu the good City of Ellsworth, in the 
freshness and vigor of youth, might make a 
road of about fifteen miles, to tap this at the 
point most practicable for your convenience. 
Then perhaps, in time the road may be con- 
tinued from Bucksport to the Central roa i 
at Bangor or to tap a road from Bangor to Bel- 
fast and Butli. 
Now let some live man propose more feas- 
ible project if hr ran-, and if none then what say 
to this? But let something lie done ere we all 
emigrate or die of inertia! 
Glorying in One’s Shatne. 
Louisiana follows close in the track ot Kansas in rutilv 
ing the suffrage amendment, fUink of a slave State 
taking sack action Verity, “things is changed!'' A lew 
years age. no degree of insanity would have pardoned a 
man lor even dreaming of such an event. Well can we 
exclaim, .Shakspeareanly. “By St. Paul, the work goes 
bravely on I” ( Evening Dispatch (Had cal). 
Thus do Llie Radicals exult in what is their 
shame! We repeat the language of the Dis- 
patch—think of Louisiana taking such action ! 
A few years ago no degree of insanity would 
have pardoned a man tor even dreaming of 
sucli au event as Louisiana’s ratifying a con- 
stitutional amendment for establishing neg-o 
suffrage throughout the United States ! And 
why would no degree of insar ity a few years 
ago have pardoned a man for even dreaming 
of such an event! Why but because no degree 
of insanity a few years ago would have par- 
doned him for even dreaming :hat a time was 
coming when the dominant party of the country 
would enfranchise Louisiana negroes, dlsfrau 
chise ail her respectable and decent white men, 
subjecting them to negro rule, and sustain and 
uphold the negro power by the whole military 
might of the republic ? Is there any especial 
occasiou to “exclaim Shakspeareanly" and fall 
to swearing by ‘‘St. Paul” because the Louisi- 
ana negroes, mounted by the Federal Govern- 
ment upon tne necks of the wliit^ race, go for 
creating negro suffrage throughout the conn 
try? Did “any degree of insanity ever dream” 
that the negroes, if the requisite power were 
theirs, would use it otherwise? [Louisville 
Courier-Journal. 
A Pinchbeck Administration 
From the Albany Argus.J 
That versatile comedian, President Grant, 
has just made his debut (how successfu lly re- 
mains to be seen) in the character of Peter 
Funk, the mock auctioneer; and has attempted 
to palm off upon the people, whom he mistakes 
for greenhorns, pinchbeck for gold; and tin 
Senate, in its capacity of stool-pigeon, lias 
allowed this base metal to pass through its 
hands without exposing to the world its psuri- 
ous character. As our readers are already 
aware, this Pinchbeck, who has been a member 
of the Louisiana Legislature, and whose charac- 
ter is said to contain ns much alloy as the metal 
which is distinguished by his name, has been 
appointed Register of the Land-Office at New 
Orleans by the President, and lias been con- 
firmed in that position by the Senate. In com- 
plexion, this person is a deep brunette—in fact, 
a negro in every sense of the word—his an- 
tecedents partaking largely of the same dusky 
tinge as his complexion. This appointment is 
not only Insulting to the psople of that locality, 
| but it does not appear to have given the most 
lively satisfaction to a portion of the Radicals 
themselves. Here Is the opinion of that apostle 
of the race, Mr. Greeley, upon it:—“The ap- 
| pointment yesterday of Mr. Pinchbeck, of New 
Orleans, as Register of the Land Office may be 
a safe one, but the antecedents of the proposed 
Register are not wholly encouraging. Re- 
publicans who recommend negroes to the Presi- 
dent, injure the party and the cause iar more 
then they inijure him, when they recommend 
any but the very best and most absolutely un- 
exceptionable men the race affords.” 
The unpleasant conclusion is gradually forc- 
ing itsell upon the miuds of many, after review- 
ing th eeveuts of the last few weeks, and ponder- 
ing over the many peculiar appointments that 
have been made, that the administration itself 
partakes largely of a “pinchback” nature, and 
that, from present appearances, the ring of the 
(rue metal is little likely to he hea»d Sad as 
it may be, this is beginning to be the convic- 
tion of a large portion of the community, and, 
such being the case, the character of the pre- 
sent appointment is not surprising, nor is the 
name of the candidate malappropo. Mr. Piuch- 
beck, it will be remembered, is the person who 
threatened to lay New Orleaus in ashes some 
time ago. It will now be seen how far his in- 
cendiary intentions will be carried out. 
Trickery on a Searsport Vessel. 
1 Nkw Ori.kans, April 19.—Three affidavits 
were made against the parties Implicated in 
the brig C. C. Poison fraud, but ail of them 
have absconded. The cargo has been discharg- 
ed by the United States marshal and only 200 
bales of trashy cotton were found to represent 
8S9 bales for which bills of lading had been : 
signed. 
Letter from Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Street Sights—Street Cleaners—Sens Hors 
—Beggars—trough's Hectare -Northern 
Hsg'lits—Fashions. Ac. Ac. 
Boston. April 181k1. 
It may seem a contradiction to speak of a 
sense of loneliuess iu a vast crowd, iuit I nev- 
er walk tlie streets of a large city w hout ex- 
periencing this feeling. Wo have ali seen and 
felt, and poets, painters and writ; rs have por- 
trayed to us, the impressiveness, the grandestr. 
the awful sublimity of towering mountains, of 
rugged precipices, of foaming waterfalls, and 
of the dashing, pitiless lightning But more 
than all these am I impressed with the vast- 
ness and mys'.eriousness of (bid'screation, and 
of my own utter insignificance iu Lin.- erowdc i 
thoroughfares of a city—in seeing so many 
people hurrying past me, going hither and 
thither, ail absorbed and eagerly intent upon 
their own business, and am ng tin in notone 
familiar face. 1 shrink back into myself an.I 
feel indeed and in truth •'■alone, alone." 
How much there is to be seen and heard. 
The street sights of Boston have never ceased 
to be objects of interest to nr From tile gai- 
ly adorned and fashionable lady wh > rides in 
her carriage, down to 1he humble shop-girl 
plodding her way wearily homeward, after a 
hard day’s labor. I often imagine this latter 
class, as the carriages of the wealthy roll by 
them, saying as did the Irishman, 
“If I was rich I’d ride in chaises, 
lint now 1’rapoor. 1—I—byjabez ! mud walk.” 
Among these many object.-* of curiosity, per- 
haps tlie most noticeable, because there ar-- so 
many, are the .street cleaners. I don’t mean 
the women who wear long trailing skirts, lor 
those arc among the tilings that were and are 
not, but the large number of men which this 
careful city government employs to keep the 
pavements clean and in good condition—thus 
providing both for the health and comfort of 
its citizens. First come the sprinklers, dispens- 
ing. with liberal hand, the watery element all 
over tile dusty ways, and alter them follow an 
army of sweepers with their long, heavy, brush 
brooms, which they swing quickly and dexter- 
ously across the street. And hi', the heaps of 
dirt they collect. It is really wonderful. Af- 
ter these come a vast number of men equipped 
with shovels or hoes as the case may be, and 
then the city carts, into which all this refuse 
matter is piled and then hauled away to some 
region of the city where they are making new 
land. Thus everything is turned to some ac- 
count. Just at present the streets are much 
cut up by gangs of workm -u liking drains, re- 
pairing or laying water and ga- pipes, laying 
paving stones, and performing other spring 
work. At one of these places, where the work- 
men had dug a ditch some live or six l'eet in 
width across the street. 1 had an opportunity 
of seeing how r a car would pass without its 
motive power. Driving as nearly as possible 
to the edge of the ditch, the horses were sud- 
denly detached and the car allowed to pass 
over the excavation. The horses were then 
driven round to the other side, and along we 
went. So much for human ingenuity. 
Aud now, having got the streets nicely 
cleansed, we have a chance to see the news- 
boys, who are crying the morning or evening 
Post, Herald, Journal aud Advertiser, with the 
latest accounts of the “lire on Minuner St." 
or the “robbery on Hanover.” “Herald, sir! 
Have a Herald? “Buy a paper, ma'm?"—and 
so on. And woe to the unfortunate wight who 
dares to sauce them, for he is pretty likely to 
get a stunning retort. They are witty and 
sharp, probably rendered so by ilii-i;' calling, 
and many are the sayings of '.lu lls which find 
their way into tin- public prim. 1 remember 
now one of their latest answers to the inquiry 
“What is a philosopher?" \ man who rhhs 
a velocipede 1" was the ready response. And 
then there are the can iy aud fruit stands tend- 
ed by old women bowed down by the weight of 
years; the organ grinders- many of those be- 
ing wounded soldiers trying to obtain an hon- 
est living; the coal-men ; the rag pickers; the 
heavily loaded teams: the carriages ; the gay 
shop windows: and so many, many things- -all 
interesting, all noticeable, and worthy of des- 
criptions. which, perhaps, i may attempt in 
some future tatter. And lastly, the little lag- 
ged, half clad, and possibly half starved, 
children, selling small articles, picking up 
stray bits in the streets, ami sometimes beg- 
ging pennies Irom the passers-by. Coming 
down Tlemon'. SC, a few wci k- ago. 1 was ac- 
costed by a little lad with “Please, lady, give 
me just one cent —my urn tiler's very sick.” It 
was cohi, and almost uighl. 1 could not -top. 
and so passed along. But 1 could not so easi- 
ly get rid of that, wee, childish voice, and those 
earnest blue eyes—th-y seem -d to be looking 
reproachfully after nu— so i retraced my steps 
and gave the little fellow some money. lie was 
apparently about, live years of age, and If his 
be a deceptive face and lying tongue, may Clod 
have pity upon poor fallen humanity. 
1 had the pleasure last week, in common with 
many others, of listening to the inimitable 
(lough, the great temperance lecturer. His 
voice is not so good as in years agonc, but lie 
still retains the eloquence and earnestness 
which have made him so popular. His appeals 
always touch the heart. Yet perhaps his 
greatest power lies in his acting. To fully en- 
joy what he says, you must see as well as hear 
him. for as the Dutchman said “he lectures 
mit his coat tail." 
Boston was visited on Thursday evening last 
by one of the finest displays of the Aurora 
Borealis which has been witnessed here for 
many years. The whole heavens seemed to 
be covered with the sparkling, scintillating 
flashes, assuming nearly every color of the 
rainbow, and quivering and darting across the 
sky like living things. As Abbott says. 
"I seem to see the Northern lights 
With their rushing splendors lly 
Like living tilings with ti nning wings 
Across tile sunless sky”-- 
As no letter is deemed quite complete with- 
out a hint at the fashions, perhaps it will be 
necessary to add that the capricious goddess 
lias decreed that the ladies shall wear stripes 
this season, and alter this fashion the silks, 
poplins, delaines and calicoes are now made. 
The favorite colors arc green and white, and 
black and white. The latest style of dressing 
the hair is to arrange it in rolls or braids 
around an ornamental comb. These combs 
arc made of various materials ami in a variety 
of ways, and are quite pretty—some of them 
are also very costly. Tile dresses arc to tie 
turned away from flic throat, after the fashion 
of some years ago. l’i:ia it:. 
Twitched, the Philadelphia matricide who 
ended his miserable life with poison on the 
night before he was to have been executed, hud 
a fearful horror of the gallows. In entreating 
his wife to make a false confession that site and 
others committed the deed, he wrote 
If you do it, you must not come to see me 
any more. If you do not do it, you will never 
see me alive again, for 1 cannot have my hands 
tied behind me and be led to the gallows, there 
to have a cap tied over my face, then a rope 
put around my neck and let drop! Awful! 
Horrible! Oh! think of this and save me! Oh! 
for Heaven’s sake save me! oh save me ! 
GENERALITIES. 
A fair at Portland, for the benefit of orphans 
of the war, realized SlsijO. 
Senator Ross, who was snubbed in the White 
House, by Grant, and who told his military 
highness to “go to hell,” has got even with 
Ulysses. He has secured the rejection of one 
of Grant's appointments, about which the 
ouarrel began. It is the first rejection. 
While riding recently in a Washington car 
a lady remarked, as she passed by Gen. Butler, 
•‘Look out for your spoons !" lie followed her, 
found she wa.-' employed in the Treasury De- 
partment, and her plan” since is filled by a ne- 
gro woman. 
Nevertheless, the caution to owners of spoons 
has its f >ret. Butler can claim to be the only 
Aineiican general who ever made war on wo- 
men. 
It is reported the former harbors In Lower 
California are no longer accessible to ships, 
the bottom having risen in consequence of 
earthquakes. 
Maine men turn up everywhere. [Portland 
Press. 
They ought to be ashamed of it. 
The Louisville Journal says : “Wewishthat 
Grant could be persuaded to think that the 
country is some relative of his. He might 
then feel inclined to do something for it." 
A beautiful little family quarrel is going on 
between the Portland Press and the Advertiser. 
The latter which is smart and withy, rather 
twists its bigger adversary. 
i’he favorite revival preachers in some dis- 
tricts of Kngland are "converted sweeps, 
clowns, tiddlers, and converted thieves.” A 
converted nigger minstrel, who sings hymns 
tolas banjo, is a great success. Here is an an- 
nouncement in a South London paper:— 
V 1 Wright, the converted burglar, will preach at 
the Wand-worth Assembly Rooms, and break open the 
do, rs of lleli wittia gospel jimmy.” 
It is reported that a fast-sailing propeller left 
New York a few days since, with guns and war 
material, and about twenty men. all Americans, 
In aid of the Cubans. 
The Portland Transcript, that always has a 
poetess or two in the leading strings, Is just 
now encouraging one, who gushes thus 
l'lu u you folded your strong arms around me, 
And pressed me close, close to your breast, 
And there stole o’er my weary spirit 
A feeling of peace and rest/ 
Quite likely! 
Tite radical majority iu Connecticut was hil 
-which will be just one a day for tite Democra 
cy to convert for the next year. 
'The attention of our subscribers who pur- 
chase their supplies in Bangor, is directed to 
the advertisement of the China Tea Company 
located at 11 Central street, Thomas White, 
proprietor. We know from personal Inspec- 
tion that his goods are very choice, and offered 
at remarkably low figures— an advantage which 
he can afford by enjoying uncommon facilities 
for purchasing. See advertisement in another 
column. 
A Washing ton letter says that “female pres- 
sure has nnn-h to do with the disposal of places 
at Washington. Quite likely. Probably the 
clients of the lies’ looking pressuulsts get the 
fattest pluces. 
Marrikh. Mr. Wil iam Neill to Miss Jane 
Tier. 
A sail event, we rather tear; 
She turned to kneel, a nil dropped :i tear. 
The returning Congressmen bring the iit- 
telligence that there is to be no disturbing of 
officers in Maine whose commissions have not 
expired. Wo mingle our tears with the dis- 
appointed. and congratulate the incumbents, 
bet tts have peace. 
So far as we know, every pap r iu the State* 
whose editor holds a public office, Is terribly 
exercised li st what they term "Nye’s party" 
should injure the cause of Temperance. We 
have’nt seen them show so much interest in 
the cause before, since we have known them 
We hope they will give themselves no uneasi 
m ss, f ir the temperance cause will probably 
be fully as safe with its friends, as with politi- 
cal office-holding editors. [Gardiner Home 
Journal, 
Starbird the young printer who shot himself 
iu Portland, w as sick with consumption. Poor 
fellow!—life was pleasant to him, but he chose 
the sudden leap in thedark rather than to watch 
death creeping slowlv but surely nearer dav by 
day. 
Ldwin Rogers, who < ommitted suicide iu a 
New T ork station house, wrote ids own obitu- 
ary and gave it to a tricud to have published. 
It is generally thought that ex-Presldent 
Johnson will tie buck in the Senate before the 
close ot Gen. Grant’s term [Exchange. 
A men 
The French inventor ot the velocipede came 
near starving to death before the public would 
buy them. Pity he hadn't quite. 
Pol. Mi Fuddon has been appointed Collector 
of Customs at Wi.-eusset. 
1'he little steamer, General Grant, which 
[dies up and down the stream, has crept out of 
her winter's hibernation, and enlivens us with 
its busy pulling. Bangor Whig. 
A similar event happened at Washington on 
the Fourth of March. 
The match factory ot B. Banker A Co., Ken 
dull Mill-, -plits into “lucifers," nearlv loot) 
cords of pine wood, making 110,000 gross ol 
matches. They also make live million Hour 
barrel plugs a year for the W ostcru market. 
All the vessels at the Charlestown ami Kit 
tory yards are being put in readiness for set 
ll means something—probably Cuba. 
That sailing over the Augusta dam may be 
'•illid a dam foolish undertaking. 
A Nashville druggist has invented a rat pui.nt 
made oi a preparation of phosphorus. You 
first catch the rat, then you paint him. After 
dark iie looks like a ball of lire, and going 
among his fellow rats, they vacate the prem- 
ises, the “bright particular” rat following and 
hurrying up the rear. 
An<.i:i.s it Tin Si iti.i m:i:. The radical 
Legislature of Illinois has visited Lincoln's 
tomb. 
Mr. McComas, of Jarreltsvillc, Mo., having 
declined to marry Miss Cairnes, she went a 
gunning after him. and brought him down at 
the first tire The matrimonial market Is dull 
in consequence. 
Velocipede riding in the business portions of 
Syracuse, N. V., Ins been prohibited. 
Chariest), lingers, of the Boston Journal, 
the most success!)! newspaper man In New 
England, died of consumption last week, aged 
all. 
The passage In the steamship America, on 
her voyage around the world, is to cost A1CKO 
for each person. 
A wealthy merchant of Omaha, who heard 
Anna Dickenson lecture, offered to marry her 
but she said nay. lie might not have been so 
charmed with her subsequent lectures, had she 
said yea. 
The Machias Savings Bank has been organ- 
ized by the choice of Hon. (leorge Walker, 
President and L. I. Keith, Secretary and Treas- 
urer, 
The Larmlngton town agency has been brok- 
en into and a quantity of rum stolen. 
A convict in the \ w 1 ork State Prison re 
cently died while being showered as a punish- 
ment. lie had heart disease. 
Chief Justice Appleton holds the April term 
of the Court in Hancock County. 
\ wealthy Englishman lived for SO years in ] 
I;ary hut in the forests ot Iowa, having 
ieuly and secretly left his home—all be- 
,-e a girl jilted him. 
i„t week Bangor rejoiced over its tlrst sal- 
-Ima Xyc keeps up Uis lusilade on the anli- 
l’olice folks—but it is of no avail. 
tii empty barn on Eaton’s I’oinl, Camden, 
mi rued Thursday morning. The loss was 
with no insurance. The lire is supposed 
,ve been caused by an Incendiary. 
l ie Augusta Journal thinks there is not 
ei'and of brick that can be purchased in 
ity now. At the time of Grant's visit, full 
number might have been found in radical 
when the party of great moral ideas had 
drunk and sent the bill to the State 
.surer. 
augor is about to pass an ordinance pro- 
ng that the taking of soup by guests at the 1 
shall be optional and not compulsory. ! 
east one sojourner got astern hint to the 
trary, it is said. 
\: mirnt use quantity ot maple sugar will be 
ilr .11 interior of the State this spring. 
i ■ 1 < \ have got the colored blent. Governor 
1 misiatia in Boston, where the faithful can 
■ pilgrimages, fall down and worship. 
ttei sent by an affectionate daughter to 
father iu a'vlogging camp:- “Father, dear 
.•tier, come home." Reply -“Winn the 
; ng time ruin 's. gentle Annie." 
file little nr between bang, Blaine and the 
ei patriots i~ all fixed up. bang was mis- 
11 about the dispatch, Blaine retracts the 
liven, admiring thousands look on, and all 
uibrare! 
vi ,vor Putnam, the new Democratic chief 
nistrate of Portland, is stirring up the vi- 
rs of the Maine law. Probably he be- 
es, with iieii. Grant, that, the best way to 
ail obnoxious law is to enforce it. 
\ few days since the show window of a Lis- j 
St. merchant was smashed by some thief, 
evidently contemplated clearing out some 
■ worth of goods on display, but the eli'ort 
s in vain, for the rascal was glad to escape 
n Hie teeth ol a big dog who was confined 
■ store. The window was found bespat- 
wlth Mood the next morning, and the 
■v dk bore red evidence of the dog’s prow- 
Lewiston Journal. 
are not one of those who expect cvery- 
_ even that we could wish, from this mi- 
nistration, i Prog, Age. 
From indications our neighbor will realize 
i abmi: thin i'll.- circular asking aid to- 
ll'd s iin- Casio n House hasn't home fruit rc- 
.rkably. 
e l’rog. Age calls tlie Journal “a fourth 
paper." li we were to estimate tlie pow- 
: that sheet we should class it as a four rat 
rr, developing about the tore.e of a q uur- 
v ol long tailed gray-backs. 
Prog. Age, after profoundly reflecting 
the situation, ventures the opinion that “So 
the policy pursued by the President has 
y accorded with the views of his friends and 
masses I" There is an error in dividing the 
tilling words, it should read “his friends 
them asses." The Age is qualified to 
!: for the latter das.-. 
I o new administration with Hen. (irant at 
mad, is now i.i;rlv in running order. Prog. 
it seems to be ttinning by the guide 
•d that Senator Hoss stuck under the i'res- 
Lial nose-' To Hoi 1.” 
natoi Ross denies in the Senate that he 
0 (irant to go t. hell- lint maintains, never- 
h H.allle is act ing like Lin--devil. 
,e < 'suadian papers are lamenting over the 
emigration to the I'nited states. The 
■r way will be for them all to come and 
their real estate with them, liarkis is 
•i big. 
i. e Pennsylvania press is unanimous in ad- 
ng that the Legislature of that State, just 
..'tied, was the most corrupt body of men 
ever sat in deliberation in the State Cap- 
Boston Journal. 
was exceedingly loyal, ol course, 
v secret agent of this government lias gone 
Cuba to ascertain the true condition of 
Airs. 
big blast was recently made in California. 
A.lve hundred kegs ol powder were used 
mountain was Mown up. 
Anson had his circle, which was the whole 
.ntry (irant lias his, which is Ms family, 
■ntre of one was the Constitution; the 
1 ieoi the other, a brother-in-law. [Chica- 
1 lines. 
e oi the State ('onslables of Mussachu- 
1 s is a eoliired man. 
ie the slave trade lias been abolished, the 
lies in .Urn a eat ile-ir prisoner-, as they ean- 
sell them 
ui ore and plaster ol Paris have been dis- 
>-red at Winslow, and it Is thought the lie- 
's are valuable. 
varies P. Merrill, of Maine, a |iatriot uu- 
■vii to fame, lias been appointed consul to 
•Mice. 
"■"it. Butler is going to slip out of his Balti- 
suit on the statute of limitations, lien. 
slippery fellow. 
\ good appointment,'' says the democratic 
idelpliia Age in reference to the ciioiee of 
'■'■nor Curtin for the Russian mission. Bun- 
Whig. 
■ Age would doubtless consider it better 
il he should be sent to Siberia. 
■ Lewiston Journal says the nomination 
Hon. Lbenezer Knowlton would be satis- 
>ty to the temperance men. The Kennebec 
hi mil, however, is aut horized to say that 
b Knowlton will not lie a candidate for nom- 
..ition. 
The amount of business brought to Bangor 
'lie section of the European Road already 
•■ued Is very large. On Tuesday the large 
Is of the city were full to overflowing. It 
dd do some of our old logics good to see it. 
1 lie following singular occurrence to the ship 
• rgy of New York is thus related by tile cap- 
'il»'s log— 
1 m the 2d of Jan. at abouth IJ. M. we found 
Ceuta Light bearing WSW ; at 10 P. M. 
Wiled Rock Light (Gibraltar), wind light and 
triable; at midnight, the Rock Light bore W 
N'; at 4 A. M. on the lid the light bore NNE; 
o’clock, half a mile E by S from the Pearl 
ick, we struck suddenly on a wreck, which 
upped tile slop’s headway. Bounded pumps 
,d found tlie usual'quantity of water in the 
found seven fathoms of water all around 
He ship. Shortly after discovered floating 
-nr us pieces of pine wood about eight feet 
mg apparently broken otf the wreck. Braced 
T" yards hard aback, and, with the assistance 
! the current, which ran at the rate of four 
anil a half knots, we got clear of the wreck 
'her only twenty minutes’ detention. Sound- 
'd pumps and found the ship making a little 
Hire water than usual.’’ 
The ship proceeded on her voyage, and upon 
Her arrival was ordered docked for inspection, 
dter being lifted from the water the captain 
'ns astonished to find that the greater portion 
I her keel had been cut off as if with a huge 
* nite, the bilge planks scraped to a thinness 
nut iu many places indented, and a large piece 
G plate iron, nine inches in length, run into 
" r bottom on the starboard side, iust abaft the 
uremast. The cargo of fhe ship taken in at 
•iglmrn consisted principally of heavy blocks 
1 marble, and thus a fair estimate can be 
made of the narrow escape she had from foun- 
dering. 
Local items, &c. 
The steamer City of Richmond makes her advent this 
spring in very attractive shape—having been overhauled 
and put in complete order during the winter, llor state 
rooms and cabins are all furnished with steam-pipe, that 
in chiliv weather makes them as comfortable as parlors 
at home. A better provided or better navigated boat j 
never ran on any route. Passengers are ticketed through 
to Boston, and sent forward by cars immediately on her 
arrival at Portland. Special trains take passengers to her 
from Boston eveiy Monday, Wednesday and Fiiday eve- 1 
uing. The officers of the Richmond areas lollows—W. j 
E. Dennison, Captain; E. Cushing, Clerk; I.. Grant 1st.' 
Pilot; (’. lvilby, ,’»1 Pilot; C. Mil)ikon, Mate; E. Clapper, 
1st Engineer; Geo. Loomis, 2d Engineer; A. It. Warner, 
Steward; Hutchinson, Baggage Master. 
Am. or FiVi: Dollars, Our readers will be sur- I 
prised this week bv reading the advertisement of Mr. & 
Mrs. A. I>. Chase. It is really astonishing to see the j 
amount ot goods for live dollars. Any one in want of' 
dry goods, can save money by purchasing at that estab- ! 
lishmeut. Now is the time to replenish wardrobes and j 
households at the lowest rates. Such bargains were j 
never known before, and may never be again. 
Hayford’s elegant new hall is about completed, the 
paint ers being engaged in putting on the finishing touch- 
es. Some competition is going on fer the lirst occupancy j 
ot it. Among the applicants may be mentioned a theat- 
rical company from Boston, and the celebrated Morris. 
Brothers Ministrel Troupe. 
The Court room has been renovated with fresh grain- 
ing, new carpeting, &c., and shines with the radiance | 
that becometh the seat of justice. 
We are indebted to Mr, Tarbox, the accommodating 
conductor of the Eastern Express on the < ambridgo, lor 
Boston papers in advance ol the mail. 
A !i\ *• Moose was pail ol the freight ot the Cambridge 
last Monday, on his way to New York. 
The steamer White Fawn is to be sold at auction at 
Bangor. 
Tlie Supreme Judicial Court, Judge Dickerson presid- 
ing, began its April session in tills city on Tuesday. The 
following is a list of the Jurors— 
FIRST JURY. 
.lames (’rocker, Foreman, Stockton. 
((swell Atkinson, Montville. 
.lames W. Austin, Brooks. 
John Adams, Morrill. 
John Ann s, lid, Searspoit. 
Kdric Brooks, Searsmont. 
Josiali Boardman, Isleshoro. 
Samuel Crockett, Bioipeot. 
John Clark, Lincolnville. 
J. M. A. Davidson, Belfast. 
.lolin S. Elkins, Knox. 
Ambrose Ehvell, Northport. 
second 1: v. 
I'et'-r Ileahi, Foreman, Trov. 
llezekiah Frrnald, Burnham. 
11. I’. (Jove, Liberty, 
Stephen (inint. Jr., Monroe. 
1 A. Kingsburv. Frankfort. 
E. M. Moulton Unity. 
Albion 1*. Moure, Fuiermo. 
Nathan Fhilbrick. Thorndike. 
Stephen Tilton, Freedom. 
James \V, Wallace, Jackson. 
Charles Wethi-rbee, Belmont. 
Jo>iah Woodman, Winterport. 
i'here will not be much of interest this term. The 
Bangor Democrat case, that was to be tried, has been 
continued by consent. 
The President and the Pardoxinh Pow- 
:i:. General Grant lias encountered another i 
•ebuke in the decision of his Attorney General, 
hat is now revoking the pardons granted by 
lis predecessor, he had exceeded his power, 
rims the tlrst day of Grant’s administration 
was illustrated by a series of signal violations < 
if law, such as could not be traced to Johnson’s 
during all lbs term. 
On the first aspect of.it, it looks as if John- 
son had attempted to open the doors of the 
prisons and let out the rogues within; and that 
3rant had summarily closed these doors on the 
escaping villains. 
But It will turn out. we think, that the men 
to whom the late President extended his pre- 
rogative of mercy were the necessary witness- 
es to the exposure of that conspiracy against 
the rev. mu* in which leading officer of the gov- 
ernment have, beyond all question, been impli- 
cated. 
It will not be denied that the persisteut rob- 
beries of the last six or eight years in the Cus- 
tom House and Internal Revenue have been ■ 
carried on by the aid of officials. The range 
of tiiis vast scheme of robbery lias extended 
from the St. Lawrence to the Gulf, and from 
Maine to San Francisco. Yet, though the rob- 
bery has extended to hundreds of millions, 
who has been arrested ? We believe that John- 
son and Attorney-General l’varts held the 
threads to the detection of this conspiracy: 
and that the pardons which have caused so much 
censure were extended only to those who gave 
to government the information necessary to 
the discovery and conviction of the chief con- 
spirators in the great frauds. Grant’s inter- 
ference was an act, practically, in defence of 
these official plunderers, it secured them im- 
punity, and turned the severities of the law 
upon tlieir enemies. So Grant, with the prom- 
ise fresh on his lips of collecting the revenue 
honestly and punishing all delinquent officials, 
became the tin conscious tool of the worst crim- 
inals the world has known. 
H is said In the Scriptures that the just man 
falleth seven times a day. Our new President 
exhibits an alacrity in falling that exceeds even 
this liberal measure. Let him pick himself up, 
cease standing upon slippery places, and take 
his seat upon the lirin chair based upon the sol- 
id foundations of the Constitution, and where 
alone he will tind his place of duty and honor. 
[Albany Argus. 
Tlie “bread and butter” market never was so 
lively in Washington. Every dish is up, and 
there is a dreadful clatter among the crockery. 
The President sends in nominations that he ad- 
mits he never wanted to make, and a goodly 
row of Hirst class applicants,” who receive 
nothing, are departing with the sorest kind of 
heads, complaining that they were promised 
places which other men have takeu from them. 
The muddle is u comprehensive one. Sickles 
declares he was promised the Spanish mission 
two months ago, and linds it difficult to walk 
the Mexican gait ho is requested to try. But- 
terfield growls through his friends, who say 
lie was assured of a foreign mission us early 
as last summer. Schurz has seveu thousand 
frenzied “bread and butter”-ites clinging to his 
coat-tails, and finds it difficult to do anything 
for them. Dana is very sure Gen. Grant prom- 
ised him the New York Collectorship during 
the campaign, and is not at all complimented 
witli tlie tide-waiter’s place that has been flung 
at him. The President professes to be disgust- 
ed with tlie whole business, and is anxious to 
have the Senate close up and begone, that he 
may have peace. Washington, and indeed eve- 
ry northern city, for that matter, is a boiling 
cauldron of eager and dissatisfied office-hunt- 
ers. If the dominant party are ever to serious- 
ly favor a civil-service system, now is the time 
; to make a demonstration. This present scene j is a disgrace to an independent people. It 
1 would seem that the nation has become a vast 
! herd of political bv.zaroni, The lustrous and 
j loud veneer of loyalty is all peeling oil. Why 
not iiave “peace.” [Boston Post. 
(i 111 m mmm ■ ii«rsHHHncKaBnuanaaMHMB 
Delicate Machinery. As machinery will 
not wors without being lubricated, so it is with the 
human system, which is the most delicate piece of 
machinery in existence; and requires aid in the 
operation of its different functions. Speer's “Stand- 
ard Wine Bitters” will afford that aid in a greater 
degree than any ever before offered to the puolie. 
Sold by Druggists. 
Extract from a letter from Jerusalem. 
We started early to ascend Mt. Olivet, to be- 
hold the sun gild the minarets and towers of the 
devoted city, from the place where memory, stir- 
red by a thousand associations, should exalt the 
mind as well as the eye to the inspiration ot the 
scene. Well is the voyager repaid for long travels, 
horrid roads, antediluvian cookery, squalid com- 
panionship and the importunities ot begging, tbeiv- 
mg Arabs. Well would it have repaid you, oh 1 
man of commerce and the crucible 1 and well might 
you have been reminded of your own city, for here, 
painted upon a board nailed against one of the 
huge ancient olive trees, under which the sacred 
martyrs toiled for the sins of the world, eighteen 
hundred years ago, were these familiar figures, 
8. T.—1860—X. We do not know who did it, but 
no doubt some poor invalid traveller, cured by the Plantation Bitiers, wished to advertise their 
virtues in a place from whence all knowledge 
flows.” 
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best iin- 
| ported German Cologne, and sold at half the piice. 
j “Horse Men,” and others who pretend to know, J say that the following directions had better be 
1 V, er,'6,1 in name “Sheridan's Cavalry Condition 
j 1 owdersGive a horse a table spoonful every 
: night for a week; the game every other night for i 
| or 6 nights; the same for a milch cow, and twice 
as much for an ox. The addition of a little fine 
salt will be an advantage. 
We have heard recently of several severe cases 
of spinal disease cured by Johnson's Anodyne 
Liniment;” one caieot a man forty-five years old, 
who had not done a day’s work for four years. 
The back should first be washed, then rubbed with 
a coarse towel. Apply the Liniment cold, and rub 
in well with the hand. 
BELFAST THICK CFR1IEXT. 
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR TIIE JOURNAL. 
Belfast, Wednesday, April 21,1860. 
Flour, $7 to 15 
Corn Meal, 1.15 to 0.00 
Rye Meal, 2.00 to 0.00 
Rye, 1.75 to 0.00 
Corn, 1.15 to 0.00 
Hailey, 1.40 to 1.50 
Beans, 3.00 to 3.75 
Oats, 75 to 00 
Potatoes, 55 to 00 
Dried Apples, 14 to 10 
Cooking, 50 to 75 
Butter, 42 to 45 
Cheese, 22 to 25 
Eggs, 20 to 00 
Lard, 22 to 24 
Beef, 12 to 14 
Apples, Baldwin, 1.25 to 1 75 
H Grass 4 50 to 5 00 
Round Ho?, 14 to 15 1 
Clear Salt Pork, $85 to 37.00 
Mutton per lb, 7 to 0 
Lamb per lb, 8 to 8 
lurkeys, per lb, 20 to 25 
Chickens per lb, 17 to 20 
Ducks, per lb, 25 to 00 
Hay per ton, $12 to 15 
Lime, 1.50 to 0.00 
Washed Wool, 88 to 42 
In washed Wool, 28 to 8o 
Pulled Wool, 45 to 00 
Hides, 9 1-2 to 00 
Calf Skins, 17 to 00 j Lamb Skins, 75 to 1.25 1 
Wood, hard, 0.00 tos.ou 
Wood, sott, 4.00 to0.00 
| Clover Seed 18 to 20 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Wharfage and Storage, 
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable j 
terms. Inquire of 
13tl W 1*. SIMPSON. 
Sc]ieiuk'!i Pulmonic Syrup. 
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- 
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according 
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same 
time. '1 hey cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put 
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food 
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to 
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. Tills 
is the only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. 11. Sehenck, of Phila- 
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of 
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens 
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is 
ripe a slight cougli will throw it off, and the patient has 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Tills 
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so 
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good 
blood. 
Schenck’s Mandrake Tills act upon the liver, removing 
all obstructions, relax the duets of the gall bladder, the 
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools 
will show what the Tills can do; nothing has ever been 
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very dangerous to use unless with great care.) that will 
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the 
liver like Scheuck’s Mandrake Tills. 
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes 
of Consumption. 
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is raftde of, assists the stomach to throw out 
the gastric juice to dissolve the lood with the Pulmonic 
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ol the stomach. 
The great reason why physicians do not cure Con- 
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi- 
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night 
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the 
a hole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and 
eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
l)r. Sehenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a 
cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause, 
and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can 
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, 
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the iiver and ! 
stomach are made healthy. 
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bron- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass 
ol inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases jvhat 
must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting, 
but it is tlio whole body. The stomach and liver have 
lost their power to make blood out of lood. Now the 
only chance is to take Dr. .'Sehenck’s three medicines, 
which will bring irp a tone to the stomach, the patient 
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make 
good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and 
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence 
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is 
the only way to cure Consumption. 
When tio re is no lung disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Sehenck’s Seaweed Tonic and .Man- 
drake Tills are sufficient, without the Tulmonic Syrup,— 
Take the Mandrake Tills freely in all bilious complaints, 
as they are perfectly harmless. 
Dr. Sehenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- 
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Tul- 
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced 
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. He 
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since bis re- 
covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr. 
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely necessary to sec Dr. Sehenck, unless patients 
wish their lungs examined, and lor this purpose lie is 
professionally at his Trincipal Office, Thiladelphia, every 
Saturdav, where all letters for advice must be addressed. 
He is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New 
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street, 
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free, 
but for a thorough examination with his Respiiometer 
tlie price is $5. Office hours at each city from U A. M. to 
3 T. M. 
Trice of the Tulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each 
$1.50 p; r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Tills 
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN Sc CO., 38 Hanover 
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug- 
gists. Iy26 
THOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY OF COM- 
PLEXION must purify and enrich the blood, which 
IIr.i.Aihold’s Concentrated Extract sarsaparil- 
la invariably does. Ask for JTelmbolds. Take no other. 
THE TRICE. 
The celebrated whiskey called the Golden Sheaf Bour- 
bon is sold lower than any other whiskey of equal quali- 
ty in the market. It is pure, and softened by age. C. 
A. RICHARDS Sc CO., ‘00 Washington street, Boston, 
largest Wine and Spirit House in America. 
HOW IT IS MADE. 
Distilled from the best of grain and flavored with juni- 
per berries and a choice cordial. All these make Dun- 
ster’s tine old London Dock Gin. In bottles only. Drug- 
gists have it. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., th) Wash- 
ington St.. Boston, largest Retail Wine ami Spirit House 
in America. 
“ OUT or SORTS.” 
Take DR. S. O RICHARDSON'S SHERRI WINE 
BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the market. Estab- 
lished in 1808. 4m3Gsp 
Huy me an 4 l/ill do you Ciood."-Now is 
the time to use the Great Spring and Summer Medicine, 
DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB lil I TERS, com- 
posed ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prick- 
ly Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion, 
&c., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature, 
and their effect, is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure 
Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles, 
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heart- 
burn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ol humors, 
and every disease arising lrom a disordered stomach or 
bad blood, GKO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all 
druggists. •. lGw.'IGsp 
NOT A FEW of the worst disorders that afflict nr.an 
kind arise lrom corruption of the blood. Hei.muold’s 
| Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy of the utmost 
I value. 
ON THE SQUARE 
Bottles containing SONOMA WINE BITTERS, the la- 
bel of C. A. RICHARDS Sc CO. is a guaranty of purity 
and excellence. All druggists, and most leading grocers, 
sell them. 
CROQUET 
Is again the rage, lor it gives the ladies a line color and 
Improved appetites. C. A. Richards & Co.’s SONOMA 
WINE RITTERS do all this, and more, for they are 
great promoters of good digestion. 
QUANTITY vs. QUALITY. 11 klmbold’s Extra< r 
Sausaparili.a. The dose is small. Those who desire 
a large quantity and large doses ol medicine ERR, 
DEMPAI3I HOT. lOI THE HOT YET 
IHCtlUIILE. 1IELIEE Hi AT 
Listen to the voice of experience, one Word to the Dying should arrest the attention 
and wake the alarm of Young Men in our community, 
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils 
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and 
other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen, 
Young Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated 
youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit 
which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- 
ers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FRED- 
ERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston. 
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring 
symptoms tell you your condition, when you arc sensible 
of Weakness in the Back ani Limbs, Loss and Prostra- 
tion ot the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, De- 
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments, 
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such 
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory, 
Restlessness in Sleep, Contusion of Ideas, Depression ol Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing for Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love 
ot Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi- 
ness, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost termin- ating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature 
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let 
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course. Go to Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when 
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked ; he can 
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission 
and other terrible inllictions from this fruitful cause ot 
disease. 
In cases, too, ot Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- 
plaints and others of a similar nature, have no fears ol 
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is 
the voice of experience, and he has cured more cases 
than any other living physician,—he has administered to 
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure 
sate, speedy and infallible. A pei feet cure is guaranteed* 
and a radical cure is always effected. 
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure 
cure for all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever 
offered for sale m this city. These Drops are acknowl- 
edged to be the best in the world for removing obstruc- 
tions and producing regularity in all cases of Female Ir- 
regularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild 
safe and sure, and tHe most convincing proofs of their 
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the 
afllicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained at my 
oflice, No. 4S Howard Street, Boston, with directions tor 
use. All letters attended to, and medicines, directions, 
&(,*., forwarded immediately. Iy45sp 
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA cleans- 
es and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of health 
into the system, and purges out the humors that make 
disease. 
HELMBOLD’S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SAR- 
SAPARILLA, isthegreat lllood Purifier. 
WASHED ASHORE BY A CAKE OF SOAP,” 
Was a hardly credible statement made by a shipwrecked 
sailor; but he who regularly uses SONOMA WINE 
BITTERS will have so excellent an appetite that he may 
be able to swallow even that story, It is sold every- 
where. Try it. 
IN THE SPRING MONTHS, the system naturally 
undergoes a change, and Helmbold’s Highly Con- 
centrated Extract of Sarsaparilla is an as- 
sistant of the greatest value, 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. ! 
Ho. 4 Mulfinch Street. 
(Opposite Revere House,) BOSTON ! 
rjHHK Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in an- ; 1 nouncing that they have secured the services of the : 
eminent and well known Im A. H. HAYES, late Sur- j 
geou U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, &c. 
This Institution now publishes the popular medical 
book entitled “'i'lae Science of 4ife or Helf- 
l*regervation,” written by Dr llayes. It treats upon 
the Euro us of Youth, Premature decline of Man- 
hood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and 
Abuses of the Generative Organs. Thirty thous- 
and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for ev- 
1 
erv man,—-young men in particular. Price only $1.00. 
This Institute has just published the most perfect treat- ; 
iso of the kind over ottered the public, entitled, “Sex- 
ual B*hy*iolog'y’ of Wouian, and Her 
ea*e»,’' profusely illustrated with the very best en- gravings. This book is also from the pen of Dr. Hay* s. 
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mys- 
tery ol Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—-Beauty, its value to 
Woman.—Marriage,—General Hjgeine ol Woman,— 
Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses of the Married,— 
Prevention to Conception, &e. In beautiful French cloth, 
$•-'.00; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $3.50. Either of these 
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on re- 
ceipt of price. 
The Journal of Health,” a first- 
class paper in every respect,—-8 pages, 32 columns,—pub- 
lished on the 1st of February, and every month during 
the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts. Spec- 
imen copies sent free to any address, on application to 
the Peabody Medical Institute. 
Albert II. IIayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting 
Physician. 
a. B. Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence 
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience. 
Inviolable Skuresy and Certain relief. 
spiv i f_
A CLEAR, SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIFUL COM- 
PLEXION follows the use ol Uklmboi.d’s Concen- 
trated Extract Sarsaparilla. 
ft removes black spots, pimples and all eruptions of 
the skin. 
IIARK! IIARK! 
HEAR YE AFFLICTED ! ! 
PROF. M. FKRDENANDERZ, a Regular Physician 
and Surgeon, and a man of integrity, deems it his duty 
to warn the peculiarly afUicted against the extortions 
practiced upon them, cases of which are daily brought to < 
his notice. Dr. F. is remarkable for his low charges and 
lor his speedy cures of any diseases of the urlno-genera- 
tivc organs. All weaknesses peculiar to ladies speedily 
relieved; and you can call on or address the Doctor with- 
out fear of monstrous charges. It is for tlie interest of 
females to consult him, as his is a practice peculiar to 
France a .d Spain. 
Old chronic cases produced by malpractice of unprin- 
cipled i. n skillfully removed. Young men addicted to 
secret 1 ibits or suffering from seminal weakness can call 
and learn their case without intimidation. Good ac- 
commodations for patients wishing to remain in the city. 
All consultations free. Dispensatory and Office, corner 
ot Howard and Somerset streets, Boston, entrance 4(5 
Howard street. Address Lr ck Box ISOS, Boston. Office 
hours from 8 A. M. to P. M. 35sp 
ax. oxJXjXj.isrjak.3sr, 
House & Ship Painter, 
PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE 
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING. 
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sit- 
ting Rooms made a specialty. 
GRAINING WITH MACHINE,” IN OIL. 
All work done in the best manner. Orders left on 
Slate promptly attended to. 
Shop in next building north of New England House 
OmspM HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME 
YOL 'NG I. A DIES 11E WA RE ! 
OF TIIE INJURIOUS EFFECTS of Face Powders 
and Washes. All such remedies close up the pores of 
the skin, and in a short time destroy the comple xion. 11 
you would have a fresh, healthy and \ outhful appearance, 
use Hi:iAinoi.i»’.s Extract SahsaVakh i.a. 
HELTOiiOLn'* 
CONCENTRATED FLUID EXTRACT 
SARSAPARILLA 
ERADICATES ERUPTIVE & ULCERATED DISEASES 
OF THE 
THRO IT, XOSE, EYES, EYELIDS, S('AlH\and 
SKEW 
Which so disfigures the appearance, PURGING the 
evil elfoets of mercury and removing all taints, the rem- 
nants of DISEASES, hereditary or otherwise, and is 
taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN with perfect 
SAFETY. 
TWO TABLE SPOONFULS of the Extract of Sarsa- 
parilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to the Lisbon 
Diet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon ot the 
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoetious as usually made. 
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the 
Mcdico-Chirugical Review, on the subject of the extract 
of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin Trav- 
ers, F. It. S., &c. Speaking of those diseases, and dis- 
eases arising from the excess of mercury, he states that 
no remedy is equal, to the Extract of Sarsaparilla its 
| power is extraordinary, more so than any other drug / 
am acquainted with. It is in the strictest sense, a tonic 
with this inralliable attribute, that it is applicable to a 
state of the system so sunken, and yet so irritable as rend- 
| ers other substances of the tonic class unavailable or in 
jurious. 
Bn.i/n sioi.ift * 
CMTRATED EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA. 
| Established upwards of IS years. PREPARED BY 
II. T. I1ELMBOLD, 
fi'.»l Broadway, N, V. 
MARRIED. 
lu this city, on the l‘.)lh inst., by Rev, I)r. Palfrey, as- 
sisted by Rev. George Field, of Bangor, Mr. Frank Lien- 
dee Russell of Burlington, N.J.,and Miss Mary O. Field, 
daughter of Mr. Charles D. Field of this city. By the 
same, Sunday evening last, Mr. Daniel 11. Strout and 
Miss Luba L. Shuie, both of this city. 
In Franklort, April 13, by Upton’Treat, Esq,, N. II. 
Baker of Hampden, and Matilda,!. Curtis of F. 
In Gouldsboro, March 2b, by G. M. Small, Esq., Capt. 
Samuel 11 Brown and Miss Cornelia F. Rice, both of G. 
In Northporl, March 31st, Mr. Jabez G. Ware, to Miss 
Ella M. Field; April 11th, Mr. .John A. Rathbonc, to Miss 
A. A. Terrill, all of Northport. 
In Palermo, April 4th, Mr. A. L. Grottan of Washing- 
ton, to Miss K. F. Turner of P. 
SHIP NEWS. 
■•OUT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
April llth. Sell Atlantic, Sylvester, Boston. 
15th. Schs Malabar, McCarty, Boston; Oak Grove, 
S*Tvester, do. 
17til. Solis D IC Arc-y, Ryan. Boston; Jack Downing, 
Patterson, Rockland. 
]*th. Sell Forest Queen, Dyer, Portland. 
l‘.»lh. Schr Cameo, McCarty, Boston 
SAILED. 
April loth. Schs Malabar, McCarty, Ellsworth; Fleet- 
wood, Babbage, North Haven. 
18th. Brig Alexander Milliken, Snow, Charleston S C. 
The Messrs Damage of Bristol, Me, have contracted to 
build a fishing schr for Copt Samuel Pool and others of 
tills town, to be completed in June. [Capo Ann Adver- 
tiser. 
Launched from the yard of I M Grant, Ellsworth, 13th, 
a schr called the A lv Woodard, of 109.65 tons, owned by 
the captain, Mr ( rant and other parties. She is to be 
commandod by Capt Woodard, one of the owners, and is 
for the general coasting business. She is a good vessel, 
well built, well Listened, and of good seasoned wood ma- 
terial. 
The American says Hiram Flye, of Trcmont has a schr 
on the stocks of about 200 tons, to be launched the first 
of June to be commanded by Capt. Adeibert Heath of 
Trcmont. 
^-LOWEST PRICES !hM 
Cheapest Storejn the City!!! 
OUR QUOTATIONS. 
We oiler, for the present, the following induce- 
ments to CASH buyers: 
Best German Whalebone Corsets at only 70 cents per 
pair. Linen Crash 10, 11, 12 and 14 cents per 
yard. Yard Wide Cottons 10 and 12 1-2. 
Six thousand yards Merrimack, Cochcco, Lancaster, 
American, Sprague’s Allen’s, Pacitic’s, Manches- 
ter’s, Freeman’s and Wamsutta new 
Spring PRINTS, at 8 M2, 9, 10, 
11. 12 1-2 and 13 cents, 
wai ranted FAST 
COLORS. 
5*pCotton and Wool Hamilton Delaines 15 cents. 
&*>\Spool Cotton warranted 200 yds. two spools for 5 cts. 
Ladies’ Cotton ribbed Hose, heavy, 12 cts per pair. 
BATES QUILTS.S1.50. 
Mr. & Mrs. A. D. Chase. 
Belfast, April, 1809. 3w41 
SANFORD S’ 
Independent Line ! 
^SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1809.-5# 
Two trips per week for 
BOSTON ™LOWELL 
THE STEAM Eli 
CAMBRIDGE, 
Capt. J. P. JOHNSON, 
Will leave BELFAST for BOSTON every MONDAY 
and THURSDAY, at 2 o’clock I*. M. 
HETIR^nTi, 
Will leave BOSTON for BELFAST every TUESDAY 
and FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock I*. M. 
GEO. G. WELLS 
Belfast, April H, 1S6‘> tHl Aqknt. 
SPRIN <3- GOODS 
OF ALL KINDS AT 
H. L. LORD’S, No. 10, High St. 
Furnishing goods at ■1. L. LORD'S. 
Read! 
Ponder! ! 
Reflect!! 
And save your money by buying your 
TEA, 
COFFEE, 
SPICES, 
&c., of the 
Ci R E A T 
China Tea Comp’y 
15 
Central Street, 
BANGOR,.MAINE. 
Who are offering 
GREATER INDUCEMENTS 
Than ever offered before to the consumers ol Bangor and 
vicinity. Look at.some of our prices. Then come, or 
send and try us. 
TEAS. 
Oolong (Black), SOc, 90c, and Best, $1.00 per lb. 
English Breakfast, $1.00, $1.10, 1.30 
Japan, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20 
Young and old Hyson, 1.00, 1.50, 1.50 
COFFEES. 
Raw—Rio, 25c, Porto Bello, 30c; Best Java, 35c lb. 
Burnt—“ 35c, 40c; 45c 
Bn’t & Gr’d, 10c, 12c, 18c, 25c,; 35c 45c 
lo lbs Best Rice, $1 00 17 lbs. Oat Meal. $1 00 
8 Starch, 1 00 8 Com Starch, 100 
8 Tapsoca, 00 8 Peerless Soap, 1 00 
5 Seedless Raisins, 100 
5 1-2 Layer Raisins, 1 00 
0 1-2 Cask Raisins, 1 00 
0 1-2 English Currants, 1 00 
5 Papers Hosford’s Bread Preparation, 1 00 
14 Bread Soda, 1 00 
SUGARS, 
Tobacco, Spioes, Sz>a. 
As LOW accordingly. 
49*A fair discount made to country stores, express- 
men, stage drivers, and also to tamuies living In the 
country, who will do well to club together, save their 
money, and get better goods by sending their orders. All 
orders promptly attended to. 
Come one Come all!! and see for yourselves. 
#S*Remember the place, 
No, 15 Central Street, 
BANGOR, MAINE. 
THOMAS WHITE. PROPRIETOR. 
April T, 1800. 3mos41 
THE EVE. ^ THE EYE. 
DR. E. KNIGHT, 
PHYSICIAN A A n OC'CVLIIT. 
HAS discovered a new treatment for the Eye and Ear, whereby he is curing some of the worst cases of 
blindness and "deafness ever known, without instruments 
or pain. Eyes blind for years, and pronounced incura- 
ble bv the best occulists in this country, have been cured 
in a few weeks. 
CANCERS! CANCERS!! 
Dr. Knight has discovered a new treatment for Can- 
cers that surpasses all others now in use. It ettres with- 
out knife, plaster or pain, and heals without a scar. 
Fistula, White Swellings, Erysipelas, Palsy and Fits 
cured in half the time and half the expense of any other 
treatment. 
CONSUMPTION easily cured when taken in season. 
Every kind of humors eradicated from the system. 
Dr. Knight invites all altticted with the above named 
diseases to cad and consult him before resorting to any 
other treatment. Fifteen days will satisfy any one of the 
efficiency of his new medicine. No charge lor consulta- 
tion, 
Office, 31 East Canton street, Boston. 3mos4l 
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!! 
\V K WILL SF.LL 
lo yds good IHst colored Print, 
1 yd Silicia, 
2 yds Cambric, 
8 yds wide Sheeting, 
6 Linen Handkerchiefs. 
4 pairs Ladies Hose, 
1 pair Kid Gloves, 
1 piece Braid, 
1 card Hooks and Eyes, 
1 spool Cotton. 
IT-ALL FOR 
•iwll nit. <Sk .IBS. A. I>. C1IASE. 
SPECIAL NOTICE! 
LAZARUS & MORRIS’ 
CELEBRATED 
PERFECTED SPECTACLES 
AND EYE GLASSES. 
Oue of the firm will be at the Store of their 
Ageat, 
n It. C.HEBYEY, J«nfl«r, Brlfait. H«. 
—TWO (2) DAYS ONLY— 
Tuesday aud Wednesday, May 4 aud 5,1869. 
—He attends for the purpose of assisting— 
Mi*. C. HERVEY. 
IN FITTING THE EYE IN DIFFICULT OR 
UNUSUAL CASES. 
Those suffering from impaired or diseased vision are 
recommended to avail themselves of this oppor- 
tunity. 
Our Spectacles and Eye-glasses 
are acknowleged to be 
the most perfect 
assistance to sight ever manufactured, and can always be 
relied upon as affording perfect ease and comfort while 
strengthening and preserving the Eyes most thoroughly. 
Wc take occasion to notify the Public that we 
employ no pedlars, and to caution them 
agaiust those pretending to have our 
goods for sale. 
40 
ISHIRT PATTERNS 
-CUT AT— 
II. L. LORD’S 
.*<>. lO Kiffl. St. 
Notice. 
LOST OR TAKEN from the subscriber, a town order, for the sum of three hundred dollars, drawn about 
the 25th of October, 1863, in favor of Samuel D. Levusal- 
er, for commutation, he having been drafted and this or- 
der was drawn according to the vote of the town, as a 
commutation to the said Samuel D. Levensaler. This 
notice being given as the law directs, to forbid all per- 
sons from buying or selling it, as the payment of it has 
been stopped except to me the subscriber. 
H. LEVENSALER. 
L;ncolnville, April 13, 1869. 3w41 
Gray’s Linen Collars and 
CUFFS AT 
H. L. LORD’S. 
Call at No. 10 High St. 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
THE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County of Waldo, will be held ai the office of the Register of 
Probate, in Belfast, on the twentieth day oi April, 
A.D. 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M. 
PETER THACHER. 
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist., Me. 
Belfast, March 4, 1809. 24tf. 
District Court of tup: United ) r.v, ,v 
States. District ol Maine. 1 ls UA‘N kl!lP1<' 
In the matter of WILLIAM W. CURRIER, Bankrupt, 
rpms IS TO GIVE NOTICE, Th t a Pitition has JL been presented to the Court this nineteeth day 
Of April, by William W. C»irri* r,of Camden, Bankrupt, 
praying tlut he may be decreed to have a full discharge 
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, 
and upon reading said Petition, 
It is Okdkrkd by the Court that n hearing be had up- 
on the same, on the first Monday of July, A.D. ISGh. before 
the Court in Portland, in said District’ :*t 10 o’clock, A. 
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland 
Free Press and the Republican .Journal, newspapers 
printed in said District, ouce a week for three weeks, and 
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other 
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, 
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayr of said 
Petition should not be granted. WM. P. PREBLE, 
3w41+ Clerk of District Court for said District. 
PROBATE NOTICES. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the 
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in 
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine. 
HANNAH L. FILES, widow of James R. Files, late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition that Timothy Mayo, of said 
Monroe, may be appointed administrator on said de- 
| ceased’s estate. 
Ordered, That the said Hannah give notice to all persons 
| interested by causing a copyot this order to be published 
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal 
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate 
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and tor said County, 
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock 
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
prayer of said Petition should not lie granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3wil 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the 
County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in 
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty nine. 
JOSEPH MILLER, Administrator of the estate of Jo- seph Miller, .Jr., late ot Lincoln', ille, in said County 
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his third and final 
account of administration on said estate for allow nee. 
Ordered That the said Adni’r give notice to all persons 
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published 
three weeks successively in the Republican .Jouim.i1, 
printed at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probate 
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, 
on the second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of the clock 
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not to allowed. 
ASA THURLOUGH, .Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—15. P. Fu i>, Register. 3\v4l 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the 
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in 
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine. 
PHEBE C. BROWN, Administratrix of the estate ol Benjamin Brown, late of Belfast, in said County of 
Waldo, deceased, having presented her llrst account ot 
administration on said estate lor allowance. 
Ordered, That the said A ministratnx give notice to 
all persons interested by causing a copy u. this order to 
bo published three weeks successively ill the Republic in 
Journal printed at Belfast, that they mav appear t a 
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast., \v ithiu and for said 
County, on the second Tuesday ot Mav next, at ten ot 
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, 
why the same should not he allowed. 
ASA i'll L’liLOlTill, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register. 11 
Ata Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the 
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol April, in 
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine. 
\ UGUrfTINE F. JJ All X, named Executor in a cer- 
testament ot John M. Hahn, late of Lincoluville, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will 
for Probate. 
Ordered, That the said Augustine give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be 
published three weeks successively* in the itc, ubliean 
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they niav ;•> m ar at a 
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within auti tor said 
County, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of 
the clock before noon, and shew cause, i( any they have, 
why the same should not be proved, approved and al- 
lowed. 
ASA TIIURLOVGII, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register, 11 
nplIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con- JL corned, that he has been duly appointed and taken 
upon himself the trust ot Administrator, do bonis non, 
on the estate ot James A. Buss, late ot Belfast, in the 
County of Waldo, deceased, b) giving bond as the law di- 
I rects; he therefore* requests all persons who are indebted 
to said deceased’s cstnti to make immedi ito payment, and 
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the 
same lor settlement to him. 
Jw41 WM. G. CROSBY 
npiIE subscriber hereby gives public noth to ail eou- JL corned, that he has been duly .appointed and taken 
upon himscll the trust of Administrator ol the e-t: te of 
Eben F. Smith, late ol Lincoluv ill, in the County of 
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the hav direct- ; he 
therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to -aid 
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those 
who have any demands tier on, to exhibit tie* same for 
settlement to him. ;;wll JOSEPH MII.LFR. 
Here’s Health for the Million! 
ID .m. O JLa ,£k. 20. SSL 3ET S3 
VEGETABLE 
Sherry Wine Hitters ! 
Tho Best Medicine in the World! 
Composed of Dock Hoot, Sarsaparilla, Hock. Ho e, 
Wintergreen, Dandelion, Wild Cherrv, 1 hnroughwort, 
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark, Rhubarb, &e. For Weakness, 
Loss of Appetite, Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach, 
Piles of long standing, Humors, and all diseases which 
arise from an unhealthy state ot the Stomach, Bowels 
and Blood. For which valuable Boots and Herbs, and 
the knowledge of their great service to suilering human- 
ity, man cannot feel too thankful to Him who provided 
u» with all things. 
To all Persons both Sick and Well! 
If a LONG LIFE of HEALTH and II AITINK.SS is 
desired, let these Bitters be taken, particularIv in the 
Spri ng a nd If ’a rm Sea sonsof the year, ;ml espe'emlly b v 
the following classes of people: flu* MECHANIC, who 
from his constant in-door labors, not having sufficient 
access to the bracing and refreshing air out of doors be- 
comes weakened at tin* stomach, nervous, pale end iek- 
ly; his food not relishing nor properly digesting. IB 
should take these Bitters, and fred> too, in order to g« t 
his system up, right and strong, and in prime condition, 
to go through the warm weather in good shape, with his 
constant daily l ;bors. The exhilerafing and cleansing 
power of the Dock Hoof, Dandelion, Poplar and Prick!'/ 
Ash Bark is what will bring him up, and make him, 
physically speaking, once more n man. The MI 1.1, OP- 
ERATIVE will find this medicine tho very thing to 
cleanse the blood and strengthen the system, and very 
mild and pleasant to take. The PALE and once BEAU- 
TIFUL LADi has but to take this compound Ireelv and 
she will he speedily restored to health, beaut 1/ and faun/, 
ancy. The HONEST FARMER—the CLERGYMAN 
and LAWYER, and MEN OF SEDENTARY HABITS 
—this is your medicine. Alter once using it, you will 
never be without it. It will improve you twentv- 
tive per cent. The MARINER will lind it the best mod 
icine in the world for his use. It makes him, while at 
sea, hearty and rugged, and cipable of great endurance 
and exposure; and when on shore, it renovates his blood 
and restores and repairs his system. 
The largest bottle, the lowest price, ami tin1 most ef- 
fectual remedy in the world. 
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Charitable 
Mechanic’s Association. 
Caution Extra. Owing to the great popularity and 
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may come up 
in the market, but as you value ynur life and health, be 
sure and get the genuine Dr. Clarke’s Sherry Wine 
Bitters. See that the portrait ot Dr. Clarke and my t'ac 
simile signature are upon the label of each bottle.’ No 
other is genuine. L. M. ROBBINS. 
Weakness and Loss ot Appetite Cured. 
Melrose, Mass.,.July lo, lrvxi. 
Dr. E. R. Clarke—Dear sir —1 have used several lot- 
ties of your Sherry Wine Sitters for Weakness, Loss of 
Appetite and an unhealthy state of the stomach, and I 
consider them the best Bitters now before the public. 
They add new life and vigor to the system, and l most 
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled with a 
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking feeling which we are all 
subject to in warm weather. 
1 remain yours most respectfully, 
J. VV. ADAMS, Essex st., Melrose, Mass. 
A Case of Asthma lured, of nine years’ standing. 
Dr. E. R. Clarke—Dear Sir:—I feel it a pleasure lo 
be favored with an opportunity to tender my thanks to 
you for the great cure I have received from your Sherry 
Wine Bitters of the most horrible of all diseases, the 
Asthma. When I first commenced using them in the 
month of July, 1S5S, I had been afflicted with the Asthma 
nine years, and had tried during that time all the various 
remedies recommended by my neighbors, friends and 
physicians, to no avail, and my family physician told me 
I never should get cured of the complaint, and that I 
would die of consumption. Each year I grew worse, and 
this season I was afflicted the worst I ever had been, and 
was despairing of ever being better, but fortunately I 
was recommended to use your medicine. I forthwith 
bought three bottles of your Sherry Wine Bitters and 
commenced using them. Before \ had used one bottle I 
was very much better; a second continued to improve 
my health, and a third bottle cured me entirely not only 
of the Asthma, but they restored my general health. I 
still remain well, and am willing, and led happy to testi- 
fy to the world the great benefit I have received, hoping 
that some one else similarly afflicted may be cured by the 
same medicine. 
Yours respectfully, NANCY JENNINGS. 
Sharon, Mass., Dec. 1C, 1S5S. 
Tj. M. ROBBINS, 
Chemist <ffc Drxiggist, 
ROCHIiAI I), 
Proprietor of Dr. E. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters, 
former y manufactured in Sharon, Mass. Sold by re 
spectable dealers everywhere in city and country. 
ASK FOR DR. CLARKE’S SHERRI WINE HITTERS, 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke 
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine. 
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate. 39tf 
For Sale. 
ONF. new milch cow, one Express wagon, a tin Fed- ille cart, and a large F, E. Island mare, sound ami 
kind. Apply to tMU J. V. LEWIS, Belfast, j 
'i 
NATIONAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
—or the- 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
WASHINGTON, D. ('. 
CHARTERED HI A SPECIAL ACT OF COXCRESS 
Approved Ju.v 18t’»5. 
CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000. 
paid rx mi.. 
ItKWCil OI I K i:, 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILOING, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
Where the general business of the Company is transacted 
and to which all general correspondence should be ad 
dressed. 
OFFICERS. 
CLARENCE II. CLAIIK, President. 
JAY COUKE, Chairn'.nil Finance land Fxecuth e Com 
mittee. ; 
HENRY' I). COOKE, Vie*-President. 
EMERSON' W. PEET Secretary and Aeluory. 
This Com puny offer* the follow iny ad van 
til"-*** 
It is a national Company, ilurtereil In 
speeial act of (Longrem. lAhft. 
Kt has acpaid-up capital of !|il.000,000 
It offer* low rate* of premium 
It furnishes larger innurame than other 
companies for the* Name money. 
It i* tlelinite* and c ertain in ii* term*. 
Jt is a hoiur company in every locality ■ ts policies are ex«*mpt from attaclnneiit. 
'■ here are no unnecessary restriction* iu 
the policies. 
fivery policy is non •forfeitable. 
Policiei may he taken which pay to the 
insured their full amount, and return all 
the premium*, so that the insurance cost* 
only the intereNt 011 the aniui.il payment*. 
BkolieieN may he taken that will pay to tin* 
iiiNiired, after a certain number of year*, 
during life, an annual income of one-tenth 
the amount named in the policy. 
-YFo extra rate i* charged for risk* on the 
live* of female*. 
It insures, not to pay divid«*nd* to policy* holder*, hut at *o low a cost that dividends 
will he impossible. 
C ircular*. Pamphlets anti full particular* 
liven ou application to the 12ranch Office 
of the Company, or to 
ROLLINS & CHANDLER. ■> Merchant.-’ Evrhnng**, 
State Street, Boston. 
General Agents for New England. 
J. P. TUCKER, Manager. 
liOCMJL ICJOTN AUK WA ITKIl in 
every City and Town; and applications 
from competent pitrtie* for such agencies, 
with suitable endorsement, should he ad- 
dressed to 1*1111.0 11 K It * K1', 
Belfast, Hr, 
Special Igrnt for II aldo Counts. i-s:;l 
Billiard Tables. 
HSXRT HEIMS, 
106 Sudbury Street, 
BOSTON', MASS. 
Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with the l>a 
lent € oinbinutioii < u»lii»ii. superior 
to any now in use, at reduced prices. 
£3*A11 orders prompt!) attended to. iimo;o 
THE PUBLIC! 
X3 TIIE Subscriber, at the Old Stand of 
TREADWELL & MANSFIELD. hastfn 
MiJeSSSp- :be service* ul a .-killful horse- ^— sboer. find is now prepared to do Shoe 
ing and Jobbing, in all its brandies, as well as can be 
done In the county. 
Carriage Painting, Trimming and Woodwork, dom 
promptly and In the very bust manner. 
A large lot of Team Wheel.4, Waggons, Buggies, &c., 
on hand to be sold, at prices to suit customers. 
3m o.839 A. M a N s FIE L D. 
CARR GIS! 
Nnt Spring- Styles! 
\Y7*E INVI TI till’ *iH‘ciuI attention ol purchaser. in > V our large anil ellegaut assortment ol 
COACHES, ,CLARENCES, CLARENCE BRETT.s 
LANDAUS, l.ANI)AULi:rn:s BAROUCHES 
COUPES, COUPLE TTE-, CO PCI ITS, IIAl.E 
TOP AND SIX-SUA 1 PHAETONS, DOG 
CARTS, ROCIvAWAYS, BEACH 
WAGGONS, JUMP SEATS CAR 
RIOLAS, UARRY.U.I.S, TOP 
AND NO-TOP BUGGIES 
BROWNELL STYLE 
WAGONS, BOSTON CHAISES, jfcr. 
VELO OIFEDES 
of all the different stylos. 
WM. P. SARGENT & CO. 
CAR RIAG E M A N UI 'AC XU RE RS 
QATPODnnMQ < 14 to 22 Sudbury Stroot, OiUitiOKUUMti. ( 155 Tremont Street, 
BOSTON. 
Maich 1, ISOb. bn ;* 
Guardian’s Salo. 
PTMIE undersigned, Guardian of Nettie M. and Addie < 
X minor heirs ot William J. Newcomb, late of Burn 
ham, in the county of Waldo, deceased, hereby gives no 
tice that by virtue of u license from the Probate Court, she 
will offer lor sale, to the highest bidder therefor, at the 
dwelling house ot David B. Carr, in said Burnham, on 
the thirteenth (13) day of 31 ay next, at one o’clock in the 
afternoon, all the real estate ot which said William .1. 
Newcomb died possessed ; de luding reversion of widow’s 
dower therein. Said real estate consists ot the home- 
stead farm of said deceased, containing about eighty 
acres, and an undivided halt ot lot No. s, on Gardiner’s 
and William’s Gore, containing eighty acres, more or 
less. Said real estate is situate near Twitched’* Corner, 
in Burnham aforesaid. 
SARAH NEWCOMB, Guardian. 
Burnham, April 1, 1800. 3w 
BELFAST* 
CITY BONDS, 
EIT.PT FRGM_ TAXATION! 
BY A DECISION of the Commissioner ot Internal Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable 
to the internal revenue tux ot FIVE PER CENT, like 
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of 
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad 
company. 
T his consideration gives Belfast City Bonds A GREAT 
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ot towns and cities which 
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most 
desirable investment in the market. 
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold 
before the decision of the Commissioner was received— 
and investors will find it for their advantage to send in 
immediately. as no assurance can be given that any thing 
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former 
rates. TIAIO. THORNDIKE, 
tf40 City Treasurer. 
House and Land for Sale. 
MTIIE 
subscriber offers for sale at a great bar- 
gain, a house with an ell and barn attached, and 
two acres of good land, situated at Belmont 
Corner. It has a well of soft water that never 
fails. The situation is a very eligible one for a shoe- 
maker. For particulars inquire ot the subscriber on 
Cedar street, or HENRY DUNBAR, No. 44 Union St. 
MALVINA TOOT HAKER 
April 14, 1800. 3w4Q 
'§ 0ftrg. _! 
1.0NT ALICE. 
BV VY. B. GLAZIER. 
Ai l» i', the veil is lifting 
From the passion haunted Past; 
li forms, like snow-flakes driiting, 
• iuther around me last; 
('hough fair and heart-enthralling, 
Some of the throng may be, 
Vet 1 am seeking, calling, 
Lost Alice ! only thee. 
A lice, thou matchless maiden, 
l loved thee in Life’s spring, 
I t. I ope, with grief o'er-laden, 
Fluttered in flight her wing; 
Kre Sorrow in Love’s chalice, 
•>r Falsehood, found a place, 
Lie Coldness, Scorn or Malice, 
Lost Alice! left a trace. 
Alice, ’twas golden summer, 
When, in my open breast, 
V ouug Love, the sweet ncw-comer, 
Sought smilingly a rest, 
i hen I spoke in accents burning, 
And in broken tones to thee, 
An.: thy lips, my vows returning, 
Lost Alice! answered me. 
Alice, like dews of morning, 
l pon the thirsty flower, 
me thy kisses without warning, 
In that unlorgotten hour; 
A ud thy long and silken tresses 
Seem’to mingle even now, 
With mine in soft caresses, 
Lost Alice! o’er my brow. 
Alice, thy lips pressed nearly, 
Vet their kisses Iona have fled, 
In thy heart that loved so dearly, 
1 know that love is dead; 
In thine eye there is a coldness, 
And its sternness and its chill, 
LVbuke my spirit s boldness, 
Lost Alice! loving still. 
Alice, the pallid ashes, 
Alone are left of love, 
And the tide of Lethe washes. 
Its memory above; 
And I no more may render, 
At thy once familiar shrine, 
A worship now too tender, 
Lost Alice ! to be thine. 
Alice, though thy derision, 
1 never can forget, 
1 In light of Youth’s sweet vision., 
(Hows in remembrance yet; 
And tho’ dark and very lonely. 
Life's weary path may be, 
It is. brighter if I only, 
l.o; t Alice! think of thee. 
Woman vs. Ballot. 
Woman is not naturally a law maker. 
Keen in our homes she desires the head of 
i ho house to lay down the law. Never 
hall 1 forget the influence exerted by the 
'ittcrauce in a convention of Sabbath school 
teachers. A paper was read, complaining 
that in a certain Sabbath school there was 
a lady superintendent, because no man 
could he found to take the place. In con- 
clusion, the writer said, “We need a man 
in our town. We have things that wear 
pantaloons, hut we need a man, to give di- 
rection to the school and to attract the no- 
bler and better portion of the community.” 
It was an honest declaration, and voiced a 
truth. Kverv town, every Sabbath school, 
every home, needs a man. Women of tal- 
ent have tried to figure in politics and in 
ihe pulpit, but a sorry figure they have 
made of it. 
It is claimed that the ballot will secure 
for women social respect. The claim is not 
•veil founded. Those who seek it lose so- 
cial respect, because they step out of the 
path marked out l'or them by Providence 
and by Nature. Woman, in her sphere, is 
man’s good angel and helpmeet ; out of it, 
he is man’s bitterest foe and heaviest curse. 
There is a self-respect for woman in her 
proper sphere, which is of itself a power 
superior to any that a woman can build up 
ior herself by her own hands, even through 
the ballot. 
flow natural to see woman waited on by 
man ! Sir Walter Raleigh was praised be- 
cause he east his cloak into the mud to save 
'.lie foot of his queen from being soiled. 
As noble acts have beeu performed by many 
men. times without number. The uprising 
of gentleman in the cars when a tired wo- 
man enters with a child ; the disposition to 
lighten her cares and sweeten her joys, is 
everywhere considered manly. 
Kilucatiou is essential for her. .She is 
the educator of the home, for she is its soul. 
It' one must be ignorant, let it be the man 
and not the woman. Many of our most 
intelligent men have had cultured mothers. 
Very few sons ever grew to he learned 
whose mothers cared not l’or books. This 
fact is appreciated, and leads us naturally 
to conclude that if woman lacks social re- 
spect it is her own fault. If a woman pre- 
fers superficiality to thoroughness; music, 
diawing, and dress, to a knowledge of 
housework, an acquaintance with literature, 
and the endowments of common sense, 
simply because brainless men are disposed 
to seek out the effeminate and frail in pref- 
■rreticc to the rugged and well-eudowed, then 
die must suffer iheconsequeuces. If young 
ladies, compelled to toil for support, will 
prefer the factory and the store, with its 
hot air and depressing associations, to the 
work in the home, because she hopes in 
the stori or factory to secure the hand and 
heart of a husband sooner there than else- 
where, she must suffer accordingly. But 
if women will unite in securing a reform 
m this direction,—if the pare and virtuous 
will say, such a life as is offered me in the 
family is in harmony with my future well- 
being, and I will scorn the allurements else- 
where held out, and lit myself, by study, 
for companionship with the great and no- 
ble of the laud, she will succeed. If wo- 
man will respect herself, she will he re- 
spected. 
11 is not by clamoring for rights that have 
been conferred upon others; it is not hy 
restless discontent, hy partisan appeals, hy 
stepping out of her God-given sphere, and 
hy attempting to destroy the network of ho- 
ly influences hy which lie has ever surround- 
ed her ; it is not hy ridiculing marriage and 
easting scorn on motherhood, that she is to 
obtain tlie blessings she courts, but hy 
tranquilly laboring under this heaven-im- 
posed law of obedience. Woman’s weak- 
ness is transmuted into strength when she 
opens her nature to ihe influences of love, 
and when she consecrates herself to the hap- 
piness of others. Then it is she obtains a 
moral and spiritual power to which man is 
glad to do homage. Ambition, pride, wil- 
fuluess, or tiny earthly passion will distort 
her being. She struggles all in vain against 
a divine appointment. It is from the soul 
of meekness that the true strength of wo- 
manhood is derived, and it is because it has 
its root in such soil that it has a giowth so 
majestic, showering its blessings and fruits 
upon the world. 
It was the sun aud the rain that in the 
•able strove for the mastery ; and the strife 
was for the traveller’s cloak. The quiet 
11,0011 nought to do with such fierce ri- 
valry of the burning or the blast; but as 
in her tranquil orbit she journeys round the 
world, she gently sways the tides of the 
ocean. Woman’s influence resembles that 
exerted hy the queen of night. In the con- 
flicts of life she has little to do ; but her 
influence is felt from the cradle to the grave, 
and the sphere of it is the whole region of 
humanity. Woman’s worst enemy is he 
who would cruelly lift her out of her sphere 
and would try to reverse the laws of God 
and of nature in her behalf. They deceive 
woman who cause her to believe that she 
will find independence wheu she abandons 
the position assigned her hy her Creator, 
aud reaches ouc against which her nature, 
the interests of society, aud the laws ot 
God eonteud. Woman has her sphere and 
her work, aud she is only happy when she 
finds pleasure in lovingly, patiently, and 
faithfully performing the duties aud enact- 
ing the relations that belong to her as wo- 
man. She is not the natural head of soci- 
ety. Man, though stern, cold, and almost 
nerveless, is made to be the head ot human 
society ; and woman, quick, sensitive, pliant 
(as her name indicates), gentle, loving, is 
the heart of the world. As the heart, she 
has the power. Slit* rules through love, 
and becomes a blessing greater than we | 
can ever acknowledge, because it is great- j 
er than we can measure. 
Let woman take heart. She is not in 
captivity. The law of service is on her 
as it is on man. With her much of her 
service consists in suffering; with man 
much of his consists in toil. Before both 
there are fields of endeavor white with 
beckoning harvests. In literature, in re- 
forms, in ministering to tlie wants and 
woes of humanity, woman lias a open door 
set before her, which no man will desire 
i to close. Let her enter it and work. There 
| is a law of companionship far deeper than 
that of uniformity aud equality, or similari- 
ty—the law which reconciles similitude and 
dissimilitude, the harmony of contrast, in 
which what is wanting on the one side 
finds its complement on the other ; for,— 
“Heart with heart and mind with mind, 
When the main fibres are entwined, 
through Nature’s skill. 
May even hy contraries be joined 
More closely still.” 
Such was the exquisite companionship of 
the sexes as they were represented hy our 
first parents, aud such, however they may 
lie momentarily disturbed, they will remain, 
as the ideal for all the generations of men 
aud women. Let woman repose her trust 
iu man, and then, lifting up her heart, she 
may sing,— 
“Though God’s high things are not ail ours. 
M is ours to look above; 
All is not ours to have and hold, 
lint all is ours to love.” 
J. I). Fulton. 
Nn 1.1.v Caught. At the masked fire- 
men’s ball in New Orleans, week before 
last, a grey and handsome man who had 
refused to take his wife to the ball on the 
plea of business, was much struck by a 
stranger, a lady in a mask. On her he ex- 
erted all his fascinations. 
“0,ho, sir, you ipiite put me out with 
your flattery ! I suspect you are a mar- 
ried man,” said the lady. 
•‘No, indeed ; but 1 confess a willing- j 
ness to get married since I have had the j 
pleasure of seeing you,” was the gallant j 
reply. 
“Indeed ! but you haven’t seeu my face ; 
yet!” 
“No, but I know it is beautiful. The j exquisite grace that accompanies every-! 
tiling you do and say tells me as much.” 
“Indeed!” 
“I think so ; but yon will uo longer deuy 
me that satisfaction ; for 1 assure you, lady,! 
1 am deeply in love.” 
“Indeed !” 
■•It is trite. I'util I me; you to-night 
women have looked to me homely and 
commonplace.” 
“Oh, you are jesting.” 
“Indeed, I am not.” 
“And you never loved any one before?” 
“Never ! Your sex appeared to me al- 
ways deceitful, and my heart refused them 
all sympathy, but for you 1 feel a passion- 
| ate attraction I have no power or ittelina- 
j tion to resist.” 
“Can this be true?” 
i “It is, indeed.” 
I “I am mad with impatience, since it will 
be the only face my heart will ever mir- 
ror. It has upon it now no rival impres- 
sion.” j 
“You arc so persuasive I can uo longer 
deuy the privilege—look 1“ and the mask ; 
was removed. 
It wae bis wife. 
“The devil!’’ said the discomfitted Ben- 
edict, indulging in a prolonged whistle. 
“Oil. uo, my dear, only the face that 
lias uo rival impression on your heart !” 
“Say, Mary, let’s call it square and go 
home.” 
“I think we’d better.” 
And they went. 
“I Wii.i. in a Minute.” Here is what 
a good man says about the way boys and 
girls ought to mind when spoken to by their 
parents: 
The other day I heard a mother ask her 
little sou to do something. “In a minute.” 
lie said. She spoke again. But it was 
one, two, three, four, live minutes before lie 
miuded her. 
It makes me tliiuk of the switch tender’s 
boy. What if he had waited a minute be- 
fore miuding his father. A switch tender 
in Prussia was just going to move the rail, 
in order to put a coming train of cars on a 
side track, when he caught, sight of his little 
son playing on the track. The engine was 
in sight and he had not a moment to spare, 
lie might jump and save his child; but he 
| could not do that and turn the switch in 
i time ; and if it were not done the incoming 
traiu would meet another traiu, and a terri- 
ble crash and smash take place. 
1 The safety of hundreds of lives depended 
upon his fidelity. What could lie do? “Lie 
down ! lie down !” he called, with a loud, 
I quickvoice to the child; and seizing the 
i switch, the traiu passed safely on in its 
; proper track. 
Did the heavy train run over the little 
[boy? Was he crushed to pieces? No, for 
: he did just what his father told him, aud did 
it instantly. He fell tlat between the rails, 
aud the ears went high over his head ; and 
when the anxious father sprang to the spot, 
there he was alive and well; not a hair 
was touched- It was a quick obedience, 
you see, that saved his life. He did not 
stop a minute. Even a moment’s hesitation 
would have been too late. 
A Good Word for Maine. The Editor 
of the Newburyport Herald thus writes 
about our State : ‘‘Maine is the largest and 
best of the New England States, equal to 
all others, estimate as we will, apart from 
population and accumulated wealth. The 
best soil in New England is iu Maiue. Un- 
less Vermont will equal it, the Aroostook 
has more good soil lor cultivation than any 
New-England State. It is true that much 
of Maiue is rough, but almost any section 
will produce more grass, more grain and 
more potatoes to the acre than the average 
of this sectiou. Then Maine has more sea 
coast than all the rest, and it is indented 
with bays and harbors fitting it for com- 
merce ; the interior is brought near by its 
numerous long and navigable rivers, anil 
by railway it is iu commnnicatiou with a 
broader interior country. For manufact- 
ures Maine has more water power than all 
the rest of the States, enough to run all the 
machinery of the country to-day. She 
holds iu her bosom natural wealth that will 
some day attract a population o! ten mill- 
ions of people.” 
Ifefo ^btatistments. 
^ ^ M 
To tiie Working Class:—I am now prepared to 
urnish all classes with constant employment at their 
lomes the whole of the time, or for the spare moments, 
Business new, light and profitable. Fifty cents to $5 
per evening, is easily earned by persons of either sex, 
ind the boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great 
inducements are offered those who will devote their whole 
Lime to the business; and, that every person who sees 
this notice may send me their address and test the busi- 
ness themselves, I make the following unparalleled offer: 
To all who are not well satisfied with the business, I will 
send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing me. Full par- 
ticulars, directions, &c., sent free. Sample sent by mail 
for lOcts. Address E. C. Allen, Augusta, Me. 
ACiEI'ffM WAITED FOR THE 
BLUE-COATS 
And how they Lived, Fought and Died for the Union, 
with Scenes and Incidents in the (treat Itebelli. n. 
Comprising narratives of Personal Adventure, Thrii' 
ling Incidents, Daring Exploits, Heroic Deeds, Won* 
derful Escapes, Lite in the Camp, Field and llosnital, 
Adventures of Spies and Scouts, with the Songs, Ballads, 
Anecdotes and Humorous Incidents of the War. 
It contains over 100 line Engravings and is the spiciest 
and cheapest war book published. Price only $2.50 per 
copy. Send for circulars and see our term*’, and full 
description of the work. Address NATIONAL PUB- 
LISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
GEIT8 WAITED FOR «OLDEI 
S1IKAVES. —This work abounds in thrilling 
sketches, moral tales, strange occurrences, gems of 
thought, strains of eloquence, stirring incidents, rich 
repartees and choicest specimens of tlie purest literature. 
Pleases all, offends none. Price very low. Address ZEIG- 
LElt, McCUUDY <)• Co. Philadelphia, Pa. 
LEIW OOD LADIES’ 6EMII ART, 
J M eat Rrattlelioro, Vermont.—William 
A. Jvinnk, M. A., Principal. PROF. Cn. F. Schusler, 
Instructor in Instrumental Music. Instruction given in 
Vocal Music, Drawing. Painting and Gymnastics. Able 
Assistants are employed in every department. The Spring 
Session begins Monday, April IP, 1S<’0. The Fall Session 
begins Monday, September 20, JN>0. The buildings will 
be open lor summer boarders and for a class in Dr. Lewis' j 
New Gymnastics, Monday, .July 10. IS00. Address It. E. 
IIOSFORL), West Brattleboro’, Vt. 
THE HOLLA El SEN! 
< Il t A. DAVA'« PAPER. 
The cheapest, neatest, and most readable of New York 
journals. Everybody likes it. Three editions. Daily, 
Semi*Weekly,and Weekly, at $<» $2 and $1 a year. 
Full reports ot markets, agriculture, and Farmers’and 
Fruit Growers’ Clubs, ana a complete story in every 
Weekly and Semi.Weekly number. A valuable present 
to every subscriber. Semi lor specimen, with premi- 
um list. 
1. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York. 
KST t llJLSfcHEfi} 
Saws! Saws ! 
Saws Saws 
Saws Saws 
WELCH & GRIFFITHS, 
MANUFACTURERS, 
Also New England Agents for tho 
CELEBRATED 
“ RED JACKET AXE," 
(Colburn'* Patent. ( uiuiot l>e evcelleil. 
Will cut 25 per cent, more than any other, with less labor. 
Oil It K AND SALESROOM, 
145 & 147 Federal Street. Boston. Mass, 
WANTED. AGENTS. 
where, male and female, to introduce the GENUINE 
IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING 
MACHINE. This machine will snitch, hem, fell, tuck, 
quilt, cord, braid and embroider in a most superior man- 
ner. Price only $1S. Fully warranted tor live years. 
We will pay $1000 for any machine that will sew a strong- 
er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It 
makes the Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch 
pan be cut, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart with- 
out tearing It. We pay Agents from $."5 to $200 per 
month and expenses, ora commission from which twice 
that amount can be made. Address SEC'OMB i. CO.. 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Boston, Mass, or St. Louis, Mo. 
Caution.—Do not be imposed upon by other parties 
palmingolV worthless cast-iron machines,’under the same 
name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and roallv 
practical cheap machine manufactured. 
Tally Hose Potato. 
ONE lb. E4»LY 110*1? scut by mail, post-paid, $}. -t lbs. 
EARLY ROSE, sent by mail, post- 
paid, 00. Best Spring Wheat in 
the world ; the earliest and most pro- 
ductive Corn; wonderful yielding Oats 
—white and black—weighing lf> pounds 
to the bushel; Spring Bariev; Crass 
Seeds; Fowls; Eggs; Hogs; the great 
reeu cuner. oenu lor me EAL'EiiUi I Ai< I AK3I 
JOUKXAL—most valuable J\faga'.ineissued in this coun- 
try— only $1..>0 per year. Subscribe it you want to make 
your Earn* pay. Address 
CKO. 4. DEITZ, CllAiiititusr.riiG. 1*a. 
<£■4 O -A I>A1 to agents si lling Silyek'n Patent 4/1 U Elastic Blooms. Horace <trcely s ays: l pre- 
dict its success.” CEEtiCi & CO. >. Cortlandt st., X. Y. 
$'10410 Salary. Address U. S. Pi yno Co., X. Y. 
NEBRASKA, its soil, climate, people, &c. A paniph. let ior •-.'.'ic. Address Cnoi’sv & Bain. I.incoin, Xeb 
ACrffcft'ES WAWTEOfor the only steel engrav- ing oi 4«i<‘n, and his lainily, published 
with their approval. Size loxl'J. Aildrem >USi*EEl> 
Sc CO., ;i; Park Row, New York. 
G HAY’S 
N. E. Real Estate Journal. 
Published at No. 4 Scollay’s Building, Boston, contains 
matters of interest to the Owners, Purchasers, and Sell- 
ers of every description ol Real Estate throughout the 
country. Issued semi-monthly, outlie !-t and J5th of 
every month, at $1 per annum. Send 5c. for specimen 
copy. 
Vinegar from Cider, Wine, 
7IOEASSE* OJSt MHU* If it 79 
In ten hour-, without using acids or drugs. For terms 
and other information, address 
SAGE VINEGAR WORKS, Cromwell, Conn. 
WANTED : AGENTS 
TO SELL THE A TIED It’A * Vi711TI7G 
71AII17f E, Price $25. The simplest, cheapest and 
best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents 
Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO 
Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo. 
ANK your Doctor or Di-iag-g-iMf for 
8REET Dl' 1 A'JE A E—it equals (bittco Ouinine. 
Is made only by F. STEARNS, Chemist, Detroit. 
rpiHRTY YEARS' Exjiericuce in the 1 Treatment of Chronic ami *c\ual Di»- 
euNON.- Physiological \ i< w of Marriage.—The cheap- est book ever published—containing nearly :’. m pages, and 130 tine plates and engravings of the anatomy ol the hu- 
man organs in a state of health and disease, with a treat- 
ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon the mind and body, with the author’s plan oi treatment—the 
only rational and successful inode of cure, as shown by a 
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the mar- 
ried and those contemplating marriage who entertain 
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal 
currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. .‘11 Maiden 
Lane. Albany, N. V. The author may be consulted upon 
any of the diseases upon which his books tieat, either 
personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part ol the world. 
A Valuable Medical Hook! 
CONTAINING IMPORTANT PHYSIOLOGICAL INFORMATION to young men contemplating Marriage, sent free on receipt of 25 cents. Address the 
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE, 43 Clinton Place, N. Y. 
Comfort, Convenience, Safety 
TO THE MARRIED, 
OR those contemplating marriage, an indispensible ar* tide will be sent by mail, securely enclosed without 
risk oi detection. It can be washed when soiled, and with proper care will last three months. Inclose liftv 
cents for one, or *» for three. Please advise the sex for 
which required. Address P. O. Box 1904, Boston, Mass. 
FOR $100 PER LINE 
We will insert an advertisement in <>■,<> thousand 
newajjiapen, one month. The list includes «i.i- S-'o Paper, of over 100,000 Circulation 
weekly, more than lOO llail,' Paper., in which the advertiser obtains 84 insertions to the month, and the leading Paper* In more than r.OO .lifter- 
ent town* an.l elite*. Complete File* ran he examined at onr office, Send Stamp for Cir- cular. Address GKO. I*, KOWKLL&CO., Advertising Agents, New York. 
FOR SALE. 
The subscriber has on hand 200 bbls. of PORGIE BAIT—late caught and In good order, 1 nose, desirous of having good bait lor a Spring Trip, would do well to call. ALVIN G. BEVERAGE. Pulpit Harbor, North Haven, March 10. 1869. w> 
ID Ft,. COOK’S 
TOOTH ACHEJiND AGUE CURE 
rriEN years ago my little daughter came into my office X suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and im 
plorcd relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual reme 
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these 1 judged 
were too harsh and unsafe’for her tender years, fortu- 
nately a bottle of this mixture which I had prepared es- 
pecially for Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c., was at hand, I saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the 
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment* in 
LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES, 
the pain was entirely removed. Since then I have pre- 
scribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no instance— 
except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was par- 
tially obtained—has it to inv knowledge failed to give 
almost 
IM M EDI a T E R E E I E E. 
Ill soreness of the gums or ague in the face, if is unex- celled. And added to all this, its innocent effects on the 
system. It will not injure an infant to swallow it, but 
on t lie contrary, it is an admirable carminative. Incas- 
es of 
Neuralgia and Nervous Headache. 
apply to the parts affected with a sponge or rag. 
And now poor sufferer, with the most provoking of all 
pains poor human nature is liable to, try this remedy, and 
if you don't experience immediate relief from pain—if 
the nerve is not ulcerated—account me an imposter nnd 
client. It, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest your 
gratitude to me in telling the fact to your neighbor,’and 
your gratitude to God, that He graciously created the 
circumstances to c.cvelop this splendid remedy. 
prepared solely by the accidental discoverer and pro- 
prietor, and tor sale by dealers in Medicine everywhere 
X-X C3r, O OOK, 
City Drug Store. RocMaM, Mo. 
FLORENCES EWING MACHINE 
THE HE LSI FAMILY .SEW- 
lN(i MACHINE IN THE 
WOULD. Making lour dis- 
tinct stitches. Each stitch be- 
ing alike on both sides ot the 
fabric, it is almost noiseless. 
The needle easily adjusted, it 
has the celebrated rev» rsiblc 
feed motion, which by simply 
turning <i thumo screw the 
5work will run either to the 
right or left, to fasten the end 
of seams. It will hem, fell. 
Oilid, Praia, gauier ana sew on a rum<- a> me same mue 
and quilt without marking. 
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Sirs. C. F. 
MORISON, Belfast, who will be nappy to show the ma- 
chine to all, who will call at her house, where they are 
j kept constantly on hand. 
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1808. tf3! 
__•_ 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
irpiilS INSTITUTION L now piepjued to receive De- A. posits in Sums ot One Dollar and upwards, at the 
I Banking Room, No. IS Main St. (Formerly Bank ot Com- 
merce Room.) 
i Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and o- er. 
ASA FACNCF, President. 
John IJ. Qiiimby, Treas. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1809. 40tf 
Seed Potatoes for Sale! 
BI.til It f *<>:¥. CIKAMOY, (MLiCO. E.4R 
jly »»:«*■:<'. early ^ooRitans, 
AAKI ( UM O. 
Price for the above varieties. OO cents per 
peck, $1.50 per Imviiel, $4-041 per barrel. 
4®* A few Early Rose, by the pound only, at 75 cents 
1 per lb. The Harrison has a smooth, white skin and flesh, 
having no hollow at the centre, and is perfectly hardy, 1 
very free from rot, yielding immense crops, from 300 to 
[ 500 bushels to the acre, ot smooth, handsome tubers, ot 
excellent quality. This variety sold readily last year lor 
$5 per bush. Two 07 more kinds sent in barrel by rail 01 
express. Address MOSES !t. HUSSEY, 
-1 -,v3s North Berwick, Me. 
A SPLENDID STUCK OF 
just opened at J. C. THOMPSON S and will bo soid a 
low as the lowest. 2m3.' 
March 23, 1809. 
FURNITURE! FURNITURE^ 
FIELD & MATHEWS 
No. 11, PHENIX ROW, 
BELFAST, 
Have a Splendid Assonnn-nt of Superior WALNUT 
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with Hair Cloth, 
Repps, &c., Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Chamber 
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattresses, Spring Beds, Sofas, 
Bedsteads, Chairs of all varieties,, in fact everything in 
the way ot Furniture. 
We manufacture most of our good*, and employ the 
best of workmen, which enables us to oiler great induce- 
ments to all who want really good Furniture at low prices. 
All goods of our own manufacture are warranted. All 
sold to go into the country will be packed with care and 
dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet Work and turning 
of all descriptions done to order. Work Shop at Belfast 
Foundry. 
C. D. FIELD._tf.37 A. B. MATHEWS. 
A Valuable Improvement 
For Old or New Feathers, which have become FOUL, 
MA I LED and INJURIOUS to HEALTH. 
PATENT 
FEATHER RENOVATOR! 
Clears the Feathers of all impurities, and makes them a* 
buoyant anil clastic as when new. Scientific men and 
Physicians have decided that it is the best plan yet made 
known lor the purpose. This process is NOT INJURI- 
OUS to FEATHERS I For it is done entirely bv steam, 
and it proves to be exactly wlmt all conditions and quali- 
ties of Feathers, from an entirely new to the old and much 
worn, need to render them as perfect as age, quality or condition will admit of their being made. By this proc- 
ess all animal matter, and ALL MOTHS AND WORMS 
ARE DESTROY EDaud removed, the Feathers cleansed, 
the fibres relieved from their matted position, and giving 
to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more than 
ONE-HALF' also removing all disagreeable scent, which 
is so common to new Feathers, and relieving them from 
all liability to Sloths or Worms by the removal of all 
gammy and glutinous matter from the quill. When Feath- 
ers smell, worms make their appearance, they form in 
the end of the quill, and come out and live upon the 
fibres of the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed. 
Ilfliid the following- Certificate from <*on- 
tleuien for nl»om Work hu« keen done in 
lB«lfa»t. 
A Nk.w and Yallaiili: Improvement. We the 
undersigned, having had Feathers renovated by Mu. 
BEASLEY’S NEW PROCESS, would cheerfully recom- 
mend it ns the best method tor the purpose designed, 
are willing to testify that the improvement made is much 
greater than would be expected. The Feathers are re- 
lieved from their matted condition, cleansed from all im- 
purities, and rendered much lighter, more elastic, and 
more wholesome; 
Rev. Mu. BAILEY. Rkv. Mu. FRENCH, lb v. Mr. 
THOMAS, Dka. KIN'.SBURY, Ex-Mayor PITCHER 
H. II. FORBES, C. D. FIELD, H. CHASE. Du. W 
0. POOR & SON, C.irr. C. H. WORDINH, W. II. 
SIMPSON, Mu. HOLMES, N. E. House. 
A Specimen of work may be seen at A. D. Bean’s store, 
No. 0 High street, where all orders left will receive 
prompt attention. 
Prices of Work. 
Beds, called for and delivered, $2.00. If you pay your 
own trucking, $1,50; Bolsters 50c; Pillows 25c. 
The machine is in operation daily in the Langworthv 
building, opposite Court House. 
4^ Satisfaction given on trial or money refunded. 
Belfast, March 24, 1809. 37 BEAN & CO., Prop’rs. 
Lake Superior & Mississippi 
Railroad Co. 
Seven per C ent. Komis. 
thirty years to run. 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAl'ABLE IN HOLD. 
FREE OF V. *. TAX. 
AMOUNT OF ISSUE $4,500,000, 
They are a First Mortgage Sinking Fund Bond, secured 
by a land grant of 1,032,000 acres, and by the railroad, its 
rolling stock, and the franchises of the Company, an in- 
vestment yielding in currency 
TEN PER GENT. PER ANNUM. 
PRESENT PRICE, 
Par, and Interest in Currency. 
Gold, Government Bonds, and other Stocks, received in 
payment without commission charges. 
Pamphlets and lull information given, on application to 
LEE, HIGGINSON & CO. 
AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND, 
40 Stale K| reel Huston 
1m37 
MORE GREAT CURES 
-BY— 
MRS. SPENCE’S 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 
IE* O WUEil SS„ 
ASTHMA, 
CATARRH, NEURALGIA, 
BLOATED BOWELS. 
South Williamstoirn. Mass., Oct. "5th, 
I'kuf. S pen cm—Dear Sir Wherever 1 hear of a hard 
ease ot disease. I go and leave the POSiftTIY K A \ SI 
N8CI»rATI.V F POIVOEltM. and urge them to try 
them. 1 did this with Rk haiu ■ Estkk, our neighbor, 
a man 75 years old, who has had the Afttiima rising 10 
years. He also had the Catarrh, and the Neuralgia, 
and was badly hloatetl acro«« the boweh. lie 
commenced using the Powders on the 10th ot this month 
and on the 11th he declared himself perfectly free from Asthma, and all the above mentioned ills. His wife told 
me she did not think he could live through the coming 
winter; but she says he now eats and works ns well ns 
ever lie could, and like a kitten. A harder 
ease of Asthma is seldom known, as all who know him 
will testify. 
Yours truly Mrs. Mary K. .H:\kn. 
ERYSIPELAS. 
Manchester, Mass., LebM/t, l.siii). 
Pi:of. fSPMNCM—Dear Sir. A year ago last .June I had 
a swelling* just above my ankle, and every one that saw 
it said it was EryNipeluft. In a fortnight it became a 
sore, and from that time for tiftcen months 1 was hardly able to go about the house. As I take the lianner of' 
Light, I had read about your POSITIVE A Nil 
NEGATIVE POWDERS; and thinking they 
rn'ght reach my case, I sent to the lianner otlice and got 
a box. I had had, before taking them, eleven sor«v* 
in that fifteen months, and another one was nearly ready 
to break. Before taking them three days, the sore be- 
gan to disappear, and, after using one box, was entirely 
well, f have taken over two box'.s, and can now walk 
as well as fver I could. The swelling is all gone. I have « 
nothing tc show hut the scars. 
Yours truly, 51ns, Sai i.ii. Yin >:<■. 
Ill*, 
(TATAIIKII, I, 
UKriSAliklA LIVEK 
1*1- 4I\T, 
I> IA IS KII41 LA. 
Aeukrt Frost, of liucksport, Me., under d: te ol Xor. 
g; ///, IsOS, writes as follows : “When 1 first told the people 
here about the POSITIVE AAJO NEG ATIVE 
1*011 HEIt*, they laughed ; but now th y are getting 
excited about them, nml the Doctors and Apothecaries 
want to get hold of them. A lady here who v as troubled 
with Fits sent for one box, ami they cured her right 
away.” 
I make the lollowing extract from a lette written by 
A. S. liitAiNAKi), of Xorlh Manchester, Com ., net. 1 sth, 
iMiS: Jilts. Dart and daughter have bee a taking the 
j I*OVVIIEII*, the one tor Catarrh, ar d the other lor IkvNiiepda and Aourulg-iu. They are about as 
j good as new. My wife lias taken them lor Liver 
| Complaint and Chronic lliai rliuai .She is now 
well. Mrs. Ames gave them to a child five months old, 
! for Fit*. It is now well. 
St. Vitus Dance, 
General Prostration, 
Diptheria, Scarlet Fever, 
Cholera Morbus 
| 
Fever and Ague, Spasms of 
Stomach, 
Delirum Tremens. 
Winona, Minn Sept. "SJh, lsf»8. 
This is to certify that 1 have cured th ■ following cases, 
and many others too numerous to mention, with U IV*. 
* I* Of E’* 1*0* 9 TI V E A X H A EU A ’S' 1V E 
1*0IV HE 11* 
A young lady of *t. Yituft' Ilium*, of nearly six 
years’ standing, and given up by all other doctors, ( tir- 
ed by live boxes of 1*0* IT1 V E* 
A lady of G<*iu>ral l*r«*trati'»n ol the nervous 
system." She had tried everything. One box ot A ECh- 
ATIV E* cured hei. she Is now in better health than 
she has been lor live years, and is d .'lighted at the hap 
py change. 
A lady of Chronic I>iptl»«*ii;». Two boxes of 
POD1TII E* cured her, after tne Doctors had made 
her worse with Iodine and such harsh things. 
A little boy ot *carl«*t Eever. 
A woman ot Cholera Horbn*. She was so bad 
that her lilt* was despaired ot. She was cured in a tew 
hours. 
A woman who had the Fiver .me! igm* all spring 
and summer. Cured with one box of I'O.MTI V E 
i Alii A’ECiATIYB POfFRERN. after trying 
| almost every other remedy. 
A man ot IP«*IiriuBn Tmurns, lie now a 
good Templar. 
A woman ol *pa«m« of the * tom itch. from 
which siic had suilered lor live or six years. Tin Spasms 
were so bad that when she took one her friends would 
desia \v of ever seeing her come to again. 
Jane M. Da\ ■ 
IVliA IWlii**. 
1 make the following extract from a letter from F. W. 
[ (iitEEN, of Columbia, S. ('., dated Jan. Slid, JSC.'J: I 
got half a dozen boxes ol -Ylrs. * PEACE’* 1*0*1- 
T1VE A AII XCttAlIVE POIV1IEKM ol 
you about lour and a half months since, and I have not 
missed curing in any instance where I have used them. 
1 took the NEGATIVE IMIIV HEK* which you 
complimented me with for lleafiM***. and am cured. 
I am treating two cases of AtMiralgiu. One is cured. 
1 Oliver Ferrari*, Kansas City, M'o.. under date ol 1 l ib. g"/, !■'(•,*.(, writes as follows Two moi ths ago 1 got 
! six boxes of your 1*0* ITU YE A A 91 AEC^A- 
TE1 E 8*011 IIEH* tor Heafue** of t!*r*•• ot 
i four months’ staudiug, and am happy to state that ! am 
[ much relieved; in fact, nearly s well as ever. 
Milk-Leg, 
Rheumatism, Fits, 
Dysentery, Deafness. 
Yorkville, 111.. Dee. gist. 16»X 
■ Du. SpknCIC—Dear Sir .• I received a letter from you 
almost a year ago. asking me to give an account ot the 
cures made by the POSITIVE A AII AE<«A- 
jlTVF 1*0 W HE It* under n:y directions. One 
1 was a case ot IMillt £<*«• of sixteen years’ standing, om 
; of Ithiwimatism, one of Falling *ickin‘<*<4 or 
Fit..** of sixteen years’ standing, and a number ot <\i-es 
ot llyientery. The Powders have also helped m> 
IlfiifiM***, and cured the Auuihnc**i in my leg-. 
! You can use my name. Power 1Iaee»m r. 
Fever and Ague, 
Dysentery, 
Coughs and Colds. 
Stowe, I t.. Dec 2d, lMi.s 
1’ia.i Sr! nci:—Enclosed please find for which 
! send two boxes POSITIVE POWllfllK. W. 
have used them in our lamily until we know they are all 
they are recommended to be, having proved a perfect 
success in l'ever anil Ague, ( ouglo acul Folds. 
Rr*«*nt«*rr. and other diseases. Direct to 
■lulls A. Si -\i l-oi;i>. 
Kidney Conplaint. 
,J. 1*. Mist, of Diilt/wood, l.ontj /stand, under date <»i 
Jan. 'loth, ls(H», reports substantially as follows: Spent 
several years in the army. Returned with a shattered 
constitution, and among other complaints, Ri*«*a*** 
of flir 14 id nor*. Nothing in the shape of medicine 
releived him. Bought six boxes of POSITIVE 
POW DERM, took them according to directions, and 
was cured. Alsu lady lrlend of Mr. Mist’s lias a little 
bov, now three mouth-* old, which for several days after 
its’birth gave unmistakable signs of Wiseaseil E4iii- 
im\V*. probably inherited. The Po*ili*«* Po%»il«*r« 
were administered. They gave it rebel, and it has ne\ it 
been troubled since. 
The niiigfc control of the Po*:fiv«* and .Neg- 
ative Poudei N over diseases of all kinds, i- a un- 
derfill liej'oiul all preceileut. They do no vio- 
lence to the system, causing no purging, no nau 
tenting, no vomiting, no unrcoti/iitg. M EM. 
IVOR EM and Fliililron find them a silfnt but 
Nitre MicteuN. 
The POSI I IVES cure MT^iirrtlg'ia, headache, RHEU- 
MATISM, pains of all kinds; Diarrhuia, IlyMeutery, 
Vomiting, IlyNpepBn, Flatulence, Worms; all !>• 
male WeultneHNeN and derangements; Fit*, 
i Cramps ST. VITUS’DANCE, spasms; all high grades 
ot FEVER, Small Pox, Measles, Scarlatina, Erysipelas ; 
all Inflammation*, acute or chronic, of the Kid- 
neys, Liver, Lungs, Womb, Bladder, or any other or- 
gan of the body; Fatarrla, Consumption, Rron- 
cliiti*. Coughs, Colds; Acrofula, Nervousness, 
SLEEPLESSNESS, &c. 
The MECiATTVE cure PnralyNis, or Palsy, 
whether of the muscles or of the senses, as in Rlind- 
neiH, DEAFNESS, loss of taste, smell, fe. ling or mo- 
tion; all Low Fevers, such as the Tylioftd and the Ty- 
l»lm* ; extreme nervous or muscular Procuration or 
R olaxation. 
Both the POSITIVE AMR HEirATlVE are 
needed in CHILLS and FEVER. 
PHYSICIANS are delighted with them. AGENTS 
and DRUGGISTS find ready sale for them. Printed 
terms to Agents, Druggists and Physicians, sent free. 
FULLER LISTS OF DISEASES and DIRECTIONS 
accompany e.vK Box, and also sent free to any address. 
Send a BRIEF description of your disease, if you prefer 
SPECIAL Will iTEN DIRECTIONS. 
Rail^il, po*ti»ai«l on r«*c:oi|»t of price*. 
f 1Koi,4A Po». PontlfiN, $1. 
| 1 A A A'eg. kk 1, 
PRICE.' 1 » 22 Po*. A 22 leg. 1. | O . .
I 12 k*.«. 
Nenil money at our ri*k. Sums of $5 or more, 
if sent by mail, should be in the form of Money Orders, 
or Drafts or else in registered letters, 
OFFICE. 375 ST. MARKS PLACE, NEW YORK 
Address, 
1*8501'. PAYTON SPENCI!. 
n. It. BOY iSIJ, YF.1V YORK CITY. 
If your druggist hasn’t the 
Powders, send your money at 
once to PROF. SPENCE, as abovo 
directed. 
Qpr/ WILL BE FORFEITED B Y Dr. L. D1X, 
VO' /U if failing to cure in less time then any 
other physician, more efl'c dually and permanently, with 
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to 1 
weather, with safe and plea'ant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY IIABiTS. 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIA LAI LM EN IS A X D S 1T UA TI < J N 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS ; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruption, and all diseases of t!u 
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat nd body; i'i:..: 
the Face; Swelling of the .Joints ; Nervousness ; Cuia-titu- | 
tioual and other Weaknesses in youth and them. 
vanced, at all ages, of 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR M \RRIED. 
im. X.-. 135 .VA 
PR 1 A’ A 1 E MEDIC A J. O I-1- i r r., 
Eii hcott tsfreet. Bottom .tB-s.*.*. 
is so ananged that pa at nevci ar 
Recollect, the only enti nuv to i'i i- Ao. Cl. 
ing no connection with hi red 
family interruption m> that 
hesitate applying at his (.ill. 
DR. DI\ 
boldly asuerts, 'and it cann h< .r.rm.idi 
quacks, who will say or do new. mg. t-va n perjur* fin ».i 
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he 
IS Till-; ONLY KEG 1 I. A It GeAl»! ATI I'll V SI- 1 A N 
ADVERTISING IN KOSTIN 
SIX i EEN 'l !•; MLS 
i;ngage.,1 in treatment of Special Id -uses, a fact so well 
known to many Citizens, Publi he rs, Mei-ehm,; il >to. 
Proprietors, &e., that he is mud* rccoraim ruled, .1 pur 
ticularly to 
STUANO EBS AND TRA'ELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition oi torcign and n: 1 
quacks, more vn/nerous in Bo. "ii than m < ther I. < 
cities, 
DR D1X 
proudly refers to Profes.-or- and respectable Rhv ■, ,n. 
many of whom consult him i .1 critical eases, becau>, -*f 1 
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice,and obs Tvatiou. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTl NATE, 
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false prom is. s, 
and pretention- of 
FOREIGN AND NAT1V i. QUACKS, 
who know little of the mi lure and clinr.vter ; -:.. 1 
Discus*and less to their cure, home exhimr 1* 
Diplomas-ol ln-titution ■> or <‘oliege- u hich never* \i. 
in any part of the wori*.'; oile thiol!. Diploma uf 
I »e;*.d, how obtained, unknown n onl us.-mrui 
advertising in names of tliuse in.- r‘e«l in the diplomas, 
but to lurthcr tiieir imp..-Lion a- in. nain*- ot .»t!i«-r e« ! 
ebrated physicians long since dead. Nedh* r h. dee.-is .-•! 
b) 
Q U A ( K NOSTRUM-MAKERS, 
through false certificates and re ten mas, and m-onnm v.d- 
utions ol tiieir medieim by ike dead, who cannot expo-*' 
or contradict them; <i who, In sides, to lurthcr their im- 
positions, copy from medical book-, much that is written 
of the qualities and elf cts of dillereul herbs and plant-, 
and ascribe all the same to tiieir Pills, Extract.-, Specific.- 
&c., most of which, if not ell, contain Mercury, hicau-e 
of the ancient heih-f id its earing. everythin!:]' bid m.*\v 
known to “kill more than aired. > I’.*.-. *{ 
killed, constitutionally injured lor lil 
ignorant :: of quack d<h ini and 
NOSTKLM-M A K I .R -. 
Through tin1 i> noraue. ot tiie Quack D<- tor, know ins: 
no other remedy, he relies upon A11.:.- [ i;v, and i-• i: 
to all his patients, in Pills, D:op-, .he., so ii,e No.»t rum- 
maker, equally ignorant, juhV to his so-called Extract.-, 
.Specific, Antidote, &u., I» *; 11 re! in;: upon its effects in 
curing ;i few in a hundred.it is trumpeted in various 
ways throughout the L. ml; hul, ala.-! nothing is said ol 
the balance, some <>f whom die, others grow worse and 
art* left to linger and sutler lor months or years, until re- 
lieved or cured, il poss-ible, by competent physician;?. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding tin* foregoing !,-■■!. a, known to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-maker;', ye!, regardless 
ot the life and health of others, 11mre an those among 
them who even perjure tliem.---i.v-, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients. that l; eontaim *. i;i :io i; 
no.-trums, so Ilia; the "a u:il In." my. be obtain* d for 
professedly curing, «r “the doilar." *.r fra*-tioa <: i:,'* 
may be obtained tor the nostrum, i; i tim.- ;!iai m .. > 
are deceived, also, ami spend large am >e;-t 
ments with quack* rv. 
DIC. DI.VS 
chart is are v. rv moderate. Uomiiiuuii.tt am -r. l.\ 
confidential, amt all may rely on him will; the -ti i-< 
secrecy and conti'leuce, w iiaiev« r may be the 11 -.. 
dition or situation ol anv one, married or -in;:!. 
Medicines sent by Mail and I.xpre to ail ports ot ;!.* 
! United States, 
! All letters requiring ad vie tnu-t c.» in on .n i- 
! insure an answer. 
1 
Address Du. L. Di\,No. : !-.:,-p,-y: B:--!oSi. M 
j Boston Jan. 1 
Jar." — i yr 
OFFICL OYKB II. II. .lOllNsoXKS alOUK, 
pikem^ non bbk^b-mvs', mass 3-:. 
-00- 
HAVING BCUDHT (Hi DIF lil'KOKSF, Ii!. will be happy to wait oil hi old cw toim rs aiul the 
public generally. Teeth tilied and iv.-toivd to tin ir m i.e- 
mal shape, Teeth with exposed mew. r<■:•_!■. duml t:lF !. 
Artificial teeth ol the best miRlbv in.-oiucd at rea-oii..! 
rides. Gold ami Silver IT.de 1;d„;-e, in -.-x-Fuinge. All 
work warranted. Tt -th extract1 d u ithout p::i; 1 it de-in d. 
G. I*. LOMBARD. 
REFERENCES. 
•KH.LV D. I.INI (»I.\, M. J».. Bn:::-wick d i.I.n.q 
j BAUD. Deuti.-t, Brun.-u ick; \. \. Mi.D Al.l 
eh Bri ns wick: \. C. ! K Kditoi 15 
D legraph : IF H.(’l NMMlilAM. M. D. \Y 
ONVKN sr. C. O’BitlF.N M. If. Idi-mi. U, : 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 
For Disea»es of the Ttiroat and Lungs, 
auch as Coughs, Colds, Whooping 
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, 
and Consumption. 
Probably never before in the whole history of 
medicine, has anything won so widely and .sode^pl; 
upon the confidence of mankind, as this excellent 
remedy for pulmonary complaints, i hrough a long 
series of years, and among most of the races of 
men it has risen higher and higher in their estima- 
tion, as it has become better known. It uniform 
character and power to eure the various affection- 
of the lungs and throat, have made it known as a re- 
liable proteetov against them. While adapted io 
milder forms of disease and to young children, it 
at the same time the mo-t effectual remedy that na 
be given for incipient eonsumption. and’the dan- 
gerous affections of the throat and lung-. As a pi ! vision against sudden attacks of ( roup, u -mut'd 
i be kept bn hand in every fannlv. and im!< ed a- a!' 
are sometimes subject io col and cough iti< 
should be provided with this antidote for them 
Although settled Ci..nsuiufttit,n i- iionglu i.. 
curable, still great numbers ol eases v. here ihe -it 
ease seemed settled have Loon c«»mple[. p -a 
and the patient restored t uml health 1 ii.. 
Cherry Pectoral. So rompleb n. t, 
over the disorders <*f the 1 ing- and hr-, f if 
the most ohstinate of them yield to it. non o f 
ing else could reach them, under the Ch> iry Pee- 
toral- they subside ami di appear. 
Singers ami Public Sjnat/ccrs find great pi 
tection from it. 
Asthma is always relieved and often wliuiiv 
cured by it. 
It ranch it is is generally cured by taking the 
Cherry Pector I in small and frequent dose-. 
So generally are its virtues known that we need 
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more 
than assure the public that its qualities are fully 
maintained. 
Ayer’s Ague Cure, 
For Fever and Ague, Intermittent l over, 
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever. Dumb 
Ague. Periodical or Bilious Fever, <£ r 
and indeed all the affections which arm.o 
from malarious, marsh, or miasma: n 
poisons. 
| As its name impbes, it does Cure, and doe-■ n<‘t 
fail. Containing neither Arsenic, ttuinine, B mi.i i; 
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poi.-onous substam e 
whatever, it. in nowise injures any patient. The 
number and importance or it cures in the ague dis- 
tricts, are literal!v hevond account, and we h. lii \ ■ 
Without a parallel in the hi-torv <>! Airue medicim 
Our pride i- gratified by the .‘n knowl.'dgmenm we 
receive of the radical cures effected iu obstinat. 
eases, and where other remedie had w holly failed. ! T nacclimated persons, either re.-idenf in, <>• 
i travelling through miasmaticlocalities, w ill be pro- 
tected by taking the Ad Ii: ecu S' daily. 
For ’Liver Complaints, arming from torniditv 
Of the Liver, it is an excellent remedy, stimulating 
the Liver into healthy activity. 
For Bilious Disorders and Liver Complaints, it is 
an excellent remedy, producing main tribe re- 
markable cures, where other medicim bad failed. 
Prepared by Du. J. C. Au:i: A < Fractical 
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell, Mas.-., aud sold 
all round the world. 
PHI CP, $1.00 PUL ItOTTLh. 
For sale by all Druggistsin Belfast. 
OAUTIOK 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
Du. non. i ii> sieiun and Surgeon, No. 7 i M*i- cott Si'.. Boston, is consult cal <1 ;!v t-.r all ’i .-a- 
es incident to the female Systran, l'ro! ip-m- l ten -a 
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albas. Suppression, ami 
other menstrual derangements, tire all in-attd on new 
pathological principles, and speedy relief guar ml ad m 
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode 
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints eld mui* 
it, and the afflicted person soon rejoice- in n t health. 
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater expi-rhum mi tin- 
cure of diseases of women than any (din ph-,-iri.m in 
Boston. 
Boarding accommodations for patient who may u li 
to stay in Bostou a few day- under his tmm-nt. 
Dr. Dow, since ls-fo, having confimd hi- w 11i11• i:- 
tion to an office practice for the cure id 1*: i\ate I »i-- e-< 
and Female Complaints, acknowleilgi s no -up* r• -. in tin 
United States. 
j N. B.—All letters must contain one dol ;r rh«- u 
not he answered. 
! Office hours from b a. m. to i*. m. 
i Boston, July 25, 1808. yt 
Sr 13. GIIiXjUM, 
HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE, 
iSIGlNT Ac. OliNAMI.NTAI. 
I3 a i n t e r 
GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and 1‘Al’Ki; HANGING executed in the >1 s t > 11- -1111-.' CABINS Grained, varnished ami polished in' the .,'t Modern and Best Style. BUNDS painted ,,t •, lower 
price than can he done nt anv other Shop if done hclore 
tin l't 01 April or Slav. Also, C A It 111 AG I" CAIN I 
1 NG nt the lowest CASH priees. 
Nllop on llndilii^lnp ms, N.-lftiM. Me. 
*sm -. It. cil.l.l Si. 
Speer's 
Standard 
Wine Bitters 
.G \ ps dt 
■, $ p ;«iii 
SSS • A 
*-€~ * eSfPsGiir 
t f ■' ;p«yl ,'•■•■; iljp'-i5® 
r‘ :KS •.jP'S 
C f tfS’ 
TL'p, P"Si tRoofsX. 
i!S '■•:<> d V' 
'‘DOR *# HEALTH 
STRENGTH BEAUTY 
_:_<£-- 
H)K SPllIMi I SE, FOU run WEAK. Foil 
111 FAKE. FOR THE SIOKI.V, FOR 
T HE AGEl). FOR FEMALES! 
V<> Bittrrs (o Fjn'd Tima! 
Sjicr 's Siiiiiriartl W inc 
IS i Hlv 1(8 ! 
MADK OF 
W i n l. MB ER Bft A \ 1> ROOT* ! 
-rKliifS ( • librated WINK, so much in use by physi- 
cians, put OI! 
/*/:/:/ i j.yhark, 
r.1M >MILK Flo y/i. /.*, 
N\ IFF HOOT, 
WILD < IIFHH )' ISA UK, 
OIF OKU, 
and such other Herbs and Hoots as will in all cases assist 
digestion, and give 
TKNK AN l) \ h iOU 1«) 
1 11 K YOl'NH AN1> OLD, 
MAM; AND I-KM All, 
\.i i: :• ti wonderful sucees* brings COLOR to 
the pa Ii: '.v Ii i' ■ lip» ; Hleoit* ami BeilUtJ to th 
hiu, w rii.Jd -l ta< < and eareworn countenance. Cure, 
i i-v arrl «_>r. os appetite 1 ry them ; use none Other. 
Ask lor Sja s Standard Hitters. 
Sold by W TI. «) 1*1 Ml 11 A MiOY. 
S.-e rli. t my signature is over the cork ot each bottle. 
A. SPEER, 
S I iSi iJiulw ay. V.. unit I'iuuii Y. J 
lyaO 
i 
-In-: publi-!• • ii, a new edition of(dnl%<»r- 
«i Olelirated Eniuy on tin 
■' "'■‘If "'icitf -arc without medicine ot SPi.lt 
-*\3tv.i&aaV m ■ a or .-eininal Weakness, In- 
voliiii!. ry Seminai Lo.-e*. Impotkm v. Mental and 
l i• -lit Inc ipaeitv, Imp(diineuts to .Marriage, etc. ; nl 
so, t'(i isninioy. Kp11 p>v and Fits, induced by soli 
indulgence or -a-xua! xtravnganoe. 
R-o’ I’riee, in a sealed envelope, only cents. 
1 he celebrated author, ii. this admirable cs-iv, (dearly 
demonstrates trom a thirty year s -uccossiul practice, 
that t)ie alarming coma .pn-uce- ot sell-abuse may be rad 
ie.ally eur. d without Hi:* dangerous use of internal medl 
coie or the application ol’ Ihc knife; pointing out a modi 
ol cure :.t once simple, certain and effectual, by means ol 
which e\ ery sulfcrer, no matter what his condition may 
be, may care himself cheaply, pri\ it. lv, and radically. 
K-ij-This Lecture should be in the hands of every 
oiitli ad .‘very m.in in the I mil, 
s* ut nml.a in a plain envelope, to any address, 
djon ree.-ipt ot cents, or tw post stamps. 
A.~o, D; a! 11 rw- M.iina;, t Juidc•, J price 25 cent.-. 
Vd.lrm- ii.* I’li' •i -lie* s < 11 A .). < KLIN K & (.<>. 
12 Huuen .'*«*»» 1 orb 1* <>tlicc liox 4,At%«* 
^r>» IUI. LADIF.s. The celebrated DR. L. DI\ 
JL p d’ti.■■dai ly inva ail ! a.lies who need a Medical oi 
,ii .elviser, to call at Ids Rooms, Fndicott St. 
lh■*•■'!on 1 iich they will find arranged tor their 
< d aeconnnodation. 
id 1 I\ having devoted over twenty y<-ars to tills 
; r;'. -ular bn nedi ol :h* treatment o! all diseases peculiai 
temaie- it i> m.w e. needed by all, both in this conn 
nei i-.u.opi that li- .-xc> !- ail other known practic 
'•oiler- in the sale, speedy and effectual treatment ot u!‘ 
female complaints. 
ill- medicine:- are prepared with the express purpOSi 
of n r.o ing ail use- such .is debility, weakness, un 
natural uppre--i<.u-<, enlargement of ti.« womb, also a* 
111 -1.!i ,rge> which 11 -w from a morbid state..! tin blood 
'fie.* Doctoi now fully prepared to treat in bis peculiur 
-tyle, both medically and surge ally, all di-eases ol th 
Kimale sex, and tin y are respectfully invited to call at 
Xa- iS Eiulirott Mieet, Hutton. 
All letters requiring advice mu-t contain one dollui 
o ure an an-wer 
Hostoit, Lin, 1, ls.»D—lvr 
WHOA! WHOA! 
1’ : \ Ui)IiSM or he will run a way and 1 slut' 
!* y ! ivrkii: \ s. ami get inv carnag 
i-1:: .1 t ;. *.i ar > and repair carriages amt 
"hag'.i- in I- ..i ryle as any other linn in this vicinifv 
i:i11 t*!<•%■ k«• >■; e.muintly < i. hand carriages and sleigh* 
'■•r t tli ! rate' (.'all and see before purch ■ 
I ing ei -mvi ere. 
<»ia H ii*iliinst4Mi Mtreel, 
Pear of Woods Conan ts Slot. 
i^l'lil CMi.Nu. ;.ing to ] ick in Pori land will hod P I lot!;- ad\. nta. < i.« rail on 
W\ K. IIAURIMAN, 
laid la mg Wharf, POP ! I. AM), Ml 
i MiTillSK’I nmilSIC’ 
I »v ! V 1.1 H a !’]•: 1 > INHALANT for Phthisic, 
a J tin a r/nin relief and probable cure ever ol 
l‘ t !> j’.i !>iir. I ubaleti wit h the breath, it goes di 
; 1 .'ings and relaxes the contracted nerveu; 
m-. w'.ii.'.i encircle tin air tubes, and the patient 
! * a ml ii.it uia; Phthisic is brought on 
>!.•)! d 1:- •. at causes th t it is impossible to adjust 
;j*'V reruns *. a cure for ail persons thus afflicted. 
; : i n ii A iiAM n> rt>r f.i-ls to immi diately reliev e ill 
1 '•« Pb* .1 \\ hatf\Cl lii'e Ii m.'.; h IVe been 
M f "’i; ii ilway* -ai and .-.iways reliable. 
! l»v mail .«• loo. Sold at \\ holcsalr and 
"Ii- \ i. If:.-I. Me. 
'b'1' 1 !> '‘tn d. ah in m- dieiiir, e-pectfullv solicited. 
.1. I.KW l> I’roprietor, 
Htt Pel fast Me. 
GOLD, SILVER, 
<’oin, Ilrafts and Bonds, 
•’* 1 ■1 'i! ami oM ami highest price paid hy 
3. A HOWES & CO. 
HI 
Uuickesl anil Easiest Route to Boston I 
Through by Steamer & Railroad ! 
—si i \mi-;ii — 
<11T Y < >1 UK’Ii.MONl), 
_, ,_ 
i ’wanwmEcixrjz, ■ Si”, , t -» 
»» « K. in:>,a«i), 
T‘!'; '1 liA.MKK Mn ‘V l!'< IIMUM), Inning 5 11 I 1" """rl.'tr order tin past tvint,., win 
1 1 *! wccklv trips hotwet n I'orl- aml. in>\[ : 1 "“W o» '■>•; ..b It Kiwi and It,,, Inavnig I'ortland on Monday, April l.iii. at It) o’clock "I., tir on lln arrival of the (express Train from 
;',s 1 ll'-It '-t on Mmuiay, Wednesday ami 
» i'i'1 i\ in >i muj at > oV.'ork. 
r,jwsen.ir«TS will be ticket.',I through to lioston ami all intcriiicdi.itc tatiou*, an iviug the sum. evenin'* I lie Kiehmond i- one nt the strnngi -t and .safest boats 
ewr btnit, .,i tvtnnrksbie -peed, el,-an und enmlurtaii!.- 1 ass', 1 '■.1 l.bai evet ... will be taken to ensure tlicir eotnfort ami if, ry 
“‘■■last, April IMiV. ,,-n, 
PORTLAND & MACHIAS LINE 
THE STEAMER 
X 22 "W X *i' C_> IVi , 
CIIAIil.KS l>l l.lilM, will I'OKTI.AMl 1 li 11»A A Mn li .M h, for t;« M K I A N i», ( A M 1>E.N 
HI-.1.1’ AM < A> I ! \ i: ami the usual 1 audings as tar V M At IN \s. IM. 1 I 1,\\ I N(,' Win i.iuh HE LEAST 1 \ '">• 1-0II 1'I.ANH ih,. mmu- nislir I .1- Iurtli; I. u 'uulir, :it.|.ly |.. 1>. I>. ll|N KH\.M 
Hu.kas’i- 
Boston and Penobscot River 
M I lit 1 l ANTS’ LINK. 
rAr i-;4v 'I'll. 8tranislii|. W IIHETTM. 
e-tk-j Will leave KmvcV Wharf, Ko>ton,lor Hun 
te#®EES3aBSJilr,ur everv Thursday at 1J M., touching lit I'vilast, sandy I’oint, Huck'port and W interport. Re 
turning will leave W inferport every Monday, at M-’J A 
touching at the above ports. Freight taken at rea 
Siiiial.lo rates. 
n. s. cS a ( o Agents. 
\n. 4’i TI;iiu HtreH, 
Belfast, Oct. 2<». ir,tf 
FISHING SCHOONER 
It'll SAID LOW. The Schooner Sen 
ator, .o tons O. M. in good order, well loiiiid hi ''aiO, Cable and Fishing Gear. M'ldy to K. U. GARDNER, 
-lv',f Hucksport, Me. 
FOR SALE. 
■Ill: KBl.X HERBERT,” about II £ 
on-.olil measurement, carries Ml *■ him 
her, well tound in Sails, Rigging, Chain* 
\nehnr<, N,*. Enquire ot 
S. II. I O’ivSON Tenants flurbor. 
January tt'v, 
